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Praise for The Future of Futures
‘This is a brilliant and timely book that shows how financing is centrally implicated in
the very unpredictability and uncertainty it purports to master. With the incisiveness
characteristic of her style and writing, Esposito reads economics in innovative ways
that disclose the hidden premises by which financial instruments trade and consume
the prospects of the future.’
– Jannis Kallinikos, London School of Economics, UK
‘Elena Esposito’s analysis of financial markets and of their recent decline is radically
different from the analyses which can be found in economic journals or books.
Financial operations are reduced to their basic dimensions: time and money. Under
this perspective, what is sold on financial markets is the possibility for the creation of
commitments in the course of time, the possibility for the combination of these commitments with one another, and the identification of chances for the achievement of
profit opportunities through the creation of specific combinations. The author argues
that the recent crisis of the financial system was caused by oversimplified visions of
the future and of risk leading to the consequence that options were not available in the
present because all possibilities had been used up by the future. This oversimplified
vision of the future imploded, and trust with it. The state tried to reconstruct options
for the future in order to open up new possibilities and chances for learning. The author
does not deliver recipes on how to prevent severe crises of the financial system in the
future. Yet, her concept facilitates understanding of how financial futures are opened
up or closed and thus provides insights into basic principles on whose basis future
opportunities can be kept open and trust can be maintained.
Innovative reforms of the financial system can only develop on the basis of unconventional analyses. Elena Esposito’s book contains an analysis of this kind.’
– Alfred Kieser, Mannheim University, Germany
‘Within the cacophony of voices trying to explain the recent financial crisis, Elena
Esposito’s voice sounds clear and deep. Steering away from simplistic condemnations and equally simplistic prescriptions for betterment, she connects the very
invention of derivatives to that eternal human hope – of controlling the future. While
the task is impossible, the attempts never stop, and the very process of attempting
it brings some consolation. And while derivatives can be seen, claim sociologists of
finance, as performative, that is shaping the future they promise to control, even
this is far from certain. Esposito’s fascinating and beautiful work is an important
contribution to the sociology of finance, a subdiscipline of sociology that took on
itself an extremely important task of explaining how the finance markets really
work.’
– Barbara Czarniawska, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
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‘Elena Esposito’s book is a fundamental analysis of time in economics. With economic
rigour underpinned by sociological reasoning, she explains the futures market more
clearly than is possible with economic analysis alone. Economic concepts are considered in terms of time – actors deal in the present with future risks by transferring these
risks to the present situation. As a result, we get more options and more risks at the
same time: at present. No equilibrium will balance these trades because of the asymmetry of time: our actual decisions deal with our imagination of the future, that is,
with the future of the present, but the results will be realized in the presence of the
future – different modalities of time. The book is a sound reflection on modelling time
in economic theory, a “must” for economists.’
– Birger P. Priddat, Witten/Herdecke University, Germany
‘The Future of Futures is an original and intellectually provocative book which forces
the reader to think. Esposito’s essay fulfils two rather different functions. On the one
hand, it brings new and persuasive arguments to bear against the erroneous thesis that
the present financial crisis is merely due to human mistakes and to some specific government failures. On the other hand, the book suggests that only by reconsidering the
role of time in the economy is it possible to make full sense of the crisis and to reorient in a desired direction the future movements of money. It is a well-known fact
that traditional economics has always adhered to a spatial conception of time, according to which time, like space, is perfectly reversible. Whence its inability both to
understand how economies develop and to prescribe adequate policies. The author’s
proposal is to move steps ahead in the direction of an analysis of an economy in time,
where both historical time and time as duration can find a place. Esposito’s wellwritten, jargon-free book will capture the attention of anyone seriously interested in
the future of our market systems.’
– Stefano Zamagni, University of Bologna and Johns Hopkins University,
Bologna Center, Italy
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Foreword
Bob Jessop
It is a great pleasure to write the foreword to Elena Esposito’s innovative
and timely book. This addresses so many complex issues, ranging from the
foundations of social science and the defining features of modern societies
to the rationality of financial irrationality and questions of crisis management, in such a closely and consistently integrated manner that it is impossible to summarize briefly. As such, it is not a book to be skimmed – nor,
indeed, a book to be read just once. It is a book to be studied for its rich
and wide-ranging insights, its demolition of received wisdoms, its creative
critiques of economics as a discipline, its innovative conceptualizations,
its reflections on the actuality and inactuality of time, and its brilliant
exploration of the enigmas, paradoxes and contradictions of economic
organization.
The general approach and its creative power will probably not surprise
those familiar with, and favourably inclined towards, the sociological
systems theory of Niklas Luhmann and his followers in the Germanspeaking world and elsewhere. And it should certainly not surprise readers
who are familiar with the author’s other work, which has developed
this approach, applied it in several detailed sociological enquiries, and
addressed important contemporary as well as historical issues. But the
present work illustrates the power of the approach when applied with the
author’s intellectual capacities and craft skills to the increasingly complex,
paradoxical and (ir)rational world of the economic system. In addition
to providing an excellent and accessible introduction to the basic ideas of
sociological systems theory, Elena Esposito develops them significantly in
three main directions. First, she gives a provocative account of the complexities, interweaving and contingencies of time, temporality, memory
and future-oriented actions, and shows how this transforms conventional
understandings of economics as an activity and as a discipline. Second,
based on these arguments, she develops innovative views on the nature of
contemporary society as a Risikogesellschaft (interpreted here as ‘society
at risk’, a better translation than the conventional term ‘risk society’), the
role of markets in dealing with uncertainty and risk, the significance of
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money and the monetization of social relations in this respect, and, relatedly, the significance of derivatives in creating as well as handling risk.
And, third, she comments on the nature of the recent global economic
crisis, its causes, its consequences, and the prospects for the re-regulation
of the market economy and the steering of its effects on the political system
in the light of her diagnosis of the peculiar features of the market economy
and the ways in which it handles the problems of (future) time.
In short, this is a work that is theoretically rigorous, intellectually
challenging (in the sense of provocative rather than difficult to read),
descriptively and analytically powerful, and, while clearly highly topical,
has profound implications for understanding past pasts as well as future
presents. Those familiar with my own work will rightly surmise that there
are also areas where I disagree with the author’s analyses or would want
to supplement them with further remarks on the contradictions (as well
as paradoxes) of contemporary capitalism. But one learns far more from
engaging with the work of serious scholars with whom one has productive
disagreements than one does from reading the umpteenth iteration of a
position that one shares. I recommend Elena Esposito’s book in this spirit.
Put your intellectual certainties at risk by engaging with it, observe your
reactions to its insights, paradoxes and analyses, learn from its challenging, paradigm-busting arguments, and contribute thereby to the development of science and the critique of economics.
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Introduction
The title of this book is deliberately ambiguous. However, the use of ambiguity is not merely a rhetorical device. In the course of this book, I hope
to show that the ambiguity belongs to the analysed phenomena. It leads to
both their difficulty and their fascinating appeal. Because of this ambiguity, the book and its title can be read in many different ways.
Why the future of futures? Futures stand here for derivatives as a whole,
as options, swaps, forwards and others, all of which are financial instruments. These instruments – some new, others less so – deal with the future.
They settle in the present the buying or selling of something (which may be
anything) that will take place at a future date. That is, they are contracts
that deal today with tomorrow’s decisions. As we shall see, they allow the
build-up of a very complex way of trading future constraints. In this way,
we speak of the future of futures first in terms of how derivatives see and
shape the future, as a technical and formalized way of dealing with time
and its use, having consequences for society as a whole.
This is not to say that derivatives claim to foresee the true course of
things. On the contrary, they are tools that react to the uncertainty and
instability of the world, to the growth of risk and the resulting alarm.
Derivatives turn to the future, a future that they know they don’t know,
and promise to protect against risks. They promise to deal in the present
with the fear of the unpredictable future (which remains unpredictable).
The resulting dilemma is that nobody knows if this works. Experience
shows that the very attempt to protect against risks produces other risks,
and that the future can actually come out differently as a result of the use
of derivatives. The future of a world that uses derivatives, therefore, is
different from that which would have come about if the derivatives had
not existed. In this sense, the future of futures is to be understood as that
future which results from the trade with futures, the future produced by
futures, the future of our ‘financialized’ world.
There is yet a third meaning to the title, one that has become all the
more urgent as a result of the financial crisis in 2008. What will happen to
derivatives in the future? What will be the future of futures, if we have seen
that the forms of management, their regulation and their theorizing are
inadequate, and should be more thoroughly reviewed?
Here the subtitle, which presents the proposal of the book, comes
1
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into play. In order to understand these tools (and the state of finance in
general), it is necessary to reconsider the role of time in the economy, that
is, the time of money. Therefore we shall deal with time, with how the
economy handles and regards time, and with how time changes according to the way it is used. Finally, we shall focus on the general meaning
of time, that is, on how it varies depending on how it is used and how it is
understood. While some clues are already available, and belong to the traditions of economics and of sociological theory, the experience of finance
in the last decades could lead us to reconsider these more effectively.
It is clear that, today, financial markets deal primarily with the management of time in the form of risk, with the sale of risk and the play
of influences, and with the links that exist between the way the present
sees the future and the way the future actually turns out. What is sold on
financial markets is the possibility of the creation of constraints in the
course of time, the possibility of the combination of these constraints with
one another, and the possibility of the achievement of profit opportunities. These are often based on the present use of the future, even if (or
just because) the future remains unknown. Later, we shall see precisely
how this happens. The point here is that, if one doesn’t take the role of
time into account, then all the movements of finance seem purely virtual,
inconsistent, and often led by an incomprehensible irrationality (which
is how financial markets are usually presented). Financial markets are
presented as the realm of gambling and unreasonableness, despite the use
of computers and of complex and formalized techniques. If we do not
take the role of time into account, we shall be constantly surprised by the
unforeseen movements of the markets, when in fact we should be able at
least to expect these surprises, in so far as we produce them, at least in part,
through our own behaviour.
Classical economists have pointed out that money, in its essence, is time.
We do not need it in order to satisfy present needs (if we satisfied them, we
would no longer have any money), but in order to assure ourselves in the
present of the indistinct nebula of possible future needs. We do not know
what we shall need tomorrow, but we would like to be equipped to get it,
if and when it is required. To this end, if we are able to pay, we will. It is
because the possible needs of the future have no limit that we need money,
and why that money is never enough. Financial markets ‘play’ with these
future possibilities, in that they intertwine and compensate, imagine and
deny, and produce present profits out of the unpredictability of the future.
As a matter of fact, financial markets do in a more daring way what money
has always done. They deal with and trade in tomorrow’s uncertainty
today.
To understand financial markets, therefore, one should start from
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the time of money. Then it becomes clear how money works in general.
Approaching economics from this point of view compels one to give up
many assumptions about it (at least in its mainstream version), that have
the great advantage that they can be formalized. Economic models rely
on specific ideas about the markets’ equilibrium, about the distribution
of information, about the role of prices, about the meaning of chance,
and about the rationality of operators, all of which overlook the role of
time as a fundamental factor in economic behaviour. These ideas result in
relatively stable and seemingly reliable models. In the last several decades,
these assumptions have been heavily criticized, especially since the financial crisis, given that they have been shown not to work. It has become
apparent that different instruments are needed. My proposal is that, by
starting with time, one can see what has not worked and why, and try to
reconstruct the movements of money in another way.
The crisis, with all its problems and difficulties, could thereby become an
opportunity. The drama of the financial upheavals in the course of 2008
drew attention to the markets and to the esoteric tools they use. In turn,
these have become a topic in the mass media, in politics, in public opinion
and, of course, in economics. Money is fashionable. It is the central theme
of our time, a theme that both involves and concerns everyone. One could
also say that, in this sense, our time is ‘the time of money’, a time obsessed
with money, seeking to find in its movements a clue to the general sense
of society and its evolution. This rather new attention to the financial
dynamic, given the urgency of the looming crisis and its threatening and
as yet uncontrolled effects, could become an opportunity to approach and
reflect on money in new and different ways that could overcome the crystallizations that have recently blocked it.
This is the time of money in finance. Both mysterious and urgent, it
seems to get out of the technical sphere and affect society in general. We
now move to the last reference of our title, the time of money in society.
This involves very different areas, such as politics, media, organizations
and families, all confronted with a new form of money and a new construction of time. The time of money could help us to understand what
time has become in our society, a society obsessed with time, yet a society
that understands time less and less. Here our discourse leaves the economic and financial sphere and concerns itself with what has become the
‘risk society’, a society no longer defined by its past or its traditions, but
turned to the future. This orientation is adopted as a means of preparation
for that future, but this produces further uncertainties.
The popularity of risk relies predominantly on the urgency of the future.
Compared with other formulas, like those of industrial society, capitalistic society or modern society, with their respective ‘post-’ formulations
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(post-industrial, post-capitalistic or post-modern) that define the present
by looking backwards, the risk society defines itself by looking forward.
It sees the present as preparation for an unknown future, a future that
might make us regret what we are either doing or not doing today. We
are left to speculate about whether or not things will happen as we expect
and predict them to, and to acknowledge that what seems prudent today
could tomorrow cause damage and lead us to wish we had done otherwise.
It is always possible that we could discover that the future for which we
are prepared is quite different from the future that actually comes to be.
Despite our ability to recognize this possibility, we still make decisions
without ever being sure that they are the correct ones, precisely because
the future remains uncertain. Risk, therefore, is a deadlock situation. We
worry about that which cannot be avoided, and the more one thinks about
it, the more one realizes that any and all decisions (and also, therefore, any
and all non-decisions) are risky. In this sense, safety is an illusion.
The situation seems irresolvable, and the theory of risk has inherent
difficulties in producing proposals. While it succeeds in denouncing what
is wrong when one binds the future, it fails to indicate what could be construed as right. The risk society feels pressed by a future that seems already
to have started, but remains the prisoner of a present that cannot know
such a future. The real problem is time, in that, as long as we don’t know
how to handle the future (or, for that matter, what future it is that we are
to handle), we cannot manage its risks.
The time of money, however, shows how the future can be produced
by the very operations that try to anticipate it. This is something financial
markets do continuously. They sell derivatives that set the conditions for
the future in the present, and look forward to how things will continue
once the future is accomplished. In buying an option, one generates a constraint that influences the course of time and contributes to the creation
of what will become true in the future. The future is both bound and open
at the same time, and markets deal with these constraints and their transformations. They deal with risk and its management. Understanding how
these movements transpire, then, helps us to understand the functioning
of time in our society because its mysteries and its circularities get translated into specific economic operations that produce (or destroy) wealth
and have very tangible consequences. In studying the time of money, one
studies the time of a society that defines itself with reference to a future
that depends on it, both in the economy and in other spheres.
These are the issues and the presuppositions of this book. They are both
numerous and interwoven. The organization of the volume is linear, and
should allow readers to follow the discourse, even if they are interested in
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only one of the issues considered (such as financial problems, sociological
problems, or the concept of time). To facilitate these different readings, a
brief introduction is placed at the beginning of each chapter. This summarizes the various topics discussed and addressed in the different sections,
and serves to highlight the general thread of the discussion presented.
Thus it should prove easier to follow the line of discourse even when it
addresses rather technical issues in one of the sections, given that one will
know the point of the chapter and the means by which it develops without
having to go into its technical elements.
The volume is divided into three parts, becoming gradually more specific. The first part deals with very general themes, which set the stage for
later arguments. It starts by asking what the role of time in economics is,
and by presenting all the criticisms that economists direct to themselves
on this point (Chapter 1). It then introduces the sociological idea of a time
that does not exist by itself, but is produced by the present to get an orientation towards the future (Chapter 2). This construction becomes more
and more complex, because it interweaves both future and past perspectives of different observers and of different presents. The economy serves
to manage this complexity because, if we have money, we can rely on the
possibility of satisfying our needs in the future, even should others want
the same goods. Chapter 3 reconstructs the meaning of economy in this
view. Chapter 4 presents the role and the function of money, which stands
for every other good and which links different presents and all members of
society with one another. The circulation of money presupposes markets,
which circulate information and allow operators to observe one another
(Chapter 5) (a fundamental problem, hitherto treated by theory in a
simplified and, therefore, highly controversial way). Financial markets
exacerbate the mechanisms of the market and show how specific markets
centred on risk have been produced, with a dynamic and structures that
require much more abstract theoretical tools (Chapter 6).
The second part deals with the specifics of finance and the relationship
of finance to the world. It asks whether the reality of finance is only virtual
or whether it is a concrete production and circulation of wealth, and
what the relationship between the paper economy and the real economy
(Chapter 7) consists of. Chapter 8 presents and discusses derivatives,
showing that they are contracts to sell and manage risks – instruments
that have become necessary in an increasingly unstable and uncertain
world. It deals with the problem of whether or not they are a new form
of money, though much more abstract and flexible, aimed directly at the
present management of a future that one knows is unknown (Chapter 9).
The resulting trade of uncertainty requires complex and formalized tools,
which allow operators to price and circulate risk. Chapter 10 discusses the
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techniques of structured finance and their limits. These have led to unforeseeable situations and to a dramatic interlacement of time perspectives.
Part III deals with the financial crisis in 2008. In it, I try to describe the
financial crisis from the point of view of the management of time and its
shortcomings. This part goes into the details of the techniques used and
the measures taken to mitigate the consequences of the financial crisis.
Chapter 11 reconstructs the basis of the crisis, showing that it was a
matter of oversimplified visions of the future and of risk that referred to
the present. As a result, the present found out that it had no longer had
open possibilities, in that it had already used its own future. Chapter 12
presents the spread of the crisis as an implosion of the future and of trust.
This has led to a situation where, instead of overusing the future, one
refuses to build it up at all, and remains paralysed as a consequence. The
state attempted to regulate the situation (Chapter 13), adopting various
measures that proved more or less adequate depending on the image of
the future they used, that is, depending on their ability to recognize the
unpredictability of the time to come and the need to learn from it as it
comes to be the case.
At the end of the journey, no concrete answers are presented and, in
fact, for those who must decide, there are not even precise indications to
assure them of the right thing to do or the way in which to do it. Such a
claim would go against the general approach of the book, which starts
with the uncertainty and obscurity of the future. This obscurity, however,
does not mean that the role of the future in operations and decisions
must be bleak. On the contrary, by underlining the use of time in highly
technical and often impenetrable questions of contemporary finance, one
will be better able to understand an area of our society that has increasingly become all the more mysterious. Underlying all formalisms, there is
the matter of the present management of the future, which is mysterious
because we cannot know it, but which must not be seen as mysterious in
our operations (though we often do not even realize that this is the point).
If, as we want to maintain, time is money, then, by studying the time of
money, one will be better able to understand both the present and its way
of building the future. One will be better able to understand how, and in
what ways, the future remains unpredictable.
Note: Page numbers in the notes refer to Italian or German editions where
stated (It. edn or Ger. edn). Translations are the author’s own.
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1.

Time in economics

Is it possible that the problems of economics that we are faced with at
present, which have recently been criticized as a result of the crisis of the
financial markets, have to do with the ways with which time is dealt? In
section 1, we discuss the charges that are frequently made against the
approach of economics, which is regarded as static and overly oriented
to equilibrium. In addition, we discuss possible alternative approaches
that consider the role and relevance of time. Time, in the form of future
uncertainty and indeterminacy, is seen here as a key resource for economic
behaviour, one that fosters creativity and a spirit of initiative. Time can
also explain how traders are mutually oriented to each other.
Traditional economics, usually not taking the situations of circularity
into account (section 2), has neglected the role of time. Traditional economics did not consider the cases where the behaviour of the operators
changes the world to which they refer. These are the situations addressed
by the latest trends, based on formulas such as imperfect information,
asymmetric information and adverse selection. These are all cases where
an uncertainty that is not eliminable arises, because the information that
would allow for the uncertainty to be overcome is produced by the very
behaviour of the operators who suffer from this same uncertainty. In
order to valorize uncertainty and its role in the economy, one must make
a complex concept of time the starting point. This complex concept of
time is compatible with inconsistency and with a continuous production
of surprises, with the role of expectations and with circular relationships
in which the effect becomes its own cause (section 3). Many hints at this
concept can be found in the economics tradition. However, it would be
useful to combine these with the proposals of sociology.

1.

THE INDETERMINACY OF THE FUTURE

The turmoil of the economic crisis of 2008 not only affected the markets,
but also affected the theories that tried to explain their behaviour. Several
have criticized these theories as being inadequate not only with regard to
their predictive abilities, but also with regard to their ability to understand

9
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the major movements that remain ongoing. The debate surrounding
these accusations remains an open one. It is not universally agreed that
the task of a theory must be, or even should be, one of prediction. In any
case, a reflection on the underlying assumptions of economic thought has
begun. The ideas of the market, the role of the state, the techniques of risk
management, and even the very notion of risk, have all been subjected to
reinterpretation.
It now remains to be seen how economics, which is by no means
unfamiliar with criticism, will react to these charges. The most curious
aspect of these criticisms is that they have traditionally been harshest
when from economists themselves, who accuse their discipline of being
purely abstract, obsessed with standardization, and, above all, ineffective
in guiding the operators and in explaining what actually happens in the
economy.1 The fact that this criticism has arisen again, in almost identical
form, several decades after its original formulation, suggests that the theory
is profoundly resistant to revising some of its basic guidelines. It should be
asked what exactly has prompted this rigidity, especially given the apparent schizophrenia of the system, since the constant self-production of
criticism seems only to further stabilize the approach of the theory.
The debate remains open on all these points. In this work, we shall focus
on one of the most controversial issues, namely, the way (or inability) to
deal with time and with temporal relations within the economy. This issue
has become urgent in connection with the current crisis and the increasingly fundamental role of finance and new techniques of risk management
(the most innovative and disturbing aspect of this particular crisis). Given
that financial markets are primarily working with time, and that the reckless management of the future gave rise to a situation in which society as
a whole seems not to have an available future (as it has already been ‘consumed’ by speculations and games with risk), the need for reorientation
and for updating the available theories seems all the more evident. This
perception remains widespread, and can be understood as giving rise to
the panic of both the markets and public opinion. But is this perception
accurate? And what does it mean?
The issue of time has always been crucial in economics and, correspondingly, it has always been highly criticized. It is hardly novel to complain
that economics, based on models of equilibrium and coordination, is a
static construction and does not take the issue of time seriously, especially
in the sense of historical change, innovation and surprise.2 This has been a
classic theme of the Austrian School, from von Mises to Hayek, who have
not only pointed out that the equations of economic equilibrium systematically exclude time because they postulate an unrealistic and simultaneous interdependence of all variables, but have also claimed that this failure
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has led to an inability to deal adequately with money, competition, market
imperfections and the role of knowledge and its limitations in general.3
However, Keynes has stressed that economic decisions are always uncertain, because they are taken on the basis of an unchangeable past and are
aimed at a ‘perfidious future’.4 Keynes saw the role of time as uncertainty
and indeterminacy (an awareness that, according to some authors, has
been lost in the simplification of what has been handed down as Keynesian
theory), and not as a mere succession.5
The valorization of the uncertainty and indeterminacy of the future
can be found in the works of scholars who, perhaps because of this valorization, were placed in a marginal (albeit prestigious) position in the
development of economics. This statement applies primarily to Shackle,
who constantly accused the mainstream approach of disregarding the role
of time, considering it a nuisance and a troublesome complication, and
failing to understand that time is a resource. According to Shackle, time is
a resource in so far as economic practice actively exploits it and is always
oriented towards a ‘time-to-come’ that serves to enhance creativity, imagination and novelty.6
What needs to be emphasized here is that time is not a marginal aspect,
and is certainly not simply one aspect among others. How time is dealt
with affects the way in which uncertainty (which is by now the key variable of economic behaviour) is understood and managed. Without taking
time into account, one is unable to consider the most evident and deepest
source of uncertainty, namely, the behaviour of other operators and how
it is that individuals are oriented to each other. This orientation involves
observing the other operators in the market. It is constantly changing and
recursive, in that everyone refers to what other operators do. These operators, in turn, refer to the behaviour of the individuals observing them. This
mirroring of perspectives, while difficult to systematize and formalize, is a
key element of the information circulating in the economy. This moment
of reflexivity has already been highlighted.7 Shackle, for example, called
for ‘kaleidic theories’ that could take the multiple perspectives of different
individuals into account, perspectives that are always variable and often
inconsistent with each other.8 A theory that does not appreciate time, as
we shall see, is not able to accomplish this task and is, therefore, destined
to deal inadequately with these social dimensions.

2.

UNCERTAINTY AS A RESOURCE

The weakness of economic theory results from its lack of circularity.
This lack prevents it from considering both the way in which the present
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depends on a future that depends on what the present expects from it,
and also the fact that operators observe each other and the theory that
describes their behaviour. Economic theory has failed to observe itself
and its relationship with its object of study. These are not separated in
the ideal relationship of an external observer with an independent object,
a situation in which one observes something that is not affected by the
ongoing observation from the outside. The observer and the object (made
up largely of other observers who observe their being observed) are connected by a multiplicity of combinations and reciprocal influences that are
increasingly difficult to ignore.9
One might ask why it is that economics remains so resistant. Sociology
attributes this resistance to a particular ‘relationship of loyalty and affirmation with its object’,10 similar to the relationship that binds pedagogy to
education, theology to religion, political science to politics, and possibly
epistemology to science. These are called ‘reflection theories’. They are
bound to orient effectively the behaviour in their specific field of study and
are unwilling to discover uncertainties and paradoxes.11 However, a discussion of this, beyond observing that the most pressing and controversial
issues of economics derive from this very basic condition, exceeds the scope
of this work. These issues constitute a radical challenge to the implicit
assumptions of the discipline, as though the ‘relationship of loyalty’ to the
object of study were now becoming dangerous rather than protective (we
shall see later how the new meaning of risk tends to turn the alleged security into a threat). Circularity seems increasingly difficult to circumscribe.
Initially, we can see this difficulty in concepts that are already present
in economics. We can refer to this circularity, but fail to address its role
or origin directly. The key formula has been that of imperfect information, which is now widespread and presented as a real paradigm shift
in economic thinking.12 The turning point is not so much in signalling
that the operators have access only to incomplete information, which we
have known for some time, but in declaring that it cannot be otherwise:
one never has all the necessary information; that would be impossible.
However, this is not necessarily a bad thing. The imperfection of information is not due to a failure of the market or other disturbances. It is
an inevitable and physiological condition of economic action. Imperfect
information is not a defect, to be amended with improved transparency
and better communication. It is the inevitable consequence of a condition
where a significant part of the information is generated by the behaviour
of the operators and evolution. Information cannot be known in advance,
because it does not already exist. One must act in order to see what
happens and how others react, generating the data one initially needed to
decide. These data, moreover, will change immediately.
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As has been stated here, the issue seems very simple. However, most of
the questions that concern current economic thinking can be read in this
key. There is much talk of asymmetric information, for example, cases in
which information is chronically distributed in an uneven way, as in the
market for life insurance or paradigmatically in the market for used cars
(Akerlof’s ‘lemons’13). In the first case, this distribution favours customers,
and in the second case it favours sellers. One party is unable to acquire the
necessary information. It knows that the other party knows more (knows
the true value of the car or the actual state of health of the individuals
asking for insurance), and ‘discounts’ this knowledge from the value of the
offer. The result is that the market for used cars is unable to discriminate
between valid products and frauds (unless it refers to the trust in the seller,
which remains an extra-economic factor) and ends by offering shoddy
products (a market for life insurance for people over 65 years, for example,
cannot even be produced). This phenomenon, known as adverse selection,
is a typical case of information being primarily derived from the behaviour
of the counterpart, and is often observed in this perspective. I must trust
a person who knows that I must trust them, and eventually I no longer
trust at all.
The problem can be understood as a condition of circular uncertainty,
and is similar to those addressed by game theory. It differs from game
theory in that game theory requires (quite unrealistically) a lack of communication between operators who know exactly what the result of every
combination of strategies14 will be (for example, in the prisoner’s dilemma
game, which is far more implausible than the more normal, but much
more complex, conditions where the ‘players’ can talk to each other).
In these more complex conditions, the players do not know everything
(communication hides as much as it reveals), but the form of uncertainty
changes. The lack of transparency, in this case, is not due to the fact that
some information is kept secret, but due to the fact that some data do not
exist at all. They arise only through the interaction between observers who
depend on each other.15 There is no calculus, however complex, that can
formalize this condition. One can only watch the ongoing events and continually adjust one’s guidelines.
This issue is well known and discussed. The consequence for economics
(and our discourse) is a new assessment and valorization of uncertainty.
Uncertainty has been recognized as inevitable. The search for information
does not lead to its reduction but only to its amplification. If uncertainty
is produced autonomously, by transactions and economic behaviour,
it grows with the increase of available information. The awareness of a
congenital lack of knowledge also increases,16 while traders are bound
to make decisions whose consequences they do not and cannot know.17
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It is perhaps more realistic to adopt an approach that does not regard
uncertainty and lack of knowledge as problems, but instead as resources –
indeed as the key resources that motivate economic action, that are used,
valorized and transformed.
For Keynes, as we have seen, ignorance of the future is essential and
serves as the basis for the particular temporal relations of the economy.18
Only in a world where the future is not only unknown but also unknowable
can decisions be creative and innovative. According to Shackle, the world
of economy ‘feeds on uncertainty’,19 in so far as it is based on assumptions
about future prices, which are then set in accordance with these assumptions and their effects. Determination is generated from indeterminacy and
its exploitation. If the future were not indeterminate and unknowable, it
would not be possible to use this uncertainty to set in motion a dynamic
that ultimately produces the actual economic data, a movement in which
‘uncertainty comes back on itself and creates its own source’.20
In this light, this feature of the economy can be understood as a condition of ‘self-generated indeterminacy’.21 Economic transactions make
the future unpredictable, and use this unpredictability to generate structures, to create constraints and to limit arbitrariness. What is then realized (the prices and their movements, the opportunities and the failures)
is not accidental, but stems from expectations of an unknown future and
from present decisions. However, even if the future is indeterminate, it is
not the case that ‘anything goes’. Certain behaviours are rewarded and
others are punished. There will be gains and losses, successes and disappointments. The ‘structures of insecurity’ give shape to the way in which
the present leads to a future that can only appear indeterminate. The
study of economics consists in observing how this occurs. In a simple way,
and often without awareness of the theoretical implications, economic
practices seem to reflect this condition. When one speaks of the ‘economy
of ignorance’, for instance, where operators do not exchange goods, but
uncertainty (in the sense of ‘the mutual unconsciousness of what the future
holds’22), this is precisely the case. We now need a theory that is able to
take this into account.

3.

TEMPORAL INCONSISTENCY IN ECONOMIC
BEHAVIOUR

Some hints to help us recognize such a theory are already available, hints
that address the role of time in the economy (the issue that, as we have
seen, is chronically overlooked by the mainstream theories).
There has been a great deal of discussion about the role of expectations
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in economic behaviour. Expectations are nothing more than a present
reflection on an uncertain future and an attempt to build up an orientation.
We do not know what will happen, but we can expect that something will
happen, and this fact can serve as a guide in the face of uncertainty. It was
the Austrian School that indicated the need for a ‘general theory of expectations’, explaining how doubts and uncertainties and hopes and fears
work, and how economic dynamics are the reflection of these projections
in the present of the uncertainty of the future and not the reflex of alleged
objective data.23 However, we are predominantly indebted to Keynes for
our awareness of the role of expectations and an analysis of their temporal relations in economics.24 He finds that operators have no other choice
than to follow their expectations, which are based in part on existing facts,
in part on future events that can be predicted only in an uncertain way.
Expectations rely a little on the present, but, to an even greater extent, they
rely on the future. However, the present, Keynes argues, is itself steeped
in expectations, because the present data ‘incorporate’ past expectations,
while expectations about the future are always mutable and change as the
future becomes the present. In this sense, economic orientation is always a
patchwork of both past and present projections, of uncertainties that bind
themselves to produce the economic data to which we refer.
Therefore we need a more complex model of time than the linear one
that is so often assumed. We need a model where time perpetually scrolls
forward and transforms the unknown future into a known present. In this
model, we know only the past, which increasingly expands and incorporates ever-growing portions of the future. This knowledge is not, however,
enough to understand the present, and, in particular, the present of the
economy, which is not so much determined by the past, but rather refers
to the future (to a future that we can experience only in the form of our
present imagination). We only have access to knowledge of what we expect
today, not of what will actually be the case (which is usually different,
often because of our very expectations). People are beginning to say that
economics should be built on the basis of more complex and intertwined
time relations,25 where, for example, one knows that our ability to predict
the future is based on knowledge of the past. This is not because the future
will be similar to the past, but rather because we know that it will be different (not only from what we know, but also from what we can expect to
change). From the past we can learn only that we cannot learn anything
from the past.26 In other words, we can expect only to be surprised, a fact
that we should at least be aware of and able to consider.
One can observe a situation of ‘temporal inconsistency’ in the economy,
a situation in which one discovers ex post facto the meaning of what one
thought in a given present. We need models that admit the ‘inconsistency
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of plans’, not only when such plans are unsuccessful, but also and precisely
when our predictions are correct. This can be understood as a form of
‘non-consequential reasoning’. This reasoning tries to take into account
the conclusions one would draw in the future should the projected events
be accurate, and discovers new perspectives on the past when such things
have changed.27 Not only will the future be different from the past, but
it will also be different from what we expect to be different. This is not
because we are wrong in our expectations, but because our predictions
are correct. The economy urgently requires this to be the case, because it
is in the economic sphere that one has to deal with events that proceed in
reverse from what is considered (this issue will be further discussed later
on, albeit more or less naively) the ‘natural course of time’ (the harvesting
of wheat depends on the land that provides it, but the value of the harvest
is not a function of the land. The value of the land depends instead on
the presumed value of the harvests28). The values are set according to the
future, a future that will change according to these values. In this sense the
present depends on the future, which, in turn, depends on the present that
is oriented to it.
We shall have to deal with this circularity throughout this work, entangling the intertwining of perspectives that underlie what at first glance
seems no more than a puzzle. In the words of Hicks,29 we shall try to
explain what kind of time lies behind the specific form of causality that
operates in the economy, and does not correspond to the classical definition of time where the cause precedes the effect. This kind of time can be
understood in terms of ‘retrospective causation’, where the effect depends
on a cause for which it is itself the cause. There is also ‘contemporary causation’, where both A and A* are causes of B, but where the one cannot
happen without the other. In order to accomplish this, we shall need a
rather counter-intuitive notion of time, one that we shall try to build up
throughout this work, starting with some ideas from sociological thought.

NOTES
1.

2.

The number of references could be multiplied at will. See, for example, Knight (1921)
p. xxviii, It. edn: ‘all of economic theory is purely abstract, formal and inconsistent’;
Hicks (1979): ‘Economic knowledge is so extremely imperfect . . . most of the “macro”
magnitudes which figure so largely in economic discussion . . . are subject to errors and
(what is worse) to ambiguities’ (pp. 1–2); or the opinions of the highest reputed economists gathered in Swedberg (1990) or in Motterlini and Piattelli Palmarini (2005).
See, for example, Rizzo (1979); Hicks (1979); Aglietta and Orléan (1982), p. 19; Stiglitz
(2003), p. 580. But Voegelin (1925) had already said, within the framework of a critique
of the current approaches, that ‘Stationary economics is a contradictio in adjecto’ (p.
189).
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See Hayek (1937); O’Driscoll and Rizzo (1996).
Keynes (1936), pp. 147ff.; Davidson (1978), p. 7.
See Davidson (1978, 1996).
See Shackle (1972, 1988).
See Knight (1921), pp. 287ff. The discussed concept of ‘reflexivity’ used by George
Soros to criticize the foundations of economics (and its alleged practical irrelevance)
relies on awareness of the influence of the orientations of subjects on the data they refer
to, either directly or through their influence on the orientation of other operators; see
Soros (1987, 2008).
See Shackle (1972), pp. 76ff. and passim.
An increasingly widespread observation, at the basis, for example, of the so-called
anthropological approach, that does not, however, radicalize the dependence of the
world on the perspective of observation: see Abolafia (1998); Callon (1998).
‘Verhältnis der Loyalität und der Affirmation an ihren Gegenstand’: Luhmann (1997),
p. 965.
About economics as reflection theory of the economy, see Luhmann (1997), pp. 964ff.,
(1988a), pp. 79ff., 124ff.; Baecker (1988), pp. 52f.
See Stiglitz (1985, 2003).
See Akerlof (1970).
Once again the structuring role of time is disregarded: see. Shackle (1955), pp. 42–3.
Apart from the fact that some data (classically sincerity) are not communicable: the one
who declares that he is sincere raises doubts about the intentions of that sincerity, as
rhetoric has always known.
Economic problems are reducible to problems of information and without problems of
information there are no economic problems – thus Clark and Juma (1987), p. 95. See
also Piel (2003), p. 20: information is not the solution but the problem.
Again a classical issue in Shackle: see, for example (1955), p. 18.
A discussion of this can be found in Hicks (1979), pp. 80ff.
Shackle (1972), p. 164.
Ibid., p. 165.
Luhmann (1996b), p. 1.
Betti (2000), pp. 3 and 209, as a representative of very widespread trends.
See Hayek (1937), p. 34; Lachmann (1977), pp. 65ff.
See Keynes (1936), pp. 46ff., 147ff., 293f.
See Loasby (1999), p. 5.
As Koselleck writes in a very different context: see Koselleck (1979), pp. 38–76.
See Lachmann (1977), p. 122; Shiller (2000), p. 205 It. edn.
See Coumet (1970), p. 587.
See Hicks (1979), pp. 25f., 62ff.
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In this chapter, we shall present the idea of time in sociological systems
theory. This idea of time will guide our entire analysis of money and financial markets. The chapter is very abstract, refers to a very complex theory,
and involves various issues that we cannot present within the limits of this
work. However, it should serve to clarify both how, and why, time can be
thought of in a different and unusual way, not only in everyday life, but
also in many scientific works, and especially in economics.
We begin with a fairly simple remark (presented in section 1): time in
itself is never present in its entirety, because it concerns three dimensions
(the past, the present and the future) that can never be directly experienced. The past is already gone, the future has not yet arrived, and the
present goes by immediately. Nevertheless, time remains a key component
of our relationship with the world. We live with expectations and memories, which we need in order to generate projects for the future and to
rethink our past experiences. Because it does not exist and, therefore, does
not resist our constructions, time gives us great freedom.
We must then understand why we use time and what advantages it
grants us (section 2). We need time in order to orient ourselves in our activities and in the world. We arrange these activities in an order that connects
the past with the future. In this sense, we can see present happenings as a
result of past events and as preconditions for the future. This order helps
to guide us. This orientation also has the advantage of being very flexible.
We can always change the orientation at a later date, without contradicting ourselves (it is always one and the same time, but seen otherwise).
Time, therefore, changes over time, and in a very articulate way (section
3). It is always the difference between past and future, but this difference is
always experienced from a different present. The flow of time is constantly
making us switch from one present to another. The way in which the past
and the future appear to us is always different. Today, my past includes
what was present yesterday, and tomorrow my future will belong to the
past. To understand how time works, we must take into account this
reflexivity and the fact that the flow of time is always producing different
pasts and different futures that bind each other. In this sense, expectations
and projects condition the truth of every present.

18
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Even if they are not ‘there’ in the present, it remains important to note
that the past and the future are not built up in the same way (section 4).
The past can no longer be changed, and the future depends on what we
do today. We therefore have freedom and constraints: we can build up
our future (successfully or not, the future remains uncertain), and we can
reflect on and evaluate what we have done in the past.
The success of our projects depends on those of others, to which we
must always refer (section 5). Society provides some tools that combine
the uncertainty about the future with the uncertainty about the behaviour
of others. Even if we do not know what will happen, norms will determine how it is that everyone must behave, and money assures us that we
shall obtain the goods we need. These tools function because we know
that others also respect them. We can count on the fact that others will
recognize the norms and will accept the money when we decide to spend
it.
In some cases, however, the uncertainty of the future becomes more
urgent and difficult to control. The term ‘risk’ is used to indicate such
cases (section 6). Risk has now become the fundamental feature of our
society. We have to deal with risk when we not only do not know what
will happen tomorrow, but also what either we or others will think of risk
when it does occur, and what criteria we will therefore follow. However,
at the same time, we know that the future depends on what we decide to
do or not to do today – that is, whether or not to build an atomic plant,
speculate on the stock exchange, continue studying, or look for a job. The
future presents us with opportunities, but only if we are aware of them and
want to construct them (given that we know they can just as easily become
threats). The problem faced by our society is how to use the uncertainty of
the future, to exploit it without being paralysed by it.

1.

THE FUTURE AND THE PAST OF THE
TEMPORARY PRESENT

In discussing uncertainty and related puzzles, we have seen that it would
be convenient to change the prevailing attitudes towards them, to move
from a tendentially negative attitude to a positive one. Instead of considering the indeterminacy and incompleteness of information as problems, we
can try to valorize these as resources, opportunities for change, innovation
and surprise. A similar change of attitude could be made towards time,
whose significance in the economy increasingly appears to be enigmatic
and elusive, circular and recursive, to the point that one has the impression of no longer knowing what it is. It is difficult to work in this way.
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Luhmann therefore proposes that we stop asking what time is ‘in itself’ (a
question that refers to an ontological rest and is not very useful).
To ask what time is remains a fairly empty question. What matters, for
those referring to it,1 is understanding how it works, how it is used in order
to make decisions, to remember, to hope and to design. Time, as often
assumed, does not exist. The past and the future are never given in the concreteness of actuality. What is, is always present. What matters, then, is to
understand how time is constructed in every moment, to understand how
we project a past and a future that ‘are not there’, are not actual, and are
formed in a present that disappears in the very moment of its realization.
The enigma of time is, first of all, a result of its intertwining of actuality and inactuality. Time exists only as an actual projection of spaces of
inactuality (a past that is no longer, and a future that has not yet come).
But why do we do this? Why make the present dependent on a past and
a future that are not actually there? Why do we constrain the instantaneous space of actuality with the bindings of a past that cannot be changed
and a future that we do not know? Presumably, we do this because the
past and the future, as inactual, grant us more freedom. The inactual offers
advantages because it leaves us greater freedom in structuring our choices
and our constraints. In order to take this situation into account, however,
we need ‘a completely different concept of time’,2 one that is able to valorize the capacity of systems to orient to more and more articulated spaces of
inactuality as a resource, which allows for the building of constraints and
ensures a form of continuity to the flow of time (a time that is built up in
a present in which we do not have time, because it is instantly cancelled in
the passage to another present).
This is a peculiarity of our culture, a peculiarity that distinguishes our
culture from ancient divinatory cultures, for example, where the past
and the future were always present and merged with current events. Our
society (however historicized) knows neither the presence of the past nor
the presence of the future. Ancestors, origins and fate are all excluded from
being contemporaries in the present moment, in that they cannot directly
influence or determine what is happening.3 The past and the future are
only present as recollection or expectation, as mediated forms of a present
operation, and can, in fact, be different from what actually happened in
the past or what will happen in the future. The space of contemporaneity
is, therefore, very small, and is limited to the punctuality of a present that
does not last, but nevertheless remains the only time (a timeless time) in
which we live and coordinate with others. Regardless of the time construction of others, with their presents and futures, memories and projects, we
all share the same present. We could even say that because the present disappears immediately, we are able to build up time as we choose, given that
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in another present (which immediately follows) we can review and change
our projections of the past and future.
The enigma of time lies in the fact that it exists only as something that
does not exist. Past and future are never given, but become actualized as
horizons of inactuality for a present that does not last. Time, Luhmann
says, is ‘the unity of actuality and inactuality’.4 In this sense, time is a
paradox, where only the inactuality of the past and future is actual, and
these exist only in their present projection (the actual is inactual and the
inactual actual).
So stated, the situation appears even more incomprehensible. However,
the paradox moves the focus from the world to the observer. It makes us
understand that we do not have to deal with independent data, but with
the operations of a system. Through this shift of focus, the paradox (which
is still unresolved) is unfolded and loses its mysterious (and slightly threatening) aspects. With respect to time, the tangle of data and negations,
existence and inactuality, can be untangled through the realization that
time is produced by a system in order to organize its operations and make
them more complex. This is why time both exists and also does not exist
at the same time. It does not exist as an independent entity, but only as an
actual projection of a system that uses references to the past and future in
order to structure its present operations. Time does not exist in an absolute sense, only for the system.

2.

THE ORDER OF TIME

However, why do we use this construct of time? The mere actuality, that is,
the immediate presence of the present, leaves us no freedom. Modal logic
shows that, in the present, the possible and the necessary coincide, because
what is could not be different5 (it will be different in the future, it could be
different in the past, it can be different for another observer, but, at the
moment, it is what it is, and there are no spaces of variation). To generate a certain contingency, to vary, design, correct and learn, we require a
dimension that allows us to separate from the actual data and compare
them to other possibilities. This comparison can come about through
reference to other observers, or through reference to other presents, to
presently inactual actualities projected onto the horizons of the past and of
the future. Systems theory explains the genesis of time on the basis of the
enormous advantages it offers. Time allows the system to separate itself
from its own operations and its situation, linking it with other (past and
future) situations in a complex framework of connections where uniformities, influences and corrections can be found.6
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Time is, therefore, seen as a structure of systems, a structure that gives
an order to operations and connects them to one another (an order that,
as we shall see, is not a simple sequence but includes recursions and circularities, intertwinements and overlays, and allows connections with what
happens to earlier and later operations, not in a random way, and without
being directly determined by the ongoing events). One talks then of time
binding, of the production of restrictions. It is not time itself that is bound
(what happens, happens, and one cannot determine the future), but time
that binds, that creates links between different operations that constrain
each other.7
The advantage of using time in this way is that it works even if the environment remains unknown or if one operates with insufficient information
(a condition that, in the economy, as we have seen, seems to be chronic).
The bindings that make the present a result of the past and prepare for
what will become its future work, even if the future remains unknown and
therefore liable to be surprising (and if the future comes to be other than
predicted). In this case, one will correct (and, in fact almost always does),
but at least one will have something to correct (not a random condition,
but an order from which to start in order to learn and change one’s own
attitude). The future in which we project and plan remains an open future,
but we can address this openness in a structured manner. Time, as we have
seen, binds the system and not the world, and it is precisely this binding
that is valuable. By referring to time, the system produces an order via the
difference in relation to the environment and not against it.8 It uses this
difference to increase its flexibility and freedom.
It is for this reason that it is inappropriate to use causal concepts when
dealing with time. Time is not the cause of anything. It does not exist
directly in the world and cannot exert any impact upon it.9 It is more
appropriate to talk in terms of conditioning, where a present operation
sets the premises for later operations, which will in turn do as they want,
though at present one can have knowledge of the data from which they
will have to start (in this sense, while they are open, they are not arbitrary).
The open future combines with an order in time succession that is not at
all random and remains even if one considers the fact that constraints are
not unidirectional, always proceeding from the past to the future, but can
instead be understood as multidirectional, proceeding from the future
to the past. The present prepares the future through its actions, but the
framework of expectations and projections orients the behaviour of the
system in each present.
It is because the reality of the future fails to coincide with our imagination that we manage to avoid getting blocked by the aforementioned
inconsistencies of time. When the present comes to be other than expected,
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we can retrospectively change our interpretation of past behaviour. One
learns not only by acquiring new data, but also by changing the way in
which previously known data are considered, thereby avoiding problems
of identity. Time binding means, among other things, that the system
remains the same, and recognizes itself as the same, even when it assumes
contradictory attitudes, thereby changing what it had previously thought
and wanted. This change is possible, given that it occurs in another
present, linked to the first only by time and not by fixed and unchangeable
identities. It is a binding that binds only to a limited extent, but, nonetheless, always connects, allowing an order to be maintained even when
almost everything changes.

3.

PAST PRESENTS AND FUTURE PRESENTS

Temporal relativity should be a rather familiar notion. Our society lives
in a ‘historicized’ world, one where each datum and each reference must
be located in a historic period and linked to the ‘spirit of the time’. This
relativity, however, is rarely radicalized. One therefore continues to work
under the impression that there is an autonomous time dimension, a time
that serves as a stable reference and influences both concepts and attitudes.
This is certainly connected with the fact that historicism is associated with
chronology, the (again typically modern) idea of an abstract succession
of dates that extends infinitely backwards and forwards, and remains
completely determined (for instance, we know that there will be a 28 April
2127, even if we know nothing of what will happen on that day). But time
is not a date or sequence of dates, and the radicalization of historicism
should lead us to recognize that time (far from being a stable reference)
constantly changes with the passing of time. Time actually renews itself in
each present, in so far as what is happening always adds something new
to the past, thereby changing its meaning, and modifying what we had
originally expected the future to be, in that things that no one could have
previously imagined before are made possible. The horizons of past and
future regenerate themselves in each present.
This is the internal reflexivity of time,10 which indicates that time is not
a simple difference between past and future, but an intertwining of differences that are indefinitely reproduced within the two horizons. The past
and the future include a multiplicity of (past and future) presents, each
with its own horizons of past and future that reconstruct the whole of time
from their unique perspective. The present past (the way we look back
today and consider what preceded us) is always different from the past
present (the way we saw things then), in the same way as the present future
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(our current anticipation of the future) is always different from the future
present (and indeed from all the presents that will become actual in the
future and have their own perspective on the world).
In order to deal adequately with time and the resulting constraints (the
bindings with which we are concerned), however, it is not enough to consider this multiplication of perspectives, perspectives that seem indeterminate and uncoupled from each other (as though time persisted untouched
and univocal from one present to another). The situation is far more
articulate and recursive than this. The different presents are connected by
a complex network of reciprocal influences, which serve to constitute the
real structure of the temporal dimension. What appears today as past also
depends on how the past has prepared its future and, above all (given the
obsession with the future in our society), the present observes itself as the
past of the future presents that it tries to anticipate11 (and that will presumably be different from these expectations). The present always tries to be
the right past for the expected future.
Furthermore (and here we are entering the intertwining of conditionings that give way to the problems of uncertainty we want to deal with),
the observers know that this is the case, and can distinguish between what
is present today and what will be the past in the future. They can also
observe themselves from this point of view. Observers know, for instance,
that they will presumably think differently about present issues tomorrow,
and may even be aware of the fact that, in recollection, their perspectives
will look different from how they do now.12 On an operational level (still
with regard to the future), observers make decisions that affect what will
be possible in the future, but must do so with the knowledge that they do
not know the future. They do so with the knowledge that the freedom to
decide differently once that future has become present (a present they will
have contributed to and where they know how to intervene) will remain
intact. As we shall see, many operations of the financial markets use this
temporal structure.
With this approach, time becomes very complex, but remains fully operational. The puzzles of time solve themselves (eventually turning back into
problems). Time (as both problem and solution at the same time) is produced by systems in order to generate a certain freedom of choice, to grant
options. Time allows us to order our choices and proceed in a non-random
way. It connects our choices with others. The world that we act upon and
that is constrained by these choices, however, remains largely unknown.
We always have limited information, both concerning the behaviour of
others who are oriented to us and also concerning the future that will
result from our choices. But this is the advantage of an order that is built
upon time in the recursive form of the intertwining of constantly renewed
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horizons. Even if the world is unknown, one still has a known and acceptable orientation (in so far as one can even apply, as will be made explicit
later in relation to the case of the economy, criteria of rationality and calculation procedures) that can always be revised in a future present. In this
way, coherence can be maintained even when self-contradiction occurs.
From this point of view, the uncertainty and obscurity of the future,
while initially presented as a problem, become a resource. Shackle has
argued in countless formulations that they become the fundamental
resource that allows for imagination and creativity given that decisions
make sense only in conditions of ‘bounded uncertainty’. In the face of a
future that is unknown, but known to be bound to our decisions, they are
subject to an open but not a random future.13 Because the future is open,
it leaves space for every determination, but comes about each and every
time univocally, thereby excluding any arbitrariness. While this can seem
quite abstract, it remains a condition that one can work with. One can
speculate, with very concrete consequences in terms of gains and losses,
about what is of concern. One makes decisions that determine an indeterminate future. One then uses the resulting constraints (e.g. selling security
towards a future that remains uncertain and can, therefore, be other than
predicted, or, conversely, selling contingency, even if things will come
about univocally, or any number of other combinations). In any case,
one can work with the difference between different presents (particularly
the difference between present future and future present), knowing that
each of them, when the prediction turns out to be true, becomes actual
and determined and yet remains indeterminate on the horizons of the
inactuality of another present (as a past that cannot be changed, but is
remembered selectively and used when convenient, and especially as an
unpredictable future).

4.

THE STRUCTURE OF TIME

The two horizons of past and future, even if they are both inactual and
depart from the same present, reflecting the one in the presents of the
other, are not symmetrical, but their difference provides time with a
structure that can be used. Neither the past nor the future ‘are there’, and
their inactuality, as we have seen, gives the present the necessary distance
to have a freedom of projection and a selectivity of remembrance. They
are not, however, inactual in the same way. This is why time can bind
itself and give structure to the observations of the systems. The past can
no longer be changed, while the future depends on what we are doing at
present (one cannot act upon the past, while one must act into the future).
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We can, therefore, say that the future depends on the past, not because
the past determines the future (as the future remains open and unpredictable), but because it sets the conditions from which the future will have
to proceed (either confirming them or, more likely, deviating from them).
The past, however, is not equally flexible (if it were that open, it would not
be possible to settle any structure or form any binding). The reflexivity
of time would immediately reflect on itself in an infinite game of crossreferences with no holds, handles or limits. The past cannot be changed,
and, thereby, provides an orientation. The future depends on the past
(although in the form of discontinuity, and not that of continuity), not
because knowledge of the past teaches us what will happen in the future,
but because it teaches us how the future will be different.14
The structure of time relies on the game of reversibility and irreversibility that is constructed on the basis of the asymmetry of past and
future, which remains even if memory continually transforms the image
and evaluation of the past (that is, changes it). As we have seen, each
present reconstructs time as a whole, and not only the future. Each present
changes the image of a past that is seen as immutable (what changes is
the image of what cannot be changed, the position from which one has to
start in order to design the future, which is seen, contrarily, as open and
modifiable). The schema of a given past that influences an indefinite future
remains even if the form of this determination changes in the transition
from one present to another. Time carries with it a ‘contingency scheme’,15
a configuration of possibilities that condition each other but leave alternatives open. The past could have come about otherwise. However, things
have transpired in this way and can no longer be changed, even if the way
in which the resources made available by the past and their meaning in the
memory can be changed. A defeat (a dismissal, a failure) can be reformulated as an opportunity (as having offered an opportunity for a different
career, for example), but nonetheless remains the starting point for future
endeavours.
The past, then, serves primarily as a means of selection. Everything
could be possible, but only some possibilities come about, and these condition the possibilities that are made available for the future. The future
is, therefore, both determined and indeterminate at the same time. One
knows where one has to start from, but does not know how (although one
may know that this will affect the meaning of the present that decides it
and the meaning of the past that determines it). This is why the form of
the determination appears different according to the direction one considers. Looking at the future, one sees an opening (the fact that one does not
know what will happen), and looking at the past, one sees a closure (the
fact that certain things are no longer possible today). At the same time,
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however, one can consider that the past does not determine the decision
one has to make today (it leaves some freedom). One can also consider
that this decision will restrict what will be possible in the future (it closes
the future). The evaluation of possibilities depends on the present from
which one starts.
Since the past and future are asymmetric, time can be built as a mirroring of possibilities that open and close (without thereby getting lost in
arbitrariness), as a continuous mirroring where the future includes a future
present from which I can look at my present as past, without sinking in the
mirror and losing every orientation.16 Time has an order and allows for the
building of an order, where one does not move randomly from the future
to the past (even if one knows that the future will probably be different
from the past and that the past will probably be reviewed on the basis of
experience). Time acquires a structure that remains, in so far as the future
turns on the past (every past present brings along projections of possibilities and not the simple actuality of the given; that is, what one expected
and not only what has been).
On an operational level, it is this structure that allows systems to
use time, and, in particular, to exploit the ignorance of the future, the
uncertainty and the imperfection of information. In making decisions,
operators face a future they do not, and cannot, know, with flexible and
revisable planning, ready to learn from the future experience (not only
from disappointments when things go wrong). One makes a decision and
introduces a conditioning for the future state of the system (for example,
when one buys options, which refer to a future moment) and leaves it open
to the future to decide what orientation to take when the consequences of
the initial decision can be observed (one can decide later whether or not to
exercise them). One introduces a conditioning, not a determination. One
does not exclude possibilities, but rather offers opportunities that produce
information that is used in new and as yet unpredictable ways.17 One operates with an orientation to the openness of the future, not to its determination, ready to retrospectively establish the sense of what one decides
today in accordance with the way a future present uses it to produce
further conditionings (which remain largely unpredictable today). The
opening of the future, in this sense, lies not only in the fact that one does
not know which option will be realized, but also in the fact that one does
not know what options and acts (today) would best accord with it. This
opening turns ignorance into a resource.
The temporal integration of the system (the fact that the different
presents all belong to the same time) is not given once and for all on the
basis of the fact that the past precedes the future, but is instead continuously produced and revised as time progresses (the constraints introduced
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in the present are subsequently revised in the context of a control that
evaluates and corrects them, but remembers their past sense). The future
redescribes the past in accordance with how it remembers the way in which
the past present had projected its future, and recognizes itself as the future
of that past, as a different perspective inside the same time (selections have
an order, and that, as we have already stated, is what time is needed for).

5.

THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE FUTURE AND THE
UNCERTAINTY OF OTHERS

If our reconstruction holds so far, then we must now deal with a concept
of time that is much more multifaceted and open than what is usually
assumed, one that sees time as a performance of a system (it is the system
that builds time in order to orient its operations). The system, however,
is not normally alone. We must therefore consider how constructions are
affected and influenced by those of others. The more one is free to construct one’s own temporality, the more one must take the equal and yet
opposite freedoms of others into account. The uncertainty of the future
is multiplied by the uncertainty of the behaviour of all other operators
who are oriented to the same future, further increasing the complexity,
but also offering the possibility of structuring it.18 Time bindings have
social costs, in that they constrain others and become intertwined with
their constraints. However, they also have social support, in so far as the
uncertainty appears less uncertain if others handle it in the same way.
How temporal contingency combines with social contingency can be
seen, for example, in the modern phenomenon of fashion, born not by
chance in the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries, when the idea of a motionless eternity began to be abandoned. This idea of eternity was understood
to be fixed and identical for everyone, and therefore certain. All that one
needed were the tools with which to contemplate it, as God can. For
God, past, present and future are all accessible – that is, contemporary.
Humanity, on the other hand, is limited, and must therefore be content to
gain ‘glimpses’ of the inaccessible spaces of the past and the future through
divination, prophecies and the reading of sacred texts.19 Humanity is
condemned to ignorance. The modern concept of time, however, which
is built on the difference between past and future, generalizes ignorance.
Nobody, not even God, can know a future that does not exist, because the
future depends on the present and on the decisions that are undertaken
in the present. In these conditions, it becomes necessary (and, for the first
time, plausible) to use orientations that hold even if they are only transient.
These orientations serve for the current situation, but were not appropriate
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in the past and will presumably not hold in the future. The strange thing is
that we know this, but they seem to work nevertheless.
With regard to fashion, it is only in modern times that it has become not
only acceptable, but also socially necessary, to orient to novelties, to forms
that are not based on stability and tradition, but instead rely on variability
and discontinuity.20 In all fields, not just clothing, the seventeenth century
showed a prevalence for criteria (philosophical, aesthetic, alimentary,
lifestyle fashion) that were followed, even if one knew that they did not
hold in the past and would not hold in the future. These worked nevertheless. They worked because of the intertwining of temporal contingency
with social contingency. One does not know what one can expect for the
future, but this same truth holds for everyone else, and the uncertainty is
thereby generalized. In these conditions, it is more convenient to turn to
criteria (such as the dictates of fashion), which serve to ‘neutralize’ temporal uncertainty with social uncertainty. The seeming nonsense of taking
something that changes (and that we know changes) as a reference, and as
the only stable reference, becomes empty when one sees that others do the
same thing. This generates a transitional safety out of the combination of
two dimensions of insecurity.21
The same happens with other forms of time binding, structuring temporal uncertainty based on social uncertainty (that is, on the non-transparency
of others), and vice versa.22 In the societies of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, this concerned norms and scarcity governed by money.
Norms bind time in so far as they refuse to learn. They establish how
it is that one must behave in order to immunize oneself from disappointments. The problem with the future is that we cannot know if we shall
regard our present behaviour as correct, given that we shall be in a different and partly unforeseeable situation. Norms protect us from this
uncertainty in that they establish that they will continue to hold even if
someone goes against or violates them. They will not be amended – for
example, if one sees someone crossing the road when the lights are red, one
does not ‘learn’ that henceforth traffic lights work differently. This has the
advantage of allowing one to know today how it is that one will judge in
the future, and, in this sense, one does not have to worry that tomorrow
(under conditions one does not know and with information one cannot
predict) one will regret the choice made. The norm does not change. It
holds across different moments, both for the individual and for others,
who, at least ideally, confirm the same expectation (for example, they also
know that one must not cross when the lights are red).
We shall discuss scarcity and money further in the next few chapters.
Here, it is important to note that, in this case too, we are dealing with a
form of time binding, in that the availability of money reassures future
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contingency (even if I do not know what I shall need in the future, I know
that I shall need money to get it, and uncertainty loses [or should lose]
its threatening side). The link with the social dimension lies in the circulation of money. The loss of liquidity of the one who buys (spends money)
translates into increased liquidity by the one who sells (receives money).
One can rely on the fact that others will accept the money one accumulates
today (at least in so far as the monetary system works) in the future (even
if no one knows or can foresee how they will use it).
The problem is that all forms of time binding have social costs, because
they not only bind time, but they also bind the opportunities and perspectives of all other operators.23 Norms, for example, discourage behaviours
that could be advantageous in certain situations. For example, all children
must go to school at the same age and follow the same pace, even if some
of them could, in fact, go more quickly. Parents must follow the norm,
and this reassures against possible doubts and future regrets, albeit only
to a certain extent, given that in some cases one cannot avoid considering
the possibility that, in the future, things will appear differently, either to
oneself or to someone else, and will no longer neutralize the excluded possibilities (for instance, when qualifications lose their importance and work
experience becomes more important).
Normally, the conditions of ‘positivization’ are enough to secure this
reinforcement, both in law and in other cases of following norms. The
possibility for changing the norms when the circumstances change always
remains – for instance, if the majority in the government should change (as
shown by the transitory nature of fashion, mentioned earlier). We follow an
orientation even if we know that it can change (often because of this fact).
However, as long as it holds, it must be respected. Sometimes, the reflexivity
of time introduces a future contingency into the present that cannot be bound
(typically in cases of possible disasters, where one cannot avoid anticipating
the possible, albeit unlikely, future regret for something today). How can
one accept the production of GMOs (even if it is legal) if one cannot dismiss
the possibility that by now they produce unpredictable genetic damages?
The fact that the law permits this production is not enough to reassure me;
the law itself does not know what to do. The problem is always uncertainty,
which assumes new and difficult forms to be managed.
In these cases, the norms tend to adopt an orientation towards consequences, consequences that, when taken literally, mean depriving the very
meaning of normativity. The current constraint, which should neutralize
future uncertainties, in that the only problem should be deviance, that
the norm is violated, comes to depend on these same uncertainties (it
could happen that one has reason to regret even if one followed the rule).
This orientation leads to the blatant case of strict liability, where the law
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acknowledges that, if a behaviour causes damage one must pay a compensation, even if one followed all the norms in force (for example, the coffee
seller must indemnify the customer who got burned with the hot liquid
because they did not warn of the danger, even if there is no rule imposed to
do so). Time binding comes back upon itself in that one cannot bind time
simply because one anticipates the consequences of the binding.
Something similar happens with money. One accumulates money to
protect oneself against possible future needs (I do not know what I shall
need, but I know that I shall be able to buy it). This only works if money
circulates, because then one knows that others will also accept it. The very
social circulation of money, however, with the mechanism of credit and the
corresponding complexity,24 questions this reassurance. Speculation on
financial markets shows this clearly. In order to accumulate money, it can,
in fact, be most effective to spend it, activating the mechanism of multiplication that produces the further availability of money for the future. One
who saves, then, in fact loses money (the money they could have earned)
and, in the future, could be in the situation of not being able to buy what
they could have afforded if they had invested (in this sense, the attempt to
reassure towards an obscure future becomes something of a threat).
In these conditions, where the future sneaks in a future view of the actual
present, the balance with which we are familiar tends to break down. The
typical alliance between the social and the temporal dimension in modern
society, where the uncertainty of the future is governed by reference to the
uncertainty of the behaviour of others, which in turn is governed by referring to an unknown future, has seemed to work so far. The mechanism
has apparently worked to the extent that these two levels have remained
separate. Should these two dimensions of uncertainty begin to affect each
other, the solution will begin to waver25 (I do not know what others do, but
I know that it [also] depends on my expectation. I do not know what will
take place tomorrow, but I know that it [also] depends on the way others
are trying to reassure themselves). In these conditions, we (also) need more
complex forms of time management, which include the intertwining of
social reflexivity and temporal reflexivity, and increasing rather than neutralizing them. On this level, we remain poorly equipped (for instance, we
are still surprised by every new speculative bubble, and fail to understand
the intertwining of expectations and reactions behind them).

6.

THE RISK SOCIETY

The key word used to express the discomfort we are describing here in
reference to time is risk: ecological risk, political risk, financial risk, up to
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a generalized condition of uncontrolled exposure to future contingency.
Our society is labelled as a ‘society at risk’ (Risikogesellschaft), and this
is taken as its defining feature.26 Traditionally, as well as in contemporary
understandings, risk is understood as a matter of time. It concerns the
relationship of the present with an unknown future, and the opportunities and threats this relationship entails. The indefinite future is a space of
promises and hopes, but it is also a space of possible damage and anguish.
Risk comes into play when, beyond mere fate, one considers the way
future events depend on present behaviour – that is, as opportunities to
build or as possible failures (the two aspects are linked in that if we do not
expose ourselves to possible damages, we cannot enjoy possible benefits.
Whoever does not risk does not win27).
More or less explicitly, the question of risk always concerns the construction of the future, the awareness that future opportunities depend on
present choices (which are always uncertain, because the future that one
constructs remains obscure). We talk of risk when we have to decide what
behaviour to adopt today, already knowing that in the future we shall
either enjoy or regret our behaviour (when one adopts the perspective of a
future present in the present, one may suffer a damage that can be attributed to the present decision). If I had not invested in actions x, which are
now devalued, I would still have my money. The same is the case if things
go well. If I had not invested my money, I would now have much less of it.
If I had saved my money, I would now have suffered a loss. The paradox
one has to face in the present is that the conditions of gain are at the same
time conditions of loss, but one cannot know how things will be today,
even if one knows in advance that one will attribute the outcome to one’s
decision.28 I cannot even know what I shall think or what criteria I shall
follow (which negates the familiar forms of time binding), because the risk
assessment changes with time and with risk. If things go well or badly, one
will be more or less inclined to accept risks – that is, a positive feedback
that can lead to an uncontrolled accumulation of risks, as the dynamics of
the financial markets demonstrate.
Thus, risk can never be avoided. I risk if I choose to take the opportunity and then things go wrong, but I also risk if I prefer to abstain, and
then lose the gain. The world has nothing to say on the matter, because
the issue refers to a future that does not yet exist and, as such, cannot
offer either positive or negative hints. There are no norms or criteria of
rationality that can guarantee that I shall not regret in the future because
nothing says that, in this future that does not exist, I shall think the same
way, favouring prudence or temerity at all costs, should things go badly.
Experience is not cumulative, and one can always change one’s mind
about changing one’s mind.
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This requires a new form of temporal organization, one that supports
the disappearance of the minimal constraints produced by the familiar
mode of time binding; the minimal coherence that makes us think that in
the future we shall still recognize the norm or appreciate the availability of
money (that is, that minimal identity that connects the present future with
a still unknown future present). Risk forces us to face a still more radical
discontinuity, which separates the future from the present because we
know that the first will be the result of the second. The future is not only
unknown, but also unknowable, given that what we can predict are only
its non-future aspects. Time itself, including the future assessment of our
actual present, is generated in time, but does not exist alone. It is generated
because the present decision produces a difference to what would result
from the past if one had decided otherwise, and one always sees it from the
perspective of the present.
Here the world can offer no reference. Only the (actual or expected)
behaviour of others – that is, the reference to the social dimension – can
fulfil this function. We are not alone (a circumstance that at first further
increases the risks), and opportunities can be lost if they are seized by
others. Norms can be ineffective because others do not respect them. In
such circumstances, the one who follows them not only loses an advantage, but looks like a fool. The fact that we are not alone, however, is also
a guarantee and can serve to curb the spread of reflexivity, not so much
because others will do or think like us (recognizing the norm or accepting
money), but rather because they will behave as a result of having observed
what we have done and are doing (they build financial transactions starting from our investments; they violate the norms counting on the fact that
we respect them). One can speculate on this fact, and build forms that
allow for time to bind itself by exploiting the diversity and mutual nontransparency of observers (this would be a different form of time binding,
one that multiplies social contingencies by temporal contingencies).
Decisions made under risk, the overwhelming mode of decision-making
in our society, show how one can create bindings without assuming an
alliance of the temporal and social dimensions (as was the case with
norms and money). Instead, one starts by assuming the tension between
them (without assuming that the uncertainty of others is bound by my
uncertain decision, but is instead multiplied by my uncertainty). Yet there
is a kind of order that arises, however recursive, circular and revisable.
What multiplies is the diversity of perspectives that come into play and
are accepted (the difference between present present and future present,
and the difference between the perspective of the one who decides and
that of those affected by the decision). Decision-makers collect their data
and make their reflections, though a different observer sees things in a
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different way in so far as they are located in another situation and are not
subject to the same constraints. They then observe the same decision in a
divergent way, seeing what the decision-maker sees and what they failed to
consider (for instance, that they believe a rational operation to be in play
and that they are able to monitor the consequences ahead of time, while a
different observer might discover that the very pretence of rationality has
shortcomings and can lead to damage, or can exploit these shortcomings
in order to make profits, either as a free rider or as a speculator).
The risks of the decision-maker, believed to be known and controlled,
are, for the observer, uncontrollable and unpredictable dangers (for the
observer and/or for others). There is no higher perspective from which
to establish who is right, as there is no overarching temporal perspective
that can coordinate the present and the future (but the two points of view
would not exist if one had not decided something). The most effective way,
one that our society is beginning to experiment with, is a form of time
binding that produces determinacy and indeterminacy at the same time. It
binds the future as much as is needed to be able to decide and know what
to correct. The present decision does not claim to predict or determine the
future, but only to create a constraint from which different perspectives (of
other observers, of other presents, or both) can start to make other (probably different) decisions. The future does not exist by itself, and remains
elusive if we do not do anything (from which we can deviate later). The
present creates the future, not as an identity, but as a difference, and this
even with regard to itself. One only discovers afterwards the meaning of
what one has done, on the basis of the consequences and of the reactions
it provoked (that is, enabling the different perspectives of the future and of
other observers). These remain different, but on the basis of the decision,
this difference can be used to compare and to correct, thereby building an
identity that would not be there if one had not made the decision.
The meaning of the binding remains that minimal continuity, in terms
of both mobility and flexibility, between the contingency of time and the
contingency of observers. Differences are produced, in terms of what
would have otherwise happened, and can be shared. The future and other
observers remain unpredictable, but can still be observed, serving to generate data from which we can start in the future. This is the only form of
control one can acquire, but it is enough to carry on the operations in a
non-random way. We anticipate the reference to financial markets. With
regard to derivatives markets, for instance, current investments are not
bound to a price or decision (one is not obliged to buy or sell), but only set
a constraint that will allow for later decisions to be made (whether or not
to buy), depending on how others react to the constraint and the developments it generates. One buys contingency (i.e. the freedom to decide
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otherwise starting from the decision taken today). One builds the future
without planning or determining it. One produces only the possibility that
it becomes possible (without knowing or having to know how).
In this meaning of risk, the obscurity of the future is used to produce
opportunities that arise because the future is indeterminate and nobody
can know how it will come about. The uncertainty of the future, usually
seen as the main problem that makes all risky situations puzzling (how
do I decide if I know that I can never reach any security, and I fear that
I shall have regrets?), now becomes a resource with which I can acquire
future benefits (if I use it well). The (obviously paradoxical) challenge is to
generate uncertainty and be prepared to react to it, to grasp the unforeseen
developments of what we expect today in unpredictable ways. As we shall
see, this highly abstract capacity is actually applied in the everyday practice of risky decisions and, in particular, in the very concrete production of
wealth on financial markets.

NOTES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

In sociological perspective primarily systems: first of all social systems and then the
individuals relating to them – but the consequences for the concept of time do not
change: it must not be considered as an ‘absolute’ matter, but relative to operators using
time in their processes. See Luhmann (2000), p. 152.
Luhmann (1996a), p. 9.
Think only of the future of Oedipus, already fixed in the past independently of what he
can do in the present.
Luhmann (2000), p. 160.
Thereby the risk of confusion between necessitas consequentiae and necessitas consequentis, as the Scholastics recognized.
Luhmann defines time as ‘asymmetrization of self-reference in the perspective of an
order of selections’ (1984), p. 176.
The concept of ‘time binding’ goes back to Korzybski (1953), who referred to the ability
of language to maintain the same sense by ever-different uses of words, namely to maintain identity in diversity.
See Luhmann (1996a), p. 4.
Again, only for our society. Until modern times, time was also kairos, ‘the right
moment’, indicating what to say and to do and affecting the meaning of events: see
Esposito (2002), pp. 174ff., 279f.
See Luhmann (1980), pp. 289ff.; Koselleck (1979).
Luhmann (2000), p. 161 speaks of ‘anticipatory care of memory’.
Again Luhmann (1991), p. 49: ‘one can already know today that the remembered
present will not be equal to the now actual present’.
See Shackle (1990a), pp. 13, 22, 28–48.
The physics of non-equilibrium of the 1970s–1980s expressed similar ideas in talking of
irreversibility of the ‘time arrow’: see Prigogine (1985a) and (1985b).
Luhmann (2000), p. 141.
Luhmann distinguishes function of memory (past) and function of oscillation (future):
memory stays for the presence of the past in the system and oscillation for the presence
of the future: see Luhmann (2000), pp. 163ff.
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27.
28.

The future of futures
That is, not only in the sense of a branched decision tree, where the future has only the
possibility to choose the bifurcation, not to build a different path, or even a different
tree. See the later discussion on the methods for the pricing of derivatives: Chapter 8,
section 3.
The sociological term is ‘double contingency’: see Luhmann (1984), pp. 148ff.
See Esposito (2002), pp. 73ff.
See, more extensively, Esposito (2004).
In the same way temporal contingency neutralizes social contingency: the paradox of
autonomous individuals seeking their originality and self-determination and recognizing the same originality to the others – and then being like all the others. But they do
it following – as all (or virtually all) others – the dictates of a fashion that changes constantly, i.e. realizing a compliance that immediately deviates from itself.
Here I follow Luhmann (1991), pp. 57ff., who speaks of ‘symbiosis of future and
society’, i.e. of some indeterminacies in the temporal dimension and in the social
dimension – of an alliance between the two indeterminacies, using the poor specification
of both of them.
See Luhmann (1991), pp. 59ff.
We shall see this in more detail later: see Chapter 4.
To continue with our example: this is the problem of contemporary fashion, where
one begins to see that the true original is the one who is out of fashion and succeeds in
showing it (Prada), or where the search for novelty is directed backward (vintage) if the
others also remember it. One talks then of anti-fashion or of the end of fashion, but they
also become fashionable (and pass on).
The same situation is indicated in economic literature, since the very influential work of
Frank Knight (1921), as uncertainty, while risk indicates a form of insecurity that can
be controlled by planning and calculation – precisely the opposite of the sociological
sense. The terminological difference can produce some confusion.
In Italian: ‘chi non risica non rosica’.
This distinguishes risk from danger. One talks of risk when the possible future damage
is attributed by the decision-makers to their own behaviour (as by reckless driving),
while one talks of danger when the damage is attributed to the external circumstances
or to the behaviour of others (e.g. to the rain or to the reckless driver, when one is not
driving oneself). The danger can be controlled by caution or calculation – not in the
sense that things will go well, which can never be known, but in the sense that one will
not have to blame one’s own behaviour. I know now that I shall not say that it was
my fault, and this helps me decide. On the distinction between risk and danger, see
Luhmann (1991), pp. 30ff.
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Economy is time: needs and scarcity

Risks are widespread in every aspect of our lives and they produce
uncertainty. However, we can insure ourselves against these uncertainties.
This gives us the impression that we are protected against them. Insurance,
however, cannot guarantee that the things we fear will not come about,
only that we shall be compensated should they arise. Insurance transforms
diffuse dangers into economic risks. The economy has a very close relationship with risk (section 1). Money serves as a reassurance against an
obscure future, because it guarantees that we shall be able to satisfy our
future needs even if we do not know today what those future needs will be
(and, indeed, we don’t have to know). Money, therefore, is not needed in
order to satisfy present needs, but to manage the uncertainty of the future.
Its essence is time.
This temporal aspect of economic exchanges and credit was rejected in
both antiquity and the Middle Ages (section 2). The idea that one could
create wealth through the circulation of money was believed to go against
the natural order of things. One who lends money, such as a usurer, for
example, creates wealth by selling time. Time, however, does not belong to
men, but to God. One who sells time, then, is committing a serious theft in
that he/she is stealing from God.
In modern society, where it was accepted that the movement of money
does not destroy the order of things, but only creates a different order
that benefits everyone, this attitude changed. The reference to goods and
needs became much more abstract. Ascribing monetary worth translates
each value into a sum of money, in the sense that everything now has a
price, even when one has no intention of selling. The whole world can be
seen as capital – and money can stand for everything (section 3). There is
no need to possess many objects, but only to have much money, because
it is money that allows one to possess any object should it become necessary. Given that one cannot know what one will need in the future, one
can never have enough money. However much one has, one always needs
more in order to feel prepared for tomorrow. In this sense, money allows
one to possess a little of the future.

37
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THE INFINITE NEEDS OF AN UNCERTAIN
FUTURE

Risk is a very general condition of our society, one that inevitably derives
from the increase in contingency – that is, of the possibility (and the need)
to choose, whether in the family (based on love – that is, on the evanescent
criteria of idiosyncratic individuals, who can fall in love with anyone), in
education (which must prepare for indeterminacy, and always has less
fixed contents to transmit), in politics free from ideology, or in science
based on hypothetical and provisional truths. The economy, however,
not only presents particularly evident and widespread risks, but seems to
attract the risks produced in other areas of society into its orbit, transforming them into its own specific forms.
Every economic operation (each payment) is expressed in a sum of
money, one that ‘forgets’ that the reasons and context that brought each
of them about are always different. Every economic operation indirectly
compares with possible alternative uses of the available money (each
payment ‘brings with it’ the awareness that one could have bought something else, bought something better or not have bought anything at all).
One knows that it is always possible that one will regret one’s decisions.
Each economic operation, in this view, involves risk taking. However, the
economy translates risks coming from other areas into its own operations,
because it offers the possibility for insuring (paying) against the worrying
prospect of a future damage (from any source). One can make an insurance, which (as the term itself says) compensates risk with safety, albeit
only an economic safety. If one is worried that one will become ill, suffer
an accident, or hurt others, insurance provides no guarantee that the
dreaded event will not transpire, only that one will receive a sum of money
in the event that it does. The specific and concrete danger of damage, then,
does not disappear at all. Instead, it turns into an economic risk. This risk
is one of wasting money on the insurance policy should things go well, or
the risk of not being insured should things go wrong.
With insurance, the danger does not turn into safety, but into risk,
into the prospect of a future damage no longer attributed to the world
(a natural disaster), but to one’s own actual or non-actual behaviour
(not being insured). One has the impression of being better equipped
for a damage that has been translated into monetary terms. In view of a
present facing the uncertainty of the future, this translation seems to act
as a guarantee, one that has become so widespread that the most recent
financial instruments have been founded on, and diffused as, more and
more non-specific ‘risk coverage’ – that is, as more and more refined monetary processing of the uncertainty about the future. How the abstract
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availability of money, which in itself is notoriously of no use, can act as a
guarantee against the threats of an obscure (and always unknown) future
is the issue that we shall examine in the next pages.
This protection against a threatening future is indeed the basic feature
of all economic operations, and is, in fact, the real function of the
economy. While it is true that payments are always meant to satisfy needs,
and are, therefore, generally considered to be the primary function of
the economy,1 a thorough examination of the concept of need appears
extremely tricky, and is so heavily influenced by the economy itself that its
function becomes implausible. It becomes a demand generated by the very
economy that has to satisfy it.2 What are the real needs, and how can they
be determined? Where must the demarcation line between basic needs and
induced needs, luxury needs and demonstrative needs, be drawn?
If needs were an anthropological given or an elementary requirement,
they would be restricted to the lower strata of society and, therefore, more
or less quickly satisfied (we do not have many basic needs). However,
needs are never exhausted and therefore do not disappear. In this view,
one cannot explain the spread of the needs that spare no member of
society. One cannot even explain the fact that there is never enough
money, however rich we are, because there is no limit to the abstract
urgency of needs. This is due to money itself and not to the needs. Money,
which one can spend as one sees fit (even in ways that one doesn’t yet
know), represents in its abstractness the generality of all possible needs.
We need money now because we do not know what we may need in the
future, and we are, therefore, always in need, not of goods, but of money.
Rather than satisfy needs, the monetary economy seems to generate the
needs upon which it operates. Without money, there would not be the
needs that money serves to satisfy.
If needs are never exhausted and affect all members of society, then
perhaps they have nothing to do with what we need today, but instead
address the indeterminate horizon where uncertainty is never controlled,
the open and unpredictable future, where we never know which needs may
arise. We cannot know what we shall need, and we therefore need more and
more money in order to deal with this uncertainty. The reference of money
thereby becomes the uncertainty of the future, and not needs themselves.
This becomes the true reference of the economy. The economy, one should
say, is not concerned with material needs, but with time, the open, uncertain
and recursive time that appears as risk and tends to merge into the economy.
Eric Voegelin stated this almost a century ago: ‘Time is the meaning of the
economy’.3 The point is to understand how the economy (this very economy
that, as we said in Chapter 1, seems to show a particular blindness towards
time, dynamics and related issues) produces and manages time.
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Temporal uncertainty interweaves with social uncertainty to generate a
condition of generalized risk that must somehow be managed. Concerns
about the future are intensified through the awareness of not being alone,
through the awareness that others also try to satisfy their needs – and one
never knows if there will be sufficient goods for everyone. The function of
the economy is to guarantee the future supply of goods under conditions
of scarcity,4 to ensure that we will be equipped to satisfy needs that we
cannot yet know, while others will do the same and will be striving for
the same resources. Money and its social use has as its primary meaning
a non-specific reassurance against the indeterminacy of the future (relying
on the indeterminacy of money, which does not have its own utility but
stays for an undetermined range of possible utilities). One knows that one
will have needs despite not knowing what these needs will be. This lack of
knowledge becomes a guarantee when one faces it, not by accumulating
resources (which may be unnecessary), but by accumulating money that
will translate into different resources when necessary. Whatever these
needs are, we shall be able to cope with them by means of money. The
reference to others’ competing for the same goods changes its significance.
Because others are doing the same thing, I am warranted in believing that
this money will serve to satisfy my needs. Money circulates, is accepted
today by both myself and others, and will presumably be accepted in the
future. This dependence on others turns into a guarantee against concerns
about the uncertainty of the future.

2. SELLING TIME
The meaning of the economy is time – that is, the present social management of the obscurity of the future and the social use of time to protect
against the threats of time. In the view of many observers, this is what
distinguishes specifical economic trade from an interest in immediate
bargaining, barter and exchange – that is, a system of promises that refers
to the future, which in turn transforms mutual dependence into a general
guarantee.5 What is traded in economic transactions is not goods but time,
as has been clear since antiquity. This was why societies oriented to stability and repetition (that is, to the neutralization of temporal contingency)
tended to condemn economic acting and rejected it as an element of degeneration and, therefore, as a threat.
In the Aristotelian sense (that of Greek and Roman antiquity and the
Middle Ages), the economy excludes what is for us and for modernity
its essence and its specificity, the exchange and the creation of wealth.
For Aristotle, the economy was not even an autonomous area but was
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subject to policy and ethics.6 The economy was concerned with the means
for unity in conditions of the oikos (the governance of the house), and
included the relationship to slaves, children and spouses, as well as the
forms of acquisition for the necessary goods. It was always oriented to
the stability, symmetry, conservation and confirmation of a given order.7
‘Natural’ and, therefore, approved forms of acquisition were agriculture,
hunting, fishing, piracy and war – all forms that assumed the constancy
of the goods and a simple management of scarcity. What belongs to one
person is subtracted from another. Exchange was admitted if it referred
to necessary goods, to the given and to the present (mainly in the form of
barter). However, it was considered suspect if money came into play and
with it ‘chrematistics’, the art of gaining, which was rejected as contrary to
nature. In short, the economy was good in so far as it remained attached to
nature, to the present and to the available data, possibly circulating them
in order to balance needs. It became suspect when it claimed to create
wealth, increasing the availability of money in a way that altered the constancy of nature and the world, mainly because it referred to time.
Chrematistic forms of acquisition depend on human laws and conventions, and therefore affect the immediate natural data. Above all, they
used these social agreements to generate wealth, and in ways that seemed
suspicious. In antiquity, money was lent, but this was deemed acceptable in so far as the sum remained fixed, in so far as no mechanisms were
activated for the creation of credit through the circulation of money.
Money was not lent for the purpose of investment, but for the purpose
of compensating for the ups and downs of production due to natural
disasters, wars or other external factors.8 If, on the contrary, the very
management of money created wealth (that is, if there were hints of an
investment), the refusal was sharp, because this altered the order of things
in an incomprehensible and threatening way. This was the justification
for the centuries-old condemnation of credit, which was associated with
usury and considered even worse than theft9 (which, as with piracy or war
looting, could also be accepted, because it did not modify the range of
goods at stake, but only their distribution, in ways corresponding to social
relations of force).
The usurer, as the thief, sells something that does not belong to him
against the will of the owner. Usury appeared even worse because its aim
is to sell something that belongs to God, something that, therefore, cannot
be the object of profit. It aims to sell time, which is given free of charge to
all men, but does not belong to them.10 The gain of the usurer presupposes
a mortgage on time that is unduly appropriated. The usurer, according
to the Dominican Stefano Bourbon in the twelfth century, only sells ‘the
hope of money’ – that is, time, which he does not and cannot own.11 The
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sin is even more serious because the usurer sets himself in a position that
is independent of God, His decisions and future events, since he is certain
of his money regardless of how things and the weather may go, whatever
crops or calamities may occur.12
Usury had to be condemned because it did not respect the natural order
that God wanted to give to the world or time, and it claimed to generate
wealth without effort (without work or action). It claimed to generate
money from money – that is, from time. This accusation was directed at
usury, but concerned economic life as a whole (trade and markets). Even
if less striking, for the merchant, the opportunity for profit and the texture
of his activity relied on time – as creation of reserves, search for opportunities and the favourable moment. The merchant also, then, did not operate
in the natural time governed by God and by fate, but in a planned and
programmed time, a time used and ruled by men.13 Usury was a ‘diabolic
doubling of the economic function’,14 because it sold only the management of time. Every instance of economic traffic is involved in the same
condemnation.15
This attitude changed over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, when the interpretation of the economy gradually moved from
agricultural work and the management of the house to trade and to the
cities. The positive role of trade for the common good, and the legitimization of the quest for profit as motivation, began to be appreciated as
an increasingly unstable orientation that depended on the exploitation
of changing market situations rather than on the classical references to
stability, quiet and perfection. People could make calculations of profitability rather than assessments of the quality of goods, and the approach
broadened to include not only pure merchant trades, but also the production of goods in factories, and even agriculture, in the category of trade.
The literature sets the turning point in coincidence with mercantilistic
thought, which did away with the traditional idea of trade as an antisocial activity (because the advantage to one party is a loss to the other)
and came to admit that exchange could be beneficial for both parties. The
interest of the economy could thus be seen as the interest for society as a
whole.16
If the idea that trade leads to the dissolution of society is discarded,
then the quest for profit becomes a socially acceptable aim. This quest is
even stylized as the source of a social order based on the market and its
dynamic. This revaluation accepts, albeit almost unaware, the use and
exploitation of temporal relations, the ‘mortgage on the future’ for present
purposes that allows for the use of the insecurity of the future for the generation of present security. However, it loses sight of the role of time in the
economy, as recurrent crises will force us to remember.
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THE SCARCITY OF GOODS AND THE SCARCITY
OF MONEY

The economy protects the present against the future, but only in the form
of a capacity for payment, that is, only in the completely internal form
of the availability of money. The economy, one could say, only reassures
the future in the sense that it ensures that one will have money (a strange
security, since money has no use). This safety, of course, lies in the fact
that money stands for the abstract possibility of satisfying needs (needs
that were themselves generated by the economy). This is the peculiar
circularity of the economic management of time. The economy offers
security with its own instruments (money), but affects the way one sees and
understands the outside world (needs). The advantage lies in the fact that
the uncertainty of the world is translated and handled in temporal terms
(because, as we saw above, the non-actuality of time allows more freedom
for movement and disposal). The future remains uncertain, but comes
about in a form with which one can operate.
The mechanism works only if the world is translated into economic
terms, if the possible goods that are the object of needs are transposed
into sums of money. This is the manoeuvre that takes place in the
seventeenth century and lies behind the turning point of mercantilism.
The issue of the relationship with the future and with the scarcity of
goods moves from property to money, from the availability of goods to
the availability of money (with which one can buy goods). The protection
comes about, not from the ownership of goods, but from the ownership
of money. This reassurance, however, applies only if it is guaranteed that
money will enable one to buy what one needs, whatever that may be. It
requires that each object can be seen from the point of view of its ability
to be liquidated. In this way, the object assumes a double existence: as
goods and as potential sum of money.17 This is the sense of monetization.
Everything has a price, be it actual or hypothetical, and is part of capital.
Cash is then only the circulating part of a general economic translation of
other forms of value, because each object can now be considered from the
point of view of its economic counterpart, even when one is not interested
in selling it (or does not want to sell it at the moment).
For us, this condition is so widespread and normalized that we tend to
lose sight of the improbability of this duplication, a kind of realization
of a potential for the possession of things to be less important than their
‘availability’, in the sense of abstract possibilities for acquisition – one of
the many forms of the increasing prevalence of the future on the present
(and on the past) in modernity. The indeterminacy of the possible provides
greater reassurance than the concreteness of actual possession. However,
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we must keep the limits of this spread of monetization in mind. It is true
that everything can be translated into a sum of money, but this serves
only as a reassurance on the economic level, and not with regard to other
aspects. Things can still go wrong, or may have a different relevance.18
Even though everything has a price, not everything can be bought, unlike
at the beginning of monetization, when far more things could be bought
than today. For instance, it used to be possible to buy the salvation of the
soul, public offices, noble titles, women or friends.19
The issue of the economy is always a matter of scarcity20 – that is, a
way in which to manage the widespread condition of future uncertainty
shared by others in the present. Scarcity is not a fact of nature, but a social
condition generated by someone’s access to limited goods. If the goods
are given in finite quantities, then we all depend on each other. When
someone secures access to goods, they exclude others from this advantage, creating (at least potentially) a conflict. It is in this way that scarcity
arises. However, if money comes into play, then scarcity changes its form,
from the real scarcity of an economy of subsistence to an abstract scarcity
related to the hypothetical desires of people,21 from the scarcity of goods to
the scarcity of money.22 This scarcity of money has the disturbing feature
that it cannot be overcome. The availability of money always generates the
need for new money (because the hypothetical needs have no end).
The advantage of this duplication of scarcity is its temporal projection.
While it is true that the scarcity of money, referring to the indefinite future,
can never be overcome, it is also true that it makes the social problem of
the scarcity of goods manageable. If governed by money, someone’s access
to goods becomes the availability of money for others, and is therefore
acceptable – that is, it becomes circulating money, which can be subject
to rational calculations and profitability forecasts in the market. In its
monetary translation, therefore, scarcity makes the darkness of the future
manageable; the availability of money can be planned for. This planning is
conducted with the support of others who do the same and rely on the fact
that their money will be accepted in the future and will be used to purchase
goods. The indeterminate danger of being exposed to future needs turns
into the calculated risk of poorly managing one’s money. The potential
conflict is due to the fact that those who possess a commodity take it away
from others, which turns into a problem concerning the distribution of
money, which is governed by impenetrable (and therefore unassailable)
entities such as the market and is endowed with a claim to rationality.
The neutralization of the temporal uncertainty is met and supported by
the neutralization of the social uncertainty, provided that the preliminary
translation of goods into money has been carried out (the monetization of
the economy).
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In the modern monetized sense, the economy is not simply concerned
with the acquisition of goods (in the ‘static’ Aristotelian sense), but is
instead focused on the dynamic connection of the scarcity of goods (one
can buy) and the scarcity of money (one must spend). It is for this reason
that the economy is time, and, more specifically, future time.23 It isn’t a
question of the technical problems of obtaining resources, but of the temporal problems of the distribution and the absorption of uncertainty. This
is why the ‘second scarcity’ of money works differently from the simple
scarcity of goods. Money by itself would not be scarce (one can print as
much of it as one wants), but must be kept artificially scarce to warrant the
exchangeability of goods. Only if money is scarce does the renunciation of
a purchase have an economic significance with respect to other possible
purchases, thereby protecting others who renounce these goods.
Money, even if it is as scarce as the goods, is not just a particular kind
of good24 requiring different theoretical tools, because (as became increasingly clear in the recent financial turmoil) it can become free from the
assumption of constancy of sums and give rise to situations in which (in
an entirely regulated and non-random way) spending money generates
new wealth and the amount of money changes depending on how it is used
(which does not hold for other goods). These are the circular relations that
arise in the economic field and give rise to forms of retroactive causality
that are difficult to manage. One must be capable of dealing with a wealth
that is no longer measured by the availability of goods, but is concerned
with the management of time and its contingency. We must examine how
it is that money works.
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Also from a sociological perspective: think of Parsons (Parsons and Smelser, 1956) and
the placement of the economic subsystem in the box of AGIL dedicated to adaptation,
namely to the acquisition of energy in order to satisfy needs. See also Weber (1922).
See Luhmann (1988a), pp. 59f.and (1992), p. 39.
Voegelin (1925), p. 204.
Luhmann (1997), p. 758 and (1988a), pp. 64, 268.
See Appleby (1978). The issue has been dealt with in the debate on the significance of
primitive economies and the role of the market, with reference to Polanyi (1957).
Aristotle, Politics 1250–80, Nichomachean Ethics 1160; Cicero, De officiis.
Reciprocity, still a fundamental condition of stabilization and of social order: see
Luhmann (1997), pp. 649ff.
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For example by Cato in the foreword to De agricoltura.
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mechanism that we found behind the ‘safety’ of insurance, which allows indifference to
the world through its translation into monetary terms: as we shall see later, the financial
innovations of recent decades have led it to extremes.
The famous argument in Le Goff (1960).
Le Goff (1986), p. 51.
Reaffirmed by the Vienna Council in 1311, with the same arguments referring to time.
See Dumont (1977), pp. 55ff.; Appleby (1978), pp. 15ff.
See Luhmann (1988a), p. 201.
In sociological terms this translates (in Parsons’s terms) into the difference between universalism and specification typical of all functional subsystems: not only the economy,
but also law, science and politics deal with every aspect of the world and of society, but
only from the point of view of money, legitimacy, truth, consequences for the government etc. – i.e. only from the point of view of their specific function. See Luhmann
(1997), pp. 375ff.
See ibid, p. 723; and Luhmann (1988a), pp. 239f. That there was resistance to monetization is nothing but a confirmation of this trend: the late medieval difficulties in accepting that land and labour were subject to the laws of the market, but also the moral
resistance to ‘pricing the priceless’, as in the case of life insurance, was not accepted in
the USA until the second half of the nineteenth century: see Zelizer (1983). But this does
not indicate that the power of the market has been overestimated (ibid., p. x), nor that
money is not a generalized and anonymous medium (as maintained by Zelizer, 1997,
1998). Indeed, the development of idiosyncratic and personalized forms of relationship
with money (where for example one uses the money won in a game or got as a gift differently from the money earned working, or develops special ‘earmarkings’ for specific
social interactions) is only a consequence. Localism and personalization are the other
side of universalism and anonymity. Precisely because there is a medium which is the
same for everyone and is indifferent to the specificity of the objects, I can develop my
personal use of it and can isolate specific objects (family property, mementoes etc.) that
I decide not to sell – but the decision makes sense only if I know that they could be sold,
and if I know that a different economic logic exists. The issue remains of course open as
to which one of these logics can claim to be rational.
Walras himself defined the unity of economic science in terms of scarcity and the impossibility to overcome it, even in conditions of abundance: see Baecker (1988), p. 48.
See Appleby (1978), p. 98.
Luhmann (1988a), pp. 195ff.
Thus Fini (1998), p. 120.
A ‘partial set inside the set of scarce goods’: Luhmann (1988a), p. 199.
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Money

Reassurance against risk, first of all, relies on money. Money has no inherent use; nevertheless, it has the strange feature of providing reassurance
against uncertainty for any and every person. Whether metal or paper,
money has no utility. So, why has it become so useful?
The reflection of economists has not offered a true theory of money
(section 1), especially because it never really clarified its function or the
source of its value, nor did it even clarify the true meaning of value.
Does wealth lie in the goods themselves (in which case, money is only an
abstract entity, a ‘veil’ superimposed on authentic values), or does money
create wealth, bestowing value on things?
We need to clarify what money is needed for – that is, what its function is
(section 2). Economics usually points out too many functions (measure of
value, means of payment, means of exchange), without clearly distinguishing the main function and how it is connected with others. One can think
that money serves to gain time, to delay the moment when one must decide
how to use one’s resources. This becomes important when the future is
uncertain. With money, we can afford to wait in order to collect additional
information and observe others. When the time comes, we shall be able to
pay for what we need, or make the most convenient transactions.
Money works because we all accept and want it. Indeed, we always
want more of it. Money expresses the connection between everyone
and everyone else, because it refers to society as a whole as well as to all
exchanges. If money were not accepted by all persons, at all times, and
for all goods, it would be worthless (section 3). This is especially true for
the modern form of money, diffused since the seventeenth century, which
uncouples the value of the currency from precious metal and refers directly
to the abstract movement of credit. It ‘forgets’ who paid and for what
goods. Money succeeds in comparing very different goods and very different persons because it represents every possible future need (section 4).
This explains the three classic functions of money.
Money translates each value into a number that corresponds to a price,
and offers only this information to operators. What gets lost? Is it enough?
(section 5). The issue is rather mysterious, because we have known for
some time that prices do not correspond to the real value of goods,
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and that these prices change in seemingly irrational ways. In actuality,
operators not only observe prices, but they also observe changes in prices,
thereby obtaining additional information about what other operators
know and observe. One is interested in precisely this when goods are scarce
and there are many competitors. In order to obtain this information,
people observe prices in markets.

1.

THE MYSTERIES OF MONEY

Money has always elicited suspicion and mistrust. Luther’s famous
definition of money as the ‘devil’s dung’1 is part of a long tradition that
associates money with the devil. This is because money is incomprehensible and threatens both the established order and the harmony of things
and the world. In the Middle Ages, it was taken for granted that money
was ‘a cabala difficult to understand’,2 not only because it was technical
and therefore complicated, but also because it was the source of absurd
paradoxes – for example, money that is lent out comes back to the source
in the same amount, thereby multiplying the mass of circulating money.
This happens in such a way that the quantity of money is simultaneously
both the same and not the same. Puzzles of this kind can be found everywhere and, until the seventeenth century, a genuine theory of money was
not available. In the seventeenth century, however, the contrast between
the traditional contempt for money and the new discovery that ‘everything can be bought with money’3 became apparent. This instrument,
money, elicited both excitement and uneasiness because it seemed capable,
through the attribution of a value, of putting such different things as a
working day, a load of exotic fabrics, family goods and the cost of a loan
on equal footing and allowing for their comparison, ultimately dissolving
many of the traditional social structures.4
The seventeenth century developed an analysis of money that started
directly from the source of its value. Its value depended on the gold and
the silver from which it was made, that is, on the amount of precious
metals. Complications arose, however, from the practice of ‘shearing’ (the
filing of coins to obtain gold or silver). The need for money was so high
that even coins with a much lower content of metal than was declared were
accepted.5 The question also arose regarding whether money should be
considered only in terms of its usefulness in the circulation of goods and
the satisfaction of needs.6 The issue was later solved, when both the correspondence between the intrinsic value (gold) and the commercial value
of money, and the gold parity (and every other form of stable coverage
of the circulating value, right up to the much-discussed cancellation of
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the Bretton Woods agreement in 1971) was overcome. The meaning and
operating mode of money, however, have never been sufficiently clarified.
Economists themselves find that a real theory of money is needed.
Neoclassical economic theory, they say, relies implicitly on the model of
barter.7 This model is actually set as the theory of a system that works
without money, where goods are what really matters, and money becames
an abstraction. One thinks of a ‘real’ system (the market) that operates by
distributing goods, with the ‘veil of money’ laid on top of it. Economists
should tear this veil and switch from the ‘metaphysical’ plan of flimsy
entities to the genuine plan of the forces that produce wealth.8 Money, in
this view, emerges from the market as its consequence and does not have
any power by itself. It cannot create any real wealth, only illusory wealth.
According to critics, this approach completely overlooks the real power
and true nature of money. It is not a metaphysical entity, but a very real
and concrete given. It is not that money emerges from the market, but
that the market and its power are consequences of the monetization of the
economy.9 Money may be abstract, but it is a ‘real abstraction’,10 and we
must explain it as such.
Money expresses the social aspect of the economy, the fact that each
exchange refers to all other exchanges and that money has a value only
because other members of society are also ready to accept it. Today,
one speaks of ‘embeddedness’ in this respect, but the abstraction of
money requires an accurate analysis of its mechanisms and of its mode of
operation.

2.

A MEDIUM TO DEFER DECISIONS

The weakness of economics is revealed in its ambiguous definition of
the function of money and the standard distinction of the three tasks
it performs: (1) measure of value; (2) means of payment; (3) means of
exchange.11 In fact, the relationship of the three functions is very vague. It
is hard to understand which came first and whether it is possible to derive
one from the others. Is there a primary function? What is it? How does it
affect the other tasks of money?
From a historical perspective, it is likely that the first coins were produced in order to measure and compensate values – that is, as a ‘substitute for gratitude’.12 On this basis, a dynamic of exchanges was triggered.
However, in a monetized economy, like that of modern times, the movements of money are autonomous from a point-to-point correspondence
with external goods, and the movements of money must be explained in
a more abstract way. Modern money cannot be defined as referring to
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the value of goods, because it has no inherent value apart from its use. It
must be spent (or at least able to be spent); otherwise, it is worth nothing.
It must circulate, because it has a value only if it is spent. Here we find its
social reference. It has a value only in so far as it has a value for others.
Today, the fundamental function seems to be that of an abstract means
of payment and of ‘credit-money’. It is difficult to explain money on the
basis of the other uses. It is not plausible that the idea that money can be
used for any transaction, at any time, and with unknown people could
emerge from the concreteness of a myriad of deals, which are always
individual, personalized and local.13 It is difficult to envisage any continuity between the initial uses of money and its modern use in the market
economy or even in the financial economy. It is far more plausible that
there has been a leap due to a different and more abstract function, which
includes the three ‘classic’ functions. But what can this function be?
The big advantage of money – and here we come back to time – is that
it leaves completely open the moment when one must spend it. Because it
is abstract and indeterminate, its value remains, even if one waits before
spending it. It remains available even when one defers the decision in view
of other situations, other partners or different conditions. The meaning
and function of money lies in this temporal delay, in the possibility that is
offered by money for using time to increase decision and choice options.14
This was Keynes’s opinion, for example. He explicitly stated that the
importance of money lies in its being ‘a link between the present and the
future’,15 which becomes necessary when the future is unknown and hence
‘perfidious’ and threatening.
This function of money is only necessary in a modern economy, which
(like any other part of society) faces an unknown and indeterminate
future, while knowing that it depends on present decisions. The future is
therefore frightening, but can nonetheless – and, in fact, must – be acted
upon. We do not know what will happen in the future. However, although
our expectations may be false, the value of money nevertheless remains
and we can use it in different conditions than we had initially expected.
Money allows us to act even if we cannot control the consequences,
because it allows us to postpone decisions or actions while retaining its
value. We do not need to decide how we will spend the money today, and
we can operate in such a way as to have money in the future, in order to
be able to decide later. Only in a world of uncertainty can money have this
function, since it acts as a ‘bridge’ between the (usually wrong) plans of the
past, current expectations and expectations for a puzzling future.16
Shackle stated it explicitly. Money is not primarily a store of value:
value changes and transforms. Nor is it a means of exchange: we do not
know what to exchange or where to get it. It is, however, a ‘medium of
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deferment and of search’.17 This is its primary function; this performance is
the starting point from which to explain its functioning. We need money in
a world that is oriented towards an unknown future, because the sense of
monetization lies in the possibility of postponing the choice to a later day,
when one will have more information. The advantage of money is that it
allows us to operationalize our lack of knowledge. This is possible because,
having no value of its own, money remains entirely indeterminate. It does
not bind future choices, apart from the simple fact that one will eventually
have to make a choice – namely, to spend. When bartering, ignorance puts
one at a disadvantage because one does not know if and where one will
find the goods one is interested in. However, in a monetized economy, it
does not have this effect because money allows one to use time to search
for additional information about how to get these goods. Money, in other
words, is a tool that deals with the uncertainty of the future in the present.
As Hicks says, money has a value because it allows freedom, and can do
so because it gives us time to think.18

3.

THE SOCIAL REFERENCE OF MONEY

How can this abstract entity with no value of its own drive the mass
of goods and values that make up the very concrete wealth of modern
society? How can it motivate everyone without having a specific object?
We do not know what we or others want now, or may want in the future,
but everyone wants money.19 Very different performances are all compensated in the same way – with payment.
Sociology always answers this question in the same way. Money works
because it represents a social relation, or because it is a social relation consisting of obligations and claims among the participants in the economy.20
So argued Weber, who wrote that an exchange that makes use of money
is always ‘community acting’, referring implicitly to the potential acting of
others and ultimately to all participants.21 Money is accepted only because
one expects to use it in future transactions. This depends not only on the
counterparty, but also on all potential others who could be interested in
exchanging, whom one also expects to accept money. Every monetary
transaction, even if timely and concrete, among people one knows and
may trust, extends beyond this level and refers to the entire community, to
all possible anonymous and indeterminate transactions, among unknown
people and in still unknown moments. As Simmel observes,22 money can
fulfil this symbolic function and connect the punctuality of every single
exchange with the totality of the goods and the people because it is completely devoid of value. As the history of money shows, every residue of
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intrinsic value becomes an obstacle to the primary function of money. Its
value lies only in its ability to convert into other values. Its use as a means
lies only in its ability to become an end. As a symbol for each value, this
means that the absence of value becomes the last value and the last aim
for which everybody strives. The concrete confidence in people and the
relationships between different individuals turns into an abstract ‘systemic
confidence’ in the functioning of the economy as a whole.
Money is able to motivate anyone, even to do things that would otherwise be irrational (as demonstrated by the widespread desire to have a
job – that is, to labour). In this social ‘homogenizing’ function, combining
a variety of individual and quite heterogeneous motivations without any
conflict, money seems to assume the role formerly fulfilled by religious
motivation, which was also valid for everyone. Monetary motivation,
according to Burke, can be seen as ‘a technical substitute for God’,
because God was the unitary instance that could collect the diversity of
all motives.23 In this sense, money (according to Simmel, among others)
can be seen as ‘the God of our time’,24 a secular and socialized God who
addresses indifferently disparate motives and objects.
Within the economy, money is an ‘established self-reference’25 whose
meaning lies in the reference to the system that inevitably accompanies
every consideration on goods and commodities. In every transaction,
the debtor is not the person who is paying, but the economy as a whole,
which is guarantor of the circulation of both money and also the sense of
the transaction. Modern money is a powerful agent of depersonalization,
even if this fact remains unnoticed. In the form of money, the exchange
becomes relatively independent of the debtor and their solvency. Once he/
she has paid, money circulates by itself. It depends instead on the dynamics of the economy as a whole which establishes what this money will be
worth and under what conditions. This is why every single economic operation has a global meaning and cannot be limited to the timely context in
which it takes place.
It should be obvious that this condition comes at the end of a long
process, which led to the specifically modern form of money, the one to
which we refer in this work. This modern form is that of capitalism, a
form of ‘credit-money’ in which money is uncoupled from any particular
relation, from any specific goods and, especially, from any precise context.
This brings about the unlikely condition where money has a value that
exists irrespective of the person who pays, of the goods exchanged and
of the relationship of the parties, depending instead on other ‘systemic’
variables.26
Once again, we must deal with a typically modern form, one that is
characterized by the fact that processes become autonomous from external
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factors. In the economy, one deals with money and variations of capital,
and not directly with the quality of the goods or the relations among
persons (which are, of course, there, but only as environmental data27).
This development started at the end of the fifteenth century, together with
the discovery of double entry accounting, when economic processes began
to be regarded as abstract entities that could be calculated and dealt with
as such, without any reference to specific goods. Double entry accounting,
for example, compensates revenues and expenditures as numbers, and
does not take account of the quality or the characteristics of the goods.
Following from this, the creation of debts in the form of ‘bill of
exchange’, without an effective exchange of goods, ensued. One talks of
‘dry exchange’ or exchange per arte, which underlines the fact that it is
not something natural, and that it is clearly distinguishable from previous trades, when the economy was still located in a tangible and concrete
world.28 Only paper is exchanged. From here, it is just a small step to
the dissociation of the ‘bill’ from each particular exchange relation, to
depersonalized and generalized debt relations. Previously, even when
money was involved, credit contracts corresponded to a specific social relationship between particular persons, established in front of a notary; they
were usually verbal. The debt was not normally transferable and remained
bound to the persons of the contractors and to the specific performances.
Modern trade, regulated by the abstract form of ‘credit money’, comprises,
on the contrary, pure promises of payment expressed by a sum, which can
circulate freely in economic processes, be transferred to others and possibly transformed, and have as ultimate reference a public banking system
guaranteeing the movement of money. A sum of money now equals an
impersonal and non-specific credit that can be collected by any person in
relation to any goods – as long as the economic system works as a whole.29
While the money at stake always seems to have been the same (the same
or very similar coins) since the seventeenth century, the meaning of the
medium has changed profoundly, to the point that the reference to the
precious metal, even if maintained in various forms over several centuries,
becomes purely symbolic. Economic exchange became a financial rather
than a monetary relation, in the sense that the value is now autonomous
from the intrinsic value of the cash. Instead, it now depends on general
economic relations, on abstract exchange rates and not on the amount of
precious metal. At this point, the function of the measure of value (one
of the classic functions of money) becomes uncoupled from the function
of means of payment, and the priorities invert. It is not the intrinsic value
of money that allows it to intervene in payments, but the abstract circle of
payments that sets the value of every good (completely independent from
the inherent value of the currency, from the content of precious metal or
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from its convertibility into gold). Money is valuable, even if it is worth
nothing as an object.
This is demonstrated by the creation of pure money of account, significantly referred to as ‘imaginary money’ (or agio), as with the ‘lira tornese’
in France, which never existed in the form of coins, but was used as an
‘ideal’ entity for the regulation of exchanges.30 The detachment from the
concreteness of goods and commodities could not be expressed more
clearly. We now have to deal with imaginary entities, which work very
well in the abstract circuit of the circulation of money. The realization
of goods, when it comes down to it, remains an external fact. All money
is first of all imaginary money. Even if a direct or indirect reference to
precious metal remained until 1971, until the abandonment of the Bretton
Woods agreement and of the abstract convertibility of any currency into
gold through the dollar, the credibility of money has exclusively relied
for centuries on the credibility of promises of payment at the level of the
economy as a whole – that is, on the circulation of delayed credits or on
the management of temporal relations.

4.

THE HOMOGENIZATION OF GOODS AND
PERSONS

According to our assumptions, the first function of money is the management of the uncertainty of the future, the use of time to increase
contingency. In other words, money functions to increase the opportunities available to the present decision. This is the function of ‘deferment’
emphasized by Shackle. Money allows one to make decisions without
prejudice to future decisions, which serves to broaden their scope. If one
has money, then one already knows today that one will be able to do
what one prefers, in the context of economic opportunities, tomorrow,
even if one does not yet know what one’s preference will be. The safety
of the future takes the form of payment capacity. The other functions of
money, those that seem striking when one first sees them at work, should
be understood as consequences related to the functioning of an abstract
medium. It is, however, a social medium, and it becomes increasingly
social the more complex and articulate it is. The function of time binding
is fulfilled by mutual support (Luhmann speaks of symbiosis) between
time dimension and social dimension, and, more specifically, between
social uncertainty and temporal uncertainty, which, though open, remains
controlled. Money, as sociologists have always said, is a social relation
because it works only in reference to the society that guarantees and circulates it. It works because everyone knows that others know that it will
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be accepted. At the same time, money absorbs part of the social uncertainty. I do not know what others do even if I know that the availability
of resources depends on their behaviour. However, if they spend money, I
know that the circle of the economy will continue to produce money and
opportunities of which I shall also take advantage.
The characteristics of money, particularly in its modern form, must be
derived from its capacity for binding time. Bryan and Rafferty (2007),
for example, find that money is able to perform the function of ‘blending’, to make extremely diverse goods comparable and convertible,
because it fulfils the function of ‘binding’, because it binds the future to
the present. It is monetization31 that enables money to act as a measure
of value and to compare and relate different goods (which can then be
exchanged, if required). Money achieves a ‘material homogenization’
of goods and values that goes hand in hand with the social homogenizing discussed by Simmel. In fact, it is a precondition for it. The infinite
variety of objects and performances (as different as livestock and ideas,
land and work, books and houses) translates through the allocation
of a price into the uniformity of a quantitative expression that allows
for their comparison, ‘forgetting’ the characteristics of the object, the
moment and the context. What remains is a number, which is always
smaller or larger than any other number (hence comparable with it).
This number can be divided at will or aggregated with other numbers,
fragmented or added.32
Money can operate ‘without memory’, leaving behind all the concrete
elements of the transaction, the motives and the people involved. A monetary sum has a value as a figure, no matter what function it performed,
what goods were purchased, or which person undertook the transaction
and spent the money as they liked, even if the money was used for purposes completely unacceptable to the person that the money originally
came from. In the case of non-solvent individuals or companies, a certain
ability to remember must then be retrieved artificially, with registers and
similar devices. Money by itself does not care about its past. Monetization
is what lies behind social homogenizing. Money motivates everyone
because it is compatible with all motives, since it can be translated, with
sovereign indifference, into any good or commodity. Money can absorb
any desire and, thereby, become the object of non-specific desirability.
All goods, via monetization, become wares. All wares have a price, even
when one is not willing to sell them. All wares, circulating or not, become
part of the capital, which lives out its abstract existence. For example,
it can increase or decrease according to how it is used, even if the goods
remain the same. The financial markets are the most spectacular expression of this. This combination of generalization and quantification is the
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basis for the always surprising power of money. However, as Weber has
observed, this is only possible thanks to the temporal reference. In monetary calculation, all goods and performances are considered in view of a
sale or a purchase – not on the basis of their current utility, but in view of
all future possibilities of use and evaluation.33 The homogenizing of goods
starts from the future, which is why it works so well. It not only concerns
current wishes and needs, but also absorbs the vagueness of hypothetical
needs and the uncertainty of tomorrow.

5.

THE VALUE OF THE GOODS AND THE
ABSTRACTION OF PRICES

If money translates all goods into a price, this means that people need
only to orient themselves to prices in the economy. Indeed, mainstream
economics starts from the assumption that the information available to
operators is all contained in prices. Hayek, summing up a widespread
belief, argues that in order to behave with competence in the economy, one
needs only to know the prices, and can ignore any other knowledge about
the way the goods are produced, used etc.34
Are prices enough?35 It is true that prices indicate what needs to be done
and that operators behave accordingly, and often with success, but suspicion that the information is somehow blind begins to spread. This can
cause problems. Grossman compares the behaviour of operators who are
oriented to prices to the behaviour of rats in a labyrinth, where prices are
the walls. The operators bump against the walls, react and then move in
the right direction, but they do not know where they are going or anything
about the structure of the labyrinth.36 Market price, according to Soros,
provides a criterion of effectiveness, not a criterion of truth.37
The question is, of course, if and when truth is needed in the economy.
The strength and effectiveness of a monetized economy, as we have seen,
relies largely on the loss of information that characterizes prices, which
can, in turn, afford to forget almost all the specific features of the goods
and the context, the needs and desires one pays for, the origin of the
money, ultimately reducing everything to an abstract quantitative expression. The economy can then focus only on economic variables without
worrying about the environment.38 On the other hand, the economy must
refrain from operating with any direct information about the environment,
including its own influence on it. An economy addressed only to itself, that
is, addressed only to prices, cannot take account of the way its operations
affect the environment, about which prices inform it (similar to the situation where the path of the rats modified the structure of the labyrinth, but
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they continued to bump against the walls without understanding it). How
can we be certain of going in the right direction?
Blindness to the environment can influence the long-term effects on
the natural environment (consumption of non-reproducible resources,
pollution, so-called sustainability). It can also influence the way people
regard the economy, the very circumstance that dictates that price allocation and transactions are facts of the world; prices will have to take this
into account. Economics (under the label of information economics) is
now aware of this fact, and tries to consider the circular relations that
arise from it (the fact that ‘the very activity of trading conveys information
that affects the outcome of the activity’).39 In addition to the information
‘contained’ in the price, operators acquire significant information about
what other operators know and what they expect the future direction of
the market to be. An uninformed operator, for example, can use a price to
learn something about the information available to informed operators,
and can then act accordingly or speculate, changing the price accordingly.
Prices not only provide information about external data, they also create
the information with which the economy works.
This issue is expressed in economics by the difficult and problematic
difference between price and value, where prices represent the information
circulating in the system, and values refer to environmental data and
events (always from the point of view of the economy). Prices are internal
data; values indicate how the economy sees the outside from its point of
view.40 The economy would like to orient itself to values (to the world),
but has access only to prices and must try to derive information about the
‘real value’ of goods and commodities from them. This occurs because
the information that can be obtained from prices does not consist in the
price itself. Grossman and Stiglitz maintain that the system of prices, even
(and especially) in the case of an efficient market,41 does not reveal all the
information about the ‘true value’ of the assets, and does not contain the
information one needs in order to obtain profits.42 What is this value that
the price should traditionally measure?
The fact that the issue is problematic has already been signalled by
the scholastic debates on the ‘paradox of value’. The fact that a pearl is
worth far more than a mouse (even if the genus ‘mouse’ was created later
and has a higher rank), and is more valuable than a piece of bread (even
if the first is useless while the second is essential for survival),43 are both
examples of this paradox. The price of an asset, some scholars believed,
should be determined by its ‘intrinsic worth’, independent of the passing
of time. But how can one profit from transactions if there must be a strict
equality between what one gives and what one receives?44 As early as the
seventeenth century, one could perceive that the idea of a value by itself,
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as both stable and objective, is quite abstract. Value exists only as one side
of a distinction – that is, it exists only in opposition to a price. Values are
not in the world, but the distinction between value and price is. Without
money, without monetization and quantification (without prices), there
is no point in talking about value. The right price does not exist, because
there is no independent value that this price should correctly correspond
to. Prices and values are only given together.
Prices, by nature, always change. The initial information that one
obtains from them is not an absolute value, but a relative one – that is, a
trend. What is observed first is the change in prices, which provides the
elements to be considered (either to take advantage of opportunities or
to protect from damage). This is inevitable if the problem is the management of scarcity, where there is a plurality of individuals competing for
the same goods, projected into an uncertain future. One must first observe
the observations of other operators, particularly their expectations. In
Keynesian terms, one must be oriented to ‘thoughts about thoughts’,
which can be derived from the expected values of economic variables.45
Since these operators mutually observe each other, the orientation changes
in accordance with the observation itself, and prices reflect this constant
change. Prices vary, not because they are inaccurate and must adjust to
better assess external values, but because the variation of prices is the very
information one is looking for: the variation is the value to be measured.
As Simmel remarks, this explains the seemingly mysterious fact that the
decrease in the price of a commodity often reduces the value of the goods
themselves, which in turn further reduces the price.46 A similar pattern
occurs in instances of increase. This is not a novel thought. As early as
the end of the seventeenth century, Nicholas Barber noted: ‘Things have
no value in themselves, it is opinion and fashion brings them into use and
gives them a value’.47 This comes about through money, which has no
fixed value and varies disconcertingly. Even before the issue of the convertibility of money into precious metals came about, a fourteenth-century
abbot lamented that ‘on the point of currencies things are very obscure:
they increase and decrease in value, and one doesn’t know what to do;
when you expect to earn, you find the contrary.’48
The modern economy operates on the basis of the abstraction of money,
which circulates fluidly, is widespread, and is capable of expressing any
value. It can do so because it forgets almost everything. It replaces external relevancies with the quantified expression of prices, which connect
everything to everything else and any party to any other party in other
transactions. The information that circulates in the economic system is
translated into prices, with a brutal simplification that does not allow
direct contact with the environment, but only mediated relations filtered
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by prices. The risk of this abstraction is compensated by the instability
of prices which, in their continuous variation, permit and require the
economic system to remain sensitive to environmental changes. Through
trends in prices (upwards or downward, faster or slower49), the system
perceives the information that prices themselves (being limited to quantified sums) cannot express –whether or not it is time to sell or if one should
wait, what other operators think, and how they will presumably react to
decisions. The complexity of the environment, which cannot be detected
directly, is thus translated into the form of unstable prices that compensate
for the lack of a direct mirroring of the environment with their variability.
The value expressed by a price is always a selection, one that is contingent,
may or may not be appropriate, and can change.50
Through prices, traders modulate their behaviour and experience its
effects. One can never be certain that things will go well. From prices and
changes in prices, one receives mere information, not direct indications for
behaviour. The trader must decide each time how to use this information,
and then acquire further information with which to confirm or change
behaviour. Imperfect information, which from a sociological perspective
is the only available form of information, carries with it the consequence
that every economic decision is a risky decision, one with a cost, and one
that we may later regret. The price, which reflects no objective external
reality, is the only indication one can use, but it is not enough to make
a decision. Enterprises and consumers require specific programmes that
can serve to restrict the possibilities (that is, budgets),51 and contexts from
which they can locate the prices and related information. These contexts,
as we shall see, take the form of markets.
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The market

Although the market is the fundamental concept of the modern economy,
it has no actual definition. Theories do not explain what it is, but how
it works or, rather, how it should work, based on the dubious idea of a
perfect market, where price expresses the balance between supply and
demand in the most advantageous conditions for all participants (section
1). A market of this kind, which lends itself to the idea of maximal
efficiency, is, curiously, governed by randomness – that is, by absolute
unpredictability. If the movements of a market were reasoned, then they
would be exploited and the market would no longer be balanced. The best
working market, reportedly, cannot be observed by anyone and, in fact,
cannot even be rational.
Much information circulates in the market, information that can be
exploited for profit, and that mainly concerns the expectations and prospects of the operators. These expectations and prospects are in no way in
equilibrium. They are also never complete, because they are continually
reproduced by market operations (section 2). The more information produced, the more imperfect the market becomes.
The market works because its task is not to observe the world or the
needs and state of production, but to observe observers, what they see,
what they expect, and how they observe each other (section 3). The market
works as a mirror, from which operators obtain the information they need
in order to develop their strategies.
Competition ensues because no one has all the information. Everyone
infers the information they need from the behaviour of others (who do
the same). One can then decide how to use this information, knowing that
one is observed. If one behaves rationally, then others can foresee this
behaviour, and one will not gain any profit. Instead, one must develop a
different rationality, a risk rationality that modulates to the expectations
and observations of others, and both deviates from them and also confirms them. These expectations must be constantly reviewed as situations
change (section 4).
One can also profit by using time, by circulating references and expectations, loans and debts, and by using far more money than is actually available, exploiting the uncertainty of the future in order to offer
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possibilities to present decisions. This is the task of banks and of credit
management, which use risk to generate opportunities – namely, to
produce the future (section 5).

1.

THE EFFICIENT MARKET IS UNPREDICTABLE

Similar to what one finds when examining other basic notions, an examination of the modern concept of the economy reveals that it virtually
coincides with the concept of the market economy. That is, the concept
of market is so central that it sums up the definition of the economy as
a whole. As we shall see, this is not at all fortuitous. In dealing with its
central concept, economics lacks a genuine definition of the market –
indeed it even lacks a convincing and shared market theory.1 The market
seems to be introduced as an assumption rather than as a concept, as
something that must be presupposed in order to construct the theory,
but cannot be clarified. ‘The assumption postulates what should be
explained.’2 Sociological thought has developed and inserted into this
gap a growing interest in markets, particularly emphasizing the role of an
ambiguous conceptualization of ‘culture’ and an idea of ‘embeddedness’.
Market exchanges are part of social life and reflect assumptions, values
and local practices that exceed the principles of economic rationality,3 yet
the concept of market remains undefined.
The notion has certainly evolved, beginning with a movement from
the idea of a physical place (the ‘marketplace’), where sellers and buyers
actually meet, to the concept of an abstract arena of trade at a distance,
oriented more to exchange than to production. In the modern market,
coordination is achieved among anonymous and unknown operators,
with a mechanism that sets prices among sellers and buyers and distributes them more or less uniformly in different places and among different
people. This determination and diffusion of prices becomes the central
pivot of the functioning of the economic system and the basis for the
assessment of its rationality and fairness. The economy supposedly works
because there is a market where prices express the balance between supply
and demand and, after making the necessary adjustments, one is able
to pay the same price for the same thing at every point of the market at
any given time. This would be the perfect market, one that regulates and
asserts itself. Should this perfect market not result, the attribution of some
anomaly is made, an anomaly that must be studied, traced, and possibly
eliminated, because the physiological functioning of economic processes
should naturally lead to such perfection.
The idea of a perfect market justifies the brutal simplification and
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reduction of information expressed in prices. While it is true that people
know only the prices, and hence very little about such things as the characteristics of the product, the seller, the history of production and trade that
brought the product to the market, or what will happen to the product, it
is also (supposedly) true that the market mechanism should serve to coordinate this dispersed and fragmented knowledge. This is Hayek’s thesis; it
expresses a widespread assumption that is maintained in most economic
theories.4 Operators possess only scattered, and often contradictory, fragments of knowledge. Nobody masters all the information that is required
in order to decide in a competent and motivated way. The problem of the
economy is not only how to allocate resources, but also how to distribute
and use knowledge, given that everyone, with only limited data, must
still make decisions. These decisions are based on people’s orientation to
prices. If prices were fixed by a tendentially perfect market, this market
would use all the dispersed and diffused information in a coordinated way,
and this limited knowledge would be sufficient to guarantee the optimal
use for all knowledge and information.5
This abstract concept of the market, which allows us to conceive of
the economy as a coordinated system of markets, developed at the end
of the nineteenth century, and is the prerequisite of the theory of market
efficiency (EMH: efficient market hypothesis), developed in the 1960s and
widespread during the 1970s.6 Market prices, particularly in financial
markets, which are supposedly maximally efficient, always reflect the
available information. If there are no information barriers, monopolies or
other obstacles, and if investors behave rationally, any errors or irrationalities are automatically eliminated, because there will be someone who
immediately exploits them for profit opportunities and, thus, deletes them.
In an efficient market, it is impossible for someone to obtain greater profits
than they should (that is, no investor can hope to ‘beat the market’ with
an imaginative or particularly ingenious investment strategy), because the
market automatically sets in and absorbs any inefficiencies. According to
its supporters, this theory is confirmed by substantial empirical evidence,
showing that, in the medium term, over-reactions and under-reactions of
the markets compensate, bringing them back to a condition of equilibrium
and substantial rationality.
A corollary of the theory of market efficiency, one that lies behind the
idea that one cannot devise an effective long-term investment strategy
(a strategy of success in the market), has spread under the term random
walk hypothesis (RWH).7 Roughly stated, this theory finds that, in an
efficient market, where information is distributed evenly and without
additional costs, changes in prices must be unpredictable – that is, they
must follow a random walk. If all operators, actively moving in the quest
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for profit, have all the available information at the same time, then every
possible opportunity for profit is immediately exploited and comes to find
itself embedded in market prices. The only price changes that can come
about are the unpredictable ones, which cannot be anticipated by anyone
because they are not included in any of the available information. They
must, therefore, be completely random. The more efficient the market is,
the more its movements must be random and unpredictable. This seems a
rather counter-intuitive conclusion, and reveals much about the implicit
assumptions of economic theory.
The notion of randomness is a residual concept, informing not so
much about the state of the world (where, as the natural sciences say,
randomness does not actually exist8), but rather about the knowledge of
the observer to whom it refers. What seems random is what could not be
expected on the basis of the available information. It is presumably not
random for another observer or for the same observer at another moment.
Randomness, ‘by itself’, and without further specification (for whom,
when), is not understandable. As has already been noted by many voices
within economics itself, and as we have seen several times, the central role
of randomness in a theory that claims to be rational shows, at the very
least, that the current economic theory tends to ignore the multiplicity of
perspectives and their reciprocal influences.

2.

INFORMATION IN INCOMPLETE MARKETS

As we have seen, the assumption is that prices perfectly reflect all information. We have also seen, however, that prices can be, and are, used to
obtain additional information that is not, and cannot be, contained in the
prices themselves. Such information includes observing other observers,
what they know and what they will supposedly do, market trends and variations that can be discerned and exploited. With regard to this additional
information, markets cannot be efficient; at this level, their movements
cannot be random. In fact, the contrary is often the case. One begins to
wonder whether the functioning of markets can be usefully explained
starting from the idea of complete information, or whether it would not
be better to take the lack of information as the starting point for the
motor of economic dynamics – that is, from ignorance rather than from
information.9
Grossman and Stiglitz, for instance, claim that hypothetical informatively efficient markets are not possible, because there would be no reason
for trade or exchange. If everyone knew everything and knew what others
know, then there would be no opportunity for gain.10 The degree to which
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markets remain inefficient serves as a measure of the willingness of operators to engage in the gathering of information that allows them to take
advantage of gaps and imbalances for profit.11 Information, far from being
evenly distributed and available to everyone, is the factor that enables
gain. It has its own tangible value in the market. It is not free, but requires
costs for its acquisition and updating. The main factor used by investors
and speculators in their activities involves the differences in the distribution of information. In short, information counts not so much for what
it says, but for the additional hints it allows for obtaining what others
know – that is, for the information beyond what prices explicitly transmit.
This information is not available to everyone, is costly, and is distributed
unequally.
Behavioural finance demonstrates that the behaviour of investors
cannot be explained on the basis of explicit information alone, but, nevertheless, should not be dismissed as irrational. What seem to be deviations
from rationality are, in fact, not random at all, but show regularities and
structures that can be studied; they show their own specific rationality.12
People often rely on information that may appear irrelevant if one refers
only to the alleged ‘fundamentals’ of the economy, including voices and
‘rumours’ circulating in the markets (noise), contexts and backgrounds of
the news that affect their reception (framing), and a widespread perception
of ‘market sentiment’. These forms of information are far from balanced
and tend not to compensate in the way foreseen by the theory of efficient
markets. On the contrary, they often intensify and reinforce themselves
through a positive feedback mechanism, where investors buy in response
to an increase in prices and sell in response to their decrease – that is,
where investors make decisions based not on the explicit information
contained in prices (according to which they should buy at low prices
and sell at high prices), but in reference to the additional information
they read in prices, following trends and the perceived behaviour of other
investors. The market, in this case, does not behave like a filter, neutrally
transmitting information about the world, but becomes the real object of
observation. Investors turn their attention to the market and its dynamic,
neglecting goods and commodities.
The point (and herein lies the problem of the current market theory)
is that these behaviours do not happen by chance and do not follow a
‘random’ walk. They are predictable and can be observed, both by ‘firstorder’ operators who try to follow the trend, and by ‘second-order’ operators (the classical figure of the speculator) who exploit trends and operate
against them in order to gain profits. These second-order operators
observe what others expect and then alter these expectations through their
action. George Soros openly declares that this is the case, and attributes
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his fabulous successes in financial markets to this mechanism. The market,
he maintains, is not, and cannot be, always correct, since it is not simply an
external circumstance but actively contributes to produce the information
it should transmit.13 Therefore the market can never be in equilibrium.
Instead, it is in a condition of ‘dynamic imbalance’ that is neither efficient
nor rational, and can be exploited in a non-random way. The market is
not correct with regard to the world or to the future that some believe to
read in it. However, it is correct with regard to itself. The market provides
a framework in which the operators can recognize themselves and their
inclinations. This, paradoxically, contradicts the hypothesis of market
efficiency. Those who believe that markets are efficient make them more
unstable, because they provide speculators with an opportunity to use
their ability to read trends and operate against them.14 If the market correctly anticipates future events, then it contradicts itself, given that these
events fail to occur precisely because they have been anticipated. An
alleged efficient market, then, follows a non-random walk and becomes
predictable and, hence, inefficient.
A realistic study of the market should dispense with the idea of perfect
and uniformly distributed information, and start from an explicit recognition of the imperfection of information instead. Knowledge is distributed in an asymmetrical way, so that one of the parties involved in the
transaction often knows things that are ignored by the counterparty, who,
however, knows that he/she does not know these things. We have already
mentioned15 the resulting processes of adverse selection, where one no
longer reacts to the available information but to that which is lacking,
bringing about a dynamic of growing lack of transparency. Someone who
lends money would like to protect themselves from losses if the money is
not returned. If, however, they increase the interest rate in order to compensate for the failed return, the percentage of insolvency may further
increase. Those who could return the money tend not to apply for a
loan that is no longer convenient; for those not returning the money, the
increase in the rate is irrelevant.16
One talks about incomplete markets because informational imbalances
do not allow for the offering of goods or commodities that would be
required. In what way are these markets incomplete? The incompleteness
is primarily informative. However, information can never be complete,
since information, like randomness, does not exist as an independent
thing in the world, something that can be traced, collected, retained or
exchanged.17 Information is always relative to an observer, for whom a
given datum activates connections, produces consequences, motivates a
certain behaviour or a decision. For another observer, or for the same
observer at another time, the same datum is not informative, because
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they lack the prerequisites with which to evaluate it, because they are not
interested, or because they already know it. The concept of information
implicit in mainstream market theory is unsatisfactory, not because it
incorrectly assumes perfect and instantaneous information, but because it
thinks of information as a univocal given, or as goods that can be distributed homogeneously to different observers. Markets and their dynamics
do not distribute pre-given information, but produce different information
in different places and for different observers, which will inevitably be
asymmetric because each observer has their own information and does
what they want with it. One could try to study the movements of the
market as processes of the production and coordination of information,
but this leads to a significantly different approach.

3.

THE OBSERVATION OF OBSERVERS IN THE
MIRROR OF THE MARKET

If one gives up the naturalistic idea of the market as a mechanism of
neutral rationality, one must also give up the expectation of finding it
more or less equal in all societies. It is a very specific and quite unlikely
form of mutual observation of the observers and of bound observation of
the future, which requires a series of unlikely assumptions. From Polanyi’s
research and the related debate, we know that the concept of the market
cannot be simply identified with the presence of trade or the spread of
money, given that many uses of money are independent of the presence
of markets, and that one can make payments in the absence of a concept
or generalized practice of trade.18 One can speak about the market in a
proper sense only when the prevailing view about the use of money is not
the punctual purchase of goods, but profit, focusing not so much on the
present situation, but on the orientation to the future through the exploitation of unstable and changing opportunities for gain. The essence of
the market is the ‘delay’ that allows for the present anticipation of future
transactions, translating these into gains or losses.19 A prerequisite for the
functioning of the market is, therefore, the abandonment of the traditional
orientation to perfection and stability, and a turning towards variability
and inconstancy.
In the transition to modern society and, more or less at the same time in
different areas, forms such as fashion, democracy and the market became
established. These work as ‘formulas for legitimating transitoriness’,20 and
act as references on the basis of their inherent instability. The time horizon
of society as a whole now seems to be determined more by the economy
with its mobile and open form of preparation of the future through the
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availability of money than by politics with its traditional orientation to
wisdom.21
The recognition and autonomization of the market is usually dated
to the seventeenth century, when the expansion of trade, international
competition, monetary fluctuations and recurring discontinuities between
supply and demand made economic processes more visible and more
incomprehensible at the same time.22 The existence of a market that is
distributed in space and time becomes evident, and is clearly distinguished
from the ‘situated’ form of a ‘marketplace’ that is restricted to specific
places in limited hours and days. The market no longer appears as a
place, but as a ubiquitous form of calculation and reasoning (it operates
everywhere, without pause, even on Sundays), expressed in the quantitative terms of impersonal prices without memory. The use of money
is thereby changed. It is no longer seen as a mere tool of exchange, but
as a source of possibilities for profit, leading up, with monetization, to
a ‘permanent speculative attitude, submitting the world to the reflexive
calculation of capital gains’.23 This attitude, however, requires a detachment from the immediate context, with all its implicit assumptions shared
by those people involved. From the vantage point of speculation and
calculation, one also observes others as observers, who also calculate and
potentially cheat. In the market (and, according to Agnew, on the stage
of Elizabethan theatre), one experiences a new observation of operators
as both actors and observers, and inaugurates a social dimension that is
irretrievably divided into the two (distinct, yet real and viable sources of
information) levels of the observation of the world and the observation of
observers.24
In the market, one does not observe the world, but the observers (one
does not observe the goods, but the operators, and only through them
does one observe the goods and their characteristics). A monetized
economy (as a market economy necessarily is) only has prices as sources of
information, and only through prices can one access values and their oscillations. Goods are not directly at stake by themselves, with their features
and their specificity, but only through their evaluation. Harrison White
explicitly states that, in the market, operators (producers) do not observe
qualities, but only payments and values, and proceed on the basis of these
observations.25 This means that the market is not a window through which
one can observe the economy outside, because this outside is never accessible and, even if it were accessible, would not be significant. The market,
according to White’s fortunate metaphor, should be seen as a mirror, that,
like the window, helps one to see, but only allows one to see oneself and
what is around one. This is what observers observe when they observe
the market. Producers observe other producers, their information, their
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choices and the prevailing trends, and consumers observe other consumers.26 The mirror itself remains non-transparent, which is advantageous
in so far as its opacity enables it to reflect and show what can be seen in
the mirror. Even if this does not give one access to the outside world, the
mirror is essential for seeing what would otherwise be inaccessible – that
is, the observer and other observers.
This new reflexivity of the modern economy, which allows for the
enormous leap in abstraction that is linked to second-order observation,
requires the market, despite being hypothetical and always mobile, to be
a means of modulation and control. Operators need information to guide
their choices and their operations, and they retrieve this information
from the market, which transforms the indeterminate and over-abundant
complexity of the environment (the specificity of each asset, each context,
each situation and the history of each transaction) into the determined
and reduced complexity of prices and changes in prices, allowing anyone
to know what others know and to infer what they will do. This is what is
needed in order to operate in the modern economy.27
While it is true that one only sees oneself in the mirror, this observation
is from a vantage point that would otherwise be inaccessible. Above
all else, one sees oneself in a context – namely, the context of competitors whom one has to face in order to operate effectively. The success of
everyone depends on what others are doing or will do, and it would be
useful to have some information about these behaviours. Observing the
market, operators develop their strategies – that is, how much to produce,
how to promote the products – and consumers develop their strategies –
that is, what to buy and when. For producers, the key competence is the
ability to react to what is happening, and, above all else, to react to the
supposed reaction of others (an almost simultaneous coordination among
mutually dependent operators). This is precisely the information that one
must be able to catch in the market (not prices as such, but what the offer
of a particular price says about what others think of the future profits of
the investment28 – that is, the observation of others).
What is needed is not equilibrium, which would offer very little information, but a non-random imbalance between the information of various
operators, which is interpreted and evaluated differently over time. The
purpose of the market is not to anticipate the future but to combine the
huge variety of present actions that will constitute an always uncertain
future.29 The purpose is the production of the future. In the market, one
does not observe facts, but one tries to calculate possibilities through
second-order observation, starting from the observations and the opportunities of other participants.
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THE PARADOXES OF COMPETITION AND THE
RATIONALITY OF RISK

The market produces the future while observing it. Operators react to
present data in view of the future possibilities they can infer, knowing that
others are both doing the same and also observing each other. The fundamental condition, and the fact that allows for the building up of structures,
is somehow counter-intuitively the widespread and insuperable lack of
knowledge of operators.30 This explains the positive function of competition, which would make no sense in a hypothetical perfect market, where
it would lead only to the paralysis or self-falsification of the market.31 If
everyone knew everything that all others know, profit opportunities would
cancel themselves out because right decisions on the basis of the market
would become wrong if others also made them. A perfectly transparent
market would have no structures. Competition serves to discover data that
could not otherwise be known, not only due to a lack of information, but
also because these data are produced by the trends activated by the mutual
observation of ‘competitors’ who always have imperfect information.32
Each competitor reacts to the reaction of others, real or supposed, without
knowing those others and without even having to meet them.33
Operators, who do not know everything, observe other operators in
order to decide what to do. This circular observation produces what is
called the prevailing inclination, market feeling or perceived trend, which
does not reflect what people actually think, but only what people think
that people think. This constitutes the shared reference to which everyone
orients themselves. One does not know how things actually are; one knows
only what to do. Behind this reference, there is no independent rationality.
The provisional and revisable order that is generated does not guarantee
that all circumstances have been correctly evaluated or that the most
important needs of the economy have been satisfied.34 Any combination of
deficient knowledge does not produce greater knowledge, only an orientation that works as a criterion for decision.
Nevertheless, the effectiveness of competition tends to be confirmed in
reverse, in the sense that the market often seems to behave in a way that
corresponds to the perceived trends. Soros observes that this is not because
expectations accurately anticipate future events, but because these events
are governed by expectations.35 The future that is produced by expectations
tends to confirm these same expectations, but also to indicate that, in the
market, expectations can falsify themselves. Competition, however, is not
always a good thing. Competition can be helpful if rivals’ strategies can be
anticipated, but it becomes an obstacle if they behave unpredictably – that is,
if they are irrational, speculative or simply creative.36 The ‘market logic’ does
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not match the current idea of rationality, precisely because of the circularity
of the mutual observation of operators. One who behaves rationally becomes
transparent to the strategies of others (that is, predictable), and does not
achieve the results their strategy, while rationally correct, aimed for. To be
rational is, therefore, not advisable. In this view, the alleged perfect rationality is not only unrealizable, but also reductive. It would require that one also
know the consequences of one’s own actions, which cannot be known prior
to being performed.37 If observation is circular, then information will necessarily be incomplete, because it lacks the information produced by its own
behaviour. In this way, rational behaviour becomes irrational.
The consequence, however, is not simply a call for irrationality, but for
a sort of ‘risk rationality’ located at the level of second-order observation
and offering non-random orientations. A risky strategy ‘is correct when
the strategy of the others is wrong and wrong when the strategy of the
others is correct’.38 The criterion will not be one of risk reduction and a
search for stable references, but a continuous management of uncertainty,
ready to modulate and correct itself according to the indications obtained
by observing others and their orientations. For this kind of rationality,
competition is an essential structure. Competition, in this sense, is not the
source of operators’ risks, but is what enables the structuring and management of the risk inherent in economic decisions.
Risk assessment changes its approach in order to account for the fact
that it is not helpful to directly analyse the risk of investments in order to
find out what to do. One must instead observe other observers, without
knowing if they have carefully evaluated the circumstances. One must
risk if others are willing to risk; otherwise, one misses opportunities. A
willingness to take risks leads to increased risk. As we shall see, and as the
financial crisis has shown clearly enough, at the level of the economy, this
attitude can lead to an uncontrolled increase in risk-taking, alternating
with the occasional uncontrolled risk aversion, to the point that suddenly
everybody refuses risky investments (often independently of the actual
performance of the economy). In the most advanced financial markets, a
large amount of investment seems to be placed at this level, and is mainly
guided by the transfer and management of risks with insurance, reinsurance, hedging and other coverages.

5.

THE CREATION OF MONEY BY SELLING TIME

In the market, the future is produced – that is, time is traded. The circulating wealth generated in the market – a market whose trends, as we have
seen, do not depend on the world or on goods, but on the observation of
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observers – does not directly correspond to the quantity or quality of the
available wares and commodities, but to how the uncertainty about future
availability is managed. This very uncertainty can be the object that is
traded. As had already been noticed in the eighteenth century,39 the use
of time can be isolated and the possibility for delaying payments and the
pile-up of delays can become objects of economic transaction, and hence
sources of wealth. With the mechanism of credit, which relies on a stable
currency,40 the means of payment can be multiplied beyond the circulating
currency. The relative stability of money serves as a reference for an intertwining of more and more articulated time relations – that is, for more and
more developed dynamics. If money remains stable, then time becomes
increasingly mobile and can be used in more imaginative ways.
The turning point came about when the key concept of markets changed
from trade to credit.41 One can even say that markets, in the modern sense,
arise on the basis of this turning point. Only at this moment do money
and the property of goods become clearly separated and transactions in
the market come to concern money and its movements directly, with the
property of the goods serving only as an external reference. In the market,
it is a question of prices. Goods come into play only as references with
which to fix prices. Those who have much money, not those who possess
many goods, can then be considered rich. Goods can always be purchased
if one has money. Therefore one normally needs money (or a translation
of property into money) to begin with, and not vice versa. This insight can
explain the miracle, or the paradox, of the creation of wealth in markets,
and the production of money from money.
One can now also sell money, giving rise to the reflexive dynamics where
one pays for money. This is the task of banks and other financial institutions, which provide tools for multiplying the means of payment beyond
the traditional correspondence of money with goods, beyond the necessary
convertibility into precious metals, and even beyond the money that is actually available.42 Banks perform the ‘miracle’ of transforming debts into new
money, accepting deposits (on which they pay interest) as the basis for granting loans, and then circulating more money than is actually available. Only a
small fraction of deposits is held as a reserve. Hence, if all creditors wanted to
withdraw their money at the same time, the system would immediately collapse. The amount of money does not correspond to the quantity of goods,
but expresses the fact that the system makes time available.43 The possibility
of using money we do not own for a certain period of time, and the possibility
of spending money that we shall own in the future now, in the present, can
both be explained in this way. This use of money generates costs, and credit
comes into play to manage the circulation of delays and deferments, anticipations and forecasts that are activated by money in the modern economy.
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Banks and financial institutions take it upon themselves to manage the
functioning of the economy. They manage the uncertainty about the future
under conditions of scarcity – that is, under conditions where everyone’s
access to goods makes these goods unavailable for others. Banks face this
uncertainty directly, and resolve it by guaranteeing that everyone will have
the ability to pay, even when they do not have the money. They wager
on the possibility of retrieving the money granted in the future, maybe
through the use of this money itself. Banks bet on the time difference
between present and future, creating the conditions for future payments
in the present. They are playing time with the tools of time. This reflexive
intervention on time takes the form of risk, of a present bet in the face of
an uncertain future, influenced by present actions and expectations. Banks
are compensated for this risk-taking, in so far as one pays for the management of insecurity, which takes a form that can be observed and worked
with. The result is once again a multiplication of risks, which in our society
concentrate and grow in the massive movements of financial markets.
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6.

Financial markets

One can invest in and/or speculate on markets. Investments are generally assumed to generate concrete wealth, while speculations are only
concerned with the internal movements of the economy, which are
exploited for short-term earnings. Everyone must speculate, because
everyone always has to deal with uncertain forecasts and what others do.
All transactions that occur in financial markets have a speculative side
(section 1).
Finance is becoming increasingly important in the economy as a
whole. This importance is worrisome because finance is often seen as a
kingdom of gambling and unreasonableness that cannot be controlled
or even understood (section 2). More and more sophisticated financial
techniques have been developed. These techniques do not make markets
more efficient, but, on the contrary, produce new forms of irrationality. It
seems that the most rational behaviour runs counter to the current idea of
rationality and orients itself to what others think and do, thereby exploiting trends for one’s own benefit.
The movements of markets always produce new uncertainty and new
risks, to which one reacts by trying to protect oneself. Markets distribute risks, but this makes them even more dangerous given that no one
feels responsible for them and one often loses sight of them. Hedging is
observed and exploited by others, thereby producing new risks for both
the single operator and for the market as a whole (section 3).
In the dynamics of financial markets, computers are essential. They
accelerate processes to create a condition of virtual contemporaneity
where effects are produced simultaneously with their causes. Media are
also essential in that they create the information that everyone observes,
allowing them to know what others know. These self-destabilizing markets
are difficult to regulate, but, nevertheless, some regulation is required.
Attempts to steer and reassure are immediately used to develop new strategies. However, the order that comes about is an order that is always different from that intended by those who decided on the measures (section
4).
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INVESTMENT OR SPECULATION?

We always hear that financial markets are speculative and, therefore,
continually produce risks that have an impact on the economy as a whole.
The reasoning behind this, however, is convincing only if speculation and
investment can be distinguished – that is, if one can draw a sufficiently
clear dividing line between them. ‘Normal’ markets, then, would be those
where prices react to actual changes in supply and demand, when markets
translate data that are external to the movements of economic markets
into amounts of money. Speculative markets, on the other hand, are those
where prices react only to opinions about the future movement of prices,
and are, therefore, self-referential markets, where economic movements
reflect only economic movements (the mutual observations of operators
and the observation of the future).1 An investor is interested in acquiring
and/or selling assets in the best conditions, and is willing to wait the necessary time to receive the benefits; a speculator is interested only in increasing his/her money by referring to the movements of money. The investor is
turned towards the world, the speculator only to the economy.
This distinction, however, seems to be becoming more and more difficult, not only at the abstract level of reflection on the economy, but also
in the concrete observation of economic operations. The dividing line
between speculation and investment seems to have become vague even for
experts.2 One who operates on the markets tries to seize opportunities for
profit, without distinguishing between medium- and long-term operations
(investment) on the one hand and short-term operations (speculation) on
the other. Even those without speculative intent cannot avoid using instruments like financial leverage and short-selling.
The distinction is also unconvincing on a theoretical level. Once again,
Shackle observes this clearly.3 In all cases where an operator hopes to gain,
by buying now with the intention of selling later at a higher price, he/she
is placing a bet on the expectations of him/herself and others. The value of
an asset is not an inherent characteristic of the object, but reflects its place
in the mutual observations of operators. Nobody invests according to the
variation of the ‘objective’ value of the asset. The prospect of a future gain
is always linked to the idea of using knowledge one does not yet have, and,
in this sense, the prospect of gain is always an ‘exploitation of ignorance’.
Speculation is indicative of a restless market, where today’s assessments
depend on suppositions about tomorrow’s assessments (by both ourselves
and others), on a steady regress of expectations on expectations, without
fixed points and without a fundamental equilibrium. A suggestion that
is convincing enough to attract many operators is sufficient to make the
market move in one direction or another, with a trend that reinforces itself
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until an opposite trend reverses the direction. ‘A speculative market . . .
requires uncertainty.’4 However, all markets actually behave in this way,
and all operators who are oriented to prices and their movements make a
bet on the future and on expectations – even if they think they are oriented
to goods and their value. Markets are inherently unsteady, and financial
markets remain the most evident and most volatile aspect of a general
feature of modern society – the presence of many different perspectives
that affect each other5 (the fundamental role of second-order observation).
Operators know this very well. As early as 1818, Nathan Rothschild
said that when prices rise all purchases become speculative.6 Over the
last few decades, this has become more evident as a consequence of the
instability of financial markets after the end of the Bretton Woods system
– that is, after the suspension of the convertibility of dollars into gold. All
monetary values become floating and directly reflect the values expected
in the future, greatly increasing the perception of uncertainty. Speculators
operate openly with this variability and the consequent uncertainty, and
those who would like to avoid risks must also engage in the same kind of
operations. Many operators use the tools offered by financial markets to
protect against possible future losses (to ‘hedge’ against risks), but these
very operations contribute to the restlessness of markets and can also be
targeted by speculators in order to bet on expectations and expectations
of expectations. These very operations, despite being meant to avoid
risks, contribute to the increase of the riskiness of the market as a whole.
Following the crisis of the European monetary market in 1993, it was even
discovered that the hedging carried out by enterprises had deeper effects
than the openly speculative activities of operators like George Soros.7 In
the movements of the markets, investments for the purposes of hedging
are difficult to distinguish from those that are speculative, and they all
contribute to unpredictable and self-referential market movements, to the
little-controlled or regulated ‘self-regulation of society to the probable’.8

2.

GAMBLING AND IRRATIONALITY

The result is often observed with concern. Financial markets are becoming
increasingly important, to the point that one talks about the domination
of finance in the global economic system.9 In the present economy, the
central position is no longer occupied by industry and production, but by
the financial market with the various organizations involved: the stock
exchange, banks, various financial institutions, and the inscrutable cloud
of individual operators and informal institutions. There are fluctuations
in the cost of money and in the availability of liquidity, which affect the
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periphery (labour markets, raw materials or products) in the form of variability and the uncertainty of the future.10
This has not always been the case. Until the modern age, the central
issue of the economy was the explanation of the exchange process and
of price-formation. The idea of investment was completely absent. When
one lent money, the sum remained fixed and there were no mechanisms
in place for the creation and management of credits. One did not expect
money to generate profit, but was instead concerned with production or
political purposes, without caring for regularities and trends or reflecting
long-term movements and price developments. The ups and downs of
wealth were attributed to natural disasters or political upheavals, famines,
wars or devastation, and not to internal economic factors like the relationship of supply and demand or cyclical crises.11 The situation changed in
the seventeenth century, with the development of the Amsterdam stock
exchange, the first modern financial market with highly refined tools
and a reckless management of risk, and with the ‘financial revolution’
in England.12 The idea that intentions and expectations can have effects
on the world and allow for the spread of wealth developed into a wellorganized system of government loans for integrating and compensating
tax revenues. The traffic of credits exploded, and with this (as is always
the case) ensued a gigantic speculative traffic, parallel to credits and difficult to distinguish from them, with enormous risks and unscrupulous
operations.
Since its beginning, the rationality of the financial market has appeared
rather dubious. The spread of new monetary operations on money helped
to strengthen the traditional impression of credit as an incomprehensible
and tendentiously suspect ‘cabala’. During the period when the enthusiasm for speculation spread in England and France, there was a parallel
diffusion of the passion for gambling, which was always dangerously near
to financial transactions. It is well known that John Law, the inventor of
the financial speculation that gave rise to the famous ‘Mississippi bubble’
in France at the beginning of the eighteenth century, was first a gambler
and then applied the same techniques to business transactions.13 Keynes
himself points out that, when the propensity to speculate spreads, the
development of the capital of a country threatens to become ‘a by-product
of the activities of a casino’14 – the same observation that constitutes the
foundation of Susan Strange’s influential book.15
Just as gambling is difficult to master, so too is the functioning of
the stock exchange wrapped in a halo of mystery. Despite an enormous
use of resources and attention, the evolution of assets seems to follow
an unpredictable path for incomprehensible reasons – and Galbraith
would say without hesitation that ‘nothing in economic life is so poorly
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understood as the great speculative episode’.16 The research on the stock
market is often considered unreliable and is, therefore, not usually followed, while people tend to see the market itself as a sort of ‘oracle, who
pronounces mysterious and senseless sentences that we ask our leaders
to interpret, and then we make the mistake of taking these interpretations as authoritative’.17 The movement of markets seems to proceed in
an erratic and irrational way, acquiring a structure only as a result of our
efforts to find a logic in a trend that, by itself, has none. The theory runs
after empirical developments that regularly precede and surprise it. In this
sense, one can even think that the financial crisis should not have been
avoided, because it is useful for the efficiency of markets, which are always
uncertain and proceed by trial and error.18
This unpredictability could be a confirmation of the random walk
hypothesis (RWH) – that is, indirectly of the efficient market hypothesis
(EMH), where information is evenly distributed and simultaneously accessible to all operators. In actuality, the development of financial markets,
with more and more refined tools, advanced technology and faster operations, seems not to be leading to the expected efficiency, which would
be rational and distribute resources in the most effective way. On the
contrary, it seems that when information is distributed better, a specific
irrationality develops. Markets, while remaining essentially incomprehensible, become predictable in local and circumscribed (non-random) forms,
contrary to the RWH (hence to the EMH). The financial market, which
should meet the requirements of a perfect market better, behaves in a
highly imperfect and apparently unsatisfactory way.
The alleged irrationalities of economic behaviour have been observed for
some time, and have the interesting feature of showing regularities – that is,
as not random and unpredictable, but rather following a kind of logic that
goes against rational correctness.19 These trends become much stronger in
financial markets, where they take the well-known and much-studied form
of phenomena like the return to the average (assets that lost or gained
significantly tend to be normalized), ‘size effects’ (assets with low capitalization tend to perform better), calendar effects (around the weekend, during
holidays and at the end of the month assets exhibit particular behaviour
– for example, in buying assets on Friday and selling them on Monday,
one often loses), and excessive reactions to profit announcements, among
others. There are also cases of ‘gregarious behaviour’, where one tends
to adapt to the behaviour of the majority, even when one recognizes that
this behaviour is not rational. In financial markets, these deviations from
logic are particularly puzzling, not only because such markets should supposedly be an arena of instrumental rationality, highly quantitative and
possibly immune from falling into unreasonableness, but also because,
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once identified, they should immediately disappear. This, however, does
not occur. One would expect investors, recognizing the phenomenon,
to take advantage of it for profit, thereby compensating its effects. The
irrationality of market behaviour not only questions the assumption of the
rationality of operators, but also, and this is more serious, the hypothesis
of the rationality of markets, namely their efficiency.
Phenomena like gregarious behaviour are even more serious because
they also call the irrationality of the irrational behaviour into question.
We have known for some time that in a situation where everyone is mad,
it is wiser to be mad with others than wise alone,20 and the observation
of gregarious behaviour shows that one can even make profits by adopting this position. Apparently, investors behave rationally when they buy
clearly overestimated assets, because they hope that the price will continue
to rise, at least over the short term. They follow the strategy of the ‘most
foolish fool’, trusting that there will be someone who buys at an even
higher price. The rationality lies, not in estimating the real value of the
asset or the situation of ‘fundamentals’, but only in time, in being able to
choose the right moment to leave the race. This partly explains the lack of
compensation of market inefficiencies. The alleged irrationalities would
be opportunities for speculation, hints to observe others and their observations of the market, and hence not at all irrational, but expressions of
another kind of rationality.
The famous speculative bubbles, pushed by an ‘irrational euphoria’21
beyond the scope of most standard economic explanations, seem to be
driven by factors that, as Keynes says, despite being unreasonable, become
legitimate when there is no solid basis for another kind of reasoning.22
In these speculative explosions, the self-reference of markets comes to
the fore, reversing the current rationality criteria. In a situation where
the operators mainly observe the observations of other operators (who
do the same), rational behaviour becomes irrational and vice versa. The
action of the individual would be rational if others did not behave in the
same way, which leads to ‘cobweb’ fluctuations that make the market completely unpredictable.23 It then becomes rational to go against the stream,
though one is then compelled to act against what should be the recognized
rationality. Professional operators do not bother to act rationally, but
predict the variations in current trends with a minimum of advance with
respect to the general public, referring not to the value of assets, but only
to the evaluations of the market. The first source of information is the
media, not because they inform us about how things are,24 but because
they inform us about what everybody knows that others know,25 and this
is what one must bear in mind. At this level, there is no difference between
‘objective’ information, which changes expectations about fundamental
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variables, and pure ‘noise’, introduced by specific agents (noise traders) for
purely speculative purposes.
The central factor is time, in the sense of choosing the right moment,
and also in the sense of the general condition of being ignorant of the
future, which affects all present observations and decisions. This is why,
according to Shackle, the alleged rationality proves ineffective, without
thereby giving way to pure irrationality. One follows criteria and builds
expectations that are not arbitrary, but the result cannot be ‘objective’,
and does not apply to all cases. One does not rely on fantasy, but on ‘constrained imagination’, based on what seems plausible at that time (following or deviating from it). Expectations operate according to their ‘rules of
the game’, and these are not those of instrumental rationality.26

3.

THE RISKS OF THE OBSERVATION OF RISK

Financial markets are opaque mainly because their very movement creates
uncertainty (an endogenous uncertainty that does not depend on a real
instability of external conditions such as the so-called fundamentals).
Markets, and hence prices, seem to be driven directly by the movement of
prices, in a circular and reflexive trend that produces a constant irritation
and makes any external evaluation very difficult. Expectations, which have
always been the engine and reference of market orientation, are themselves
driven by expectations, expectations about future prices that depend on
current decisions to buy and to sell.27 Referring to the future, expectations
depend on themselves. As market observers say, ‘the present is determined
by the future and vice versa’.28 Nobody can steer the movements of the
market or control the future.
It may seem surprising that this endogenous uncertainty makes the
market somewhat predictable, at least from the point of view of speculators who learn to observe trends (which are actual and fairly determined)
instead of an unknowable future. For example, speculators can bet on the
gregarious behaviour of less reckless operators and count on the positive
feedback (or polarization) of investment (precisely what drags the market
to disaster in the case of bubbles) – that is, on the fact that investors buy
when prices rise and sell when prices fall. These ‘trend-chasing’ strategies,
oriented only to prices and their movements, are based on short-term
expectations, and are completely independent of long-term expectations
about the movement of the markets (stronger oriented to fundamentals).
These strategies count on the fact that less-informed operators tend to
follow the choices of big investors who, however, reverse the trend of overestimated assets and return to more sober references at the appropriate
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time, generating enormous earnings. In these conditions, and in the short
term, the very rational behaviour of more-informed speculators tends to
destabilize prices and make the long-term movements of market trends
completely irrational.29
Market development depends primarily on a prognosis of the development of markets (such as the views of experts), which guides the behaviour of operators.30 This does not mean that things will always be good:
MacKenzie showed that the history of the dizzying ascent and the very
rapid collapse of the LTCM (Long Term [!] Capital Management) hedge
fund can be connected with the widespread imitation it provoked – that is,
to its own success,31 which imposed times no longer compatible with the
possibilities of the fund. This investment strategy could have been beneficial if there had been enough time, but had to be abandoned because of
the consequences of an excess of imitation. The orientation to risk can be
very risky because, when prices change, not only do the external factors
change, but also the willingness to take more risks. When the market falls,
one tends to sell to limit risk exposure,32 and the opposite happens when
the market rises. Even risk reacts to itself.
Whether one wants to avoid risks or to look for them, the dynamics of
financial markets seem to lead to an overall rise in risk. This is primarily
due to the fact that risk analysis is replaced by the observation of other
observers, who have not always properly verified the external conditions.
One tends to take risks if others are ready to risk, regardless of whether the
investment itself is risky or not. The performance of markets, when one
tries to reduce exposure to possible damage, is not one of reducing risks,
but is instead one that distributes risk to multiple carriers with strategies
of hedging, counter-hedging and other forms of insurance. In the end, a
condition may arise in which the chain of decisions becomes so inscrutable
that the overall risk (which has become very high and is no longer computable) cannot be attributed to any single decision-maker, but becomes
a sort of widespread systemic risk.33 Individual operators may also take
calculated risks, but the resulting overall risk is greater than the sum of
the knowingly considered risks, because a systemic risk is added that takes
the form of an ‘externality’, an additional cost that is not calculated in the
market.34
The theory of financial markets distinguishes between non-systemic risk
(which should be eliminated by careful management of the investment
portfolio, by diversification and hedging) and systemic risk (which derives
from the endogenous uncertainty produced by the market operations
themselves and cannot be eliminated).35 Only systemic risk requires intuition and boldness of the investor in addition to the mastery of calculation
and investment techniques, and only systemic risk should be compensated
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by the market. The profits of operators should reward their exposure to
risk. Who risks more, earns more – if things go well. Systemic risk grows
with the increase in number and complexity of financial transactions,
including the completely ‘hedged’ ones, which are oriented only to protection against market contingencies.
The distinction between the two kinds of risk tends to become less and
less clear. An increase in market risk produces unexpected changes even in
specific risks, which in turn become more and more open and unpredictable.36 When markets allow for the distribution of risks associated with
financial activities among the investors, they lead all operators to take
greater risks.37 This happens either because one can speculate on hedging
investments or because adverse risk operators venture into more reckless
investments since hedging protects them against excessive losses.38 When
one protects against risks, one risks more, and everybody risks.

4.

THE UNCERTAINTIES OF THE REGULATION
OF UNCERTAINTY

Can such adventurous markets be controlled? Is it possible to regulate
financial operations in order to avoid the production of excessive damage?
Since the renunciation of the Bretton Woods agreement in 1971, even
the illusion of an order that binds market movements has been lost, and
an unprecedented form of instability has arisen. Currency, which should
provide some protection against the uncertainties of life and the future,
seems to have become a source of further uncertainty.39 Occasionally, the
idea of a ‘new financial order’40 that is able to avoid crises with interventions or timely warnings re-emerges – but then one must recognize that
warnings are completely ineffective because they are not followed, and
often harmful because they contribute to the spread, rather than to the
mitigation, of alarm among operators. Interventions, however, generally
refer to the role of a ‘lender of last resort’. This role can be filled by the
Treasury, the Central Bank, the International Monetary Fund or others,
and involves the task of restricting an excess of loan grants, which are
often not sufficiently guaranteed. Conversely, these interventions also
serve to encourage loans in periods of nervousness or fear. However, this
kind of operation does not always work, and may even produce damages.
If the markets know that they will be supported in cases of speculative
excesses, they can count on this and produce their form of moral hazard,41
increasing the risks and reducing caution and controls – the doubts about
state interventions on troubled banks during the 2008 crisis demonstrate
this fact. Some say that the regulatory authority should maintain a certain
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ambiguity in order to preserve the necessary uncertainty of markets.42 If
this were the case, however, it would be very difficult to understand how an
order based on the guarantee of uncertainty would operate.
The awareness grows that we should give up the illusion of regulation
because financial markets are no longer organized in a hierarchical way,
with a vertex (Central Bank) that controls the operations as far as the
periphery. Decisions and information are now distributed to a variety of
operators, official and unofficial, which are regulated and over the counter,
and even private individuals operate directly on markets, giving rise to a
sort of diffused and non-transparent ‘heterarchy’, with flows going simultaneously in several different directions.43 In these conditions, the only
plausible form of regulation can be a self-regulation of markets based
on their internal mechanisms.44 Even the interventions of politics and/or
law constitute additional elements of complexity and ‘irritation’, which
are elaborated upon internally in a process that can be disturbed but not
steered from the outside. This does not mean that politics or other external
influences should refrain from intervening, as suggested by misunderstood
liberal attitudes that have been sharply criticized after the giving up of the
Bretton Woods system. Markets need external constraints in order to be
able to build expectations. They need to be monitored in order to be able
to grow in a controlled manner.45 This control, however, is not the one
exercised by the external authority. Markets, one could say, need external
constraints in order to be able to control themselves. Even regulatory
measures are used to develop strategies, to devise alternative plans starting
from conditions shared by other operators, to risk or to predict the risks
taken by others, in a situation where references are needed to know what
others know, not to know what to do. From this complex of constraints
an order emerges, but it is not the one imposed by the regulator, and it is
constantly changing.46
A key role is certainly played by the spread of digitization and the use
of computers. Many financial transactions are so complex that they could
not be implemented without the support of computers, and the spread
of telematics has created the possibility of giving investors direct access
to financial transactions. There has also been an enormous acceleration
in the speed of transactions, a form of virtual instantaneity, where one
tries to react to operations almost simultaneously with their realization.47
These operations act simultaneously on multiple planes, speculating both
on the transaction and on its consequences for the movement of markets,
thereby generating a complex recursive situation that completely escapes
the familiar forms of causal control, which are constrained by the temporal difference between cause and effect (the first must precede the second).48
Some authors believe that in this time pattern lies the true significance of
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the globalization of financial markets, which anticipate a ‘time world’ where
all contents must be understood in terms of processes.49 Globalization
would not be so much a spatial phenomenon characterized by the overcoming of boundaries and national territories, but instead a temporal
phenomenon, linked with the virtual simultaneity of an interconnected
universe that produces a ‘global reflex system’ located primarily on computer screens. This reality, built on the model of relations between mirrors
that reflect each other, has no fixed content independent of the ongoing
processes, but comes into being in the form of a carpet that is formed as it
is unrolled.50 The problem remains of what kind of orientation can be realized in this new mobile and evanescent reality – whether global structures
can emerge or whether there can only be ‘global microstructures’ projecting local configurations and interactive structures on a general level.51
If operators refer to what others know first, and not to how things are
or to what others actually think,52 the media become very important, and
increasingly attract the attention of operators. It was noted that the first
speculative bubbles appeared roughly at the same time as the spread of
newspapers (towards the middle of the seventeenth century), and that
stock exchange crashes seem to be linked with communication technologies: in the 1920s, the advent of radio; in the 1950s, mass television; in
the 1990s, the Internet.53 Thus stated, the connection is a little too simple
and automatic, because it has been pointed out that the stock exchange
does not immediately react to media news, but seems to have its own time
and its own priorities. However, the impression remains, as expressed by
Hayek, that economic analysis tends to neglect the role of the press and
other media.54 Investors demand more than value, as is shown by the
much-discussed emulation effects, and they very often demand trends that
are disclosed directly by the media. For example, in the days immediately
following the expiry of a tender offer or an initial public offering (which
must be publicized by newspapers), the price of the stock tends to increase,
because those excluded hurry to buy remaining stocks.55 Assets seem to get
an ‘interest value’ or a ‘curiosity value’ affecting their assessment.56
Media, on the other hand, give more and more space to financial news,
which almost perfectly matches ‘newsworthiness criteria’, and distinguishes events that are particularly suited to become news in newspapers
and on television. Somewhat like sport, there are always winners and
losers. Numbers that are informational, regardless of their interpretation,
are provided; changes and variations are presented; trends anticipated.
There are heroes and conflicts.57 Media, however, provide news in their
own particular format, constrained by the limitations of space and attention, and by the inexorable law of novelty, inevitably leading to a simplification and a tendency to emphasize variations rather than constant
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data. Media give overemphasis to successes and market records, giving
an impression of dynamism exceeding the real data. They also report the
different views of operators and analysts, with an emphasis on the lack of
agreement. Media focus on short-term data and often neglect long-term
trends (they focus on the timely event rather than on the overall context),
and rely on personal opinions rather than on insights or analyses.58
The consequence is that operators tend to focus on the interpretation
of recent events and overlook basic macroeconomic trends. They give
priority to immediate, unpredictable and dynamic news, to unconfirmed
rumours, opinions and impressions, at the expense of long-term information regarding more complex events.59 On the other hand, one must
not think that media announcements have a direct effect on market movements. Even if operators pay exaggerated attention to the latest information, markets seem to react in a delayed way, often caring little for
very important events and focusing instead on seemingly insignificant or
minor news.60 Apart from particularly explicit cases, markets seem to need
time – not to interpret the news, but to see how the ‘prevailing opinion’
evaluates it. What counts, namely, is not the datum by itself, but the way
in which it focuses the attention of the public, which becomes the relevant
information reference, and this can usually be observed only afterwards.61
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7. Paper finance and the relationship
to the world
What has changed in finance over the last decades? Do technological innovation and the launch of the ‘new economy’, with all their promises and
threats, really mark a transition to a completely different financial world?
Or are they only further developments of speculation and credit as we
have known them for centuries? Perhaps this question is difficult to answer
because we do not really understand what is happening. It might be useful
to use time as a reference. In financial markets, the future is produced
using expectations about the future, in a circularity where one loses sight
of the difference between reality and illusion (section 1).
Finance seems to deal only with abstractions and flimsy entities, neglecting the concrete reality of goods, production and wealth consumption.
As in other areas of society, however, with respect to the economy, one
should abandon the idea that observation and reality are separate, and
consider how the descriptions of the world change the world described.
This breakthrough, which goes under the name of constructivism in
science and performativity here, starts from observers observing the world
and each other, and tries to describe the resulting reality (a reality made
up of objects and observations, which observe objects and are sometimes
themselves observed, observe others and the way others observe them)
(section 2).
This flexible and non-univocal reality is related to the structure of contemporary society, which refers to an image of reality that corresponds
to the categories and criteria of the area at stake in all fields (science and
economy, as well as rights and art, education and family). This image of
reality is not valid in an absolute way. The reality of science is not that of
art, nor that of the law or family, and none of these is arbitrary or able to
be invented at will. Reality always sets very precise constraints, but these
are not dictated by an independent world. From another point of view,
these constraints may be different, and they may change over time (section
3).
The madness and obscurity of financial markets seem to refer to another
kind of rationality, one based on the mutual observation of observers (which is not only gregarious behaviour, but also the foundation of
93
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reality), on the reflexivity of time, a rationality that is produced by our
expectations and projects, and on the orientation to risk (section 4).

1.

REVOLUTION OR CONTINUITY?

In this part of the book, we shall discuss the so-called derivatives, which
are very special financial instruments with a set of characteristics that
make them extremely interesting for the purposes of our analysis. For
some time now, derivatives have had a broad, but dubious, visibility.
These highly technical, innovative and rather opaque tools have become
famous in the media as the object of many discussions, articles and various
reflections. By now, references to futures, options, swaps and other such
similar things can be taken for granted, even outside the strictly economic
field. The assessments of their role and their consequences are also very
forceful and emphatic. When the Italian Minister Giulio Tremonti defined
them as the plague of our century in the summer of 2008, it was asked if
the perspective was too negative, not if the phenomenon was really that
relevant. Despite this over-exposure, or, perhaps, because of it, it is less
and less clear what derivatives are and how they operate.
As sociologists know very well, when this lack of clarity develops, it is
hardly by chance. It is rarely an error. Despite the diminished transparency and the inaccuracies in the debate, if a phenomenon receives this
reputation, there is usually a reason, even if it is not always the one that
draws the attention of the public. The leading hypothesis of this work
is that derivatives, because of their ‘secondary’ nature (they are called
derivatives because they ‘derive’ from something else), highlight and
exacerbate all the trends we have presented concerning financial markets,
money and the management of time in the economy. Derivatives, one
could say, are the extreme implementation of economic rationality. In
fact, they are so extreme that they mark the point where the perspective is
reversed and one is forced to reconsider familiar theoretical assumptions
and face a new stage of development (which, however, once accepted and
understood, is not so new any more, given that the premises have been
operating for so long). Our hypothesis is that the new financial instruments appear so obscure and incomprehensible because we continue
to look at them with categories that are inadequate, even for ‘primary’
financial markets. Forced to realize this, we must try to develop a different approach.
Perhaps Tom Wolfe was right when he prophesized that we are facing
the end of capitalism1 (an impression shared by many others during
the events of the summer and winter of 2008, which would have been
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unthinkable before). The bankruptcy of famous and reputed banks, the
collapse of insurance companies, public rescues and the direct intervention
of the state in the economy all served to reinforce this position. However,
every end is also a beginning, one that does not come out of nowhere, and,
according to one’s point of view, one can decide whether to stress break
or continuity, the end or the evolution of the capitalist economy. The
new dynamics of financial markets can also be seen as an epochal break,
marking a transition to a radically different economic organization or a
new form of money, or seen as the evolution of tools that have already
existed for centuries, if not millennia, that are simply used in more and
more reckless ways.
What matters is that a higher level of reflexivity and abstraction comes
into play, which at a given point becomes autonomous and follows its own
development. Although one could speculate before the 1970s, speculation
now refers only to speculation and, so to speak, ‘feeds’ on itself. Although
markets have always had their dynamics, which are led by the mutual
observation of observers, this observation has now become the real object
of transactions. Economic dynamics have always been for the production
of the future; however, the future now depends on the expectations for the
future, not on the present data and even less on the past. The phenomena to be explained are concerned with this new form of self-reference of
financial markets, which does not imply isolation. The problem is that
these abstract and opaque movements have a heavy impact on all areas of
society. The so-called ‘real’ economy is not independent of the financial
economy, even if, in the light of the new instruments and the new financial
dynamics, it is less and less clear how these interdependencies work or can
be controlled.
It is taken for granted that speculation played a role in the dizzying ascent of the price of oil in 2008, especially in derivative markets.
However, at the same time, we know that the demand for oil from emerging countries (particularly China and India) has also increased – that is,
the situation of the ‘real’ economy has changed, and suffers severely from
the increase in prices. Do financial markets react to the situation of the
real economy or vice versa? Do ‘real’ expectations orient the movements
of ‘paper money’ or is it the trends of finance that shape concrete expectations? Do we refer to the world or to finance, or to how finance observes
the world and the future that awaits us? What is ‘real’ and what is ‘paper’,
if the economy no longer works with barter and with the immediate satisfaction of needs? What have derivatives to do with it? Why do we tend to
blame them for this new form of closure and the self-reference of financial
markets?
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CONSTRUCTIVISM IN ECONOMICS

All these questions remain difficult to answer, so long as we continue to
consider the economy and the world as two separate areas, where there
are objects and real needs on the one side and payments and credits on the
other, separated by the ‘veil of money’ that marks access to an area where
different criteria and relevances hold. This is the attitude we adopt when
we separate world and finance, real wealth and paper wealth. The criticism of money as a neutral screen (the ‘veil’), which does not belong to the
world, is at least as old as Keynes.2 So, too, is the criticism of the ‘autarchic’ attitude of economic theory, which is open to the contribution of
other disciplines such as psychology, anthropology and sociology. So far,
however, this openness does not seem to have led to a genuine transformation of the basic assumptions of economic reflection. A simple broadening of the theory (as in Akerlof’s ‘psycho-socio-anthropo-economics’3)
is one thing. However, the breakthrough that leads to the idea that money
and its dynamics (including economics) are not simply an image of the
world but real objects of the world, as goods among others that contribute
to the constitution of the world that money itself monetizes and translates
into capital, is quite another. According to this approach, money is the
‘duplication’ of all goods and commodities in monetary sums and, at the
same time, is itself a good that can be exchanged and evaluated, and is
influenced by the dynamics of prices and their corresponding movements
(that is, money is both outside, and inside, its object).
This breakthrough is far from new. It corresponds to similar changes
of perspective in many other areas, such as the change in perspective
that characterized the philosophical reflection of the twentieth century,
beginning with the way in which language is considered. Language is no
longer considered an external description of the world, but as something
that belongs to the world that it describes. It has consequences and affects
things. Language is itself a thing, and even makes things. As a result, it
has become necessary to develop a theory that takes this into account
and draws out its consequences. The theory of language in the twentieth
century, with all its developments, has followed this line of development.
Economic reflection is due to make a similar breakthrough, radicalizing
the ideas it has maintained for some time; ideas that have not yet been
consistently followed through.
Only recently have some approaches been developed that start explicitly by rejecting the separation between the ‘economic world’ and the
social world, and trying to study the variety of connections between
them. Callon’s (1998) very influential study refers to Granovetter’s (1985)
social network analysis and proposes the ‘embeddedness’ of markets in
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the overall society.4 Abolafia (1998) observes markets as generators of
specific cultures, places of interactions and repeated transactions that
develop a series of guidelines and criteria that guide their further development. A tradition of research has been developed that is driven by the
idea of ‘performativity’5 – that is, by the assumption that the cultural and
theoretical presuppositions of economic operators affect the way markets
work, changing the economy as a whole. Ideas and cultures are forces that
operate in the very field these same ideas and cultures aim to describe and
understand. MacKenzie showed how the models developed by economics
affect the very economic reality to which they refer, which changes by conforming (performativity) or deviating (counter-performativity) from the
image proposed by the theory. The theory is observed as an object among
others in the field of the economy, and contributes to changing economic
reality as a whole.
Our proposal is placed in this framework, even though it stresses the
reference to the theory of society to a greater extent, and this with a significant shift of accents. The studies on performativity aim to show how economics (communication about the economy) changes its object (economic
dynamics). This is certainly very useful. The Black–Scholes formula, for
example, refers to a model of financial markets which, although it did not
correspond to the reality of finance at the time when it was first introduced
(at the beginning of the 1970s), has become increasingly accurate as the
formula has been used to guide operations. Reality adapted to the theory.6
We would like to show that it is not only observations, but the very operations of the economy (transactions, speculation, trade in derivatives
and other assets), that change the economy, that build up elements of the
world that operators observe and take into account, and to which they
orient their choices and decisions. It is not only the ‘external’ communications of economists and the cultures of operators that change the reality
of the economy, but also the very operations of the economy itself, which
has to do with a world comprising expectations and operations. Even
without referring to a theory, operators face a reality made up of objects
and observations, goods and money, data and bets on productivity, values
and prices (where prices themselves change the value). The reality of the
economy is produced by the economy itself.
Our description of economic dynamics, as presented in previous chapters, with its emphasis on the informative value of prices, the selfreferential dynamics of markets, the creation of needs by the economy
that must in turn satisfy them, the production and duplication of scarcity,
tried to show just this fact, and can now be used as a premise for what
ensues. The novelty of derivatives and the corresponding financial markets
lies first of all in their making this turning point inevitable. It has never
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been as evident as it is now that, without this step, one cannot understand
what is going on and fails both in describing these dynamics and also in
attempting to provide practical tools. The widespread discourses about
the ‘opaqueness’ of the new financial instruments, which are so complex
that they are misunderstood not only by the uninitiated, but also by the
operators, are indicative of the lack of an appropriate and workable explanation of what is happening. Operators are in the paradoxical situation
of knowing what to do and how to do it (relying even on algorithms and
very refined techniques to guide their behaviour and their decisions), and
simultaneously not knowing what is happening or what it is that they are
really doing. It is evident that financial markets – apart from the recurring crises, errors and bubbles – do not proceed arbitrarily. However, it
is equally evident that nobody really knows where they are going or what
mechanisms guide them.
Nobody claims to be able to predict or control the dynamics of markets.
However, by broadening the perspective from the idea of the economy as
an isolated sector to that of a view of society as a whole (with the economy
as a part, which presupposes society and helps to bring about its realization), one can see parallels and connections, constraints and influences,
allowing at the very least an understanding of how economic dynamics
can be completely contingent and non-arbitrary at the same time, how
they can be self-referential and oriented to the world – that is, how it is
possible to give up the assumption of an independent outside world (the
fundamentals of the economy, needs as an anthropological entity, even the
gold standard exchange) without giving up the presence of constraints and
the reality of the economy as a whole (including futures, options and other
exotic and scarcely tangible objects).
The development we intend to propose for the economy reproduces
what has been called the constructivist turn in other areas. It corresponds
to a basic transformation of the structures of contemporary society. It is
not by chance that MacKenzie refers to language studies (the theory of
language acts with the famous formula ‘How to do things with words’7)
and epistemology (Barry Barnes’s work8) to frame the breakthrough he
invites economic theory to fulfil. Constructivism has been discussed, for
the most part, in the case of science. The term often refers to the controversial problem of the relationship between theories and scientific descriptions and their reference to the world. This is the modern (or postmodern)
legacy of the old debate between realism and nominalism. Constructivism9
can be seen as the outcome of the epistemological debate of the last
century, which goes beyond falsificationism, the end of the ‘grand narratives’ and the hypotheses about the social construction of science to
say that science does not aim to know an independent reality, and that
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it cannot be the criterion of truth measuring the adequacy of its propositions; science can know only the reality built by its very operations. This
is sufficient to constrain its operations and distinguish between real and
false propositions in a unique and reliable way.
Since Heisenberg, we have known that science is confronted with a
world that cannot be seized and always depends on the tools and view
of the observer. Scientific observers inevitably face their own world, the
world as it appears through their conceptual (theories) and practical tools
(methods), not an independent world. This does not mean, however, that
they face an arbitrary world, where ‘anything goes’, or that there are no
objective criteria by which to distinguish between truth and falsity. On
the contrary, reality (whatever it is) actively contributes to distinguishing
between acceptable propositions and propositions that must be rejected,
even if the result is not knowledge about an independent world. It is not
necessary to know an outside world in order to refer to a reality that discriminates between scientific operations. This reality, however, will only
be one reality among others, that of the observer concerned, and not the
reality as such. There can be many realities, while there should be only
one world. Reality, then, is only the hetero-reference of science, not an
independent world. The way that science sees the outside world is on the
basis of its instruments and categories, on the basis of the way it projects
something different from itself and then faces it. This something different
is never the world as such, existing apart from any observer. Each system
has its own hetero-reference, which changes and evolves with the evolution
of the operations of the system. This is its way of facing another – its other,
not the other as such (which is always inaccessible).
The problem with the theory of science is its ability to describe the way
that science deals with its hetero-reference, constructs it own reality and
then learns about it, and describes how these operations affect our relationship with the environment, be it through technology, ecology, or any
of the other various applications of knowledge in different fields. That the
reality of science is not an independent given makes it no less real, as the
consequences of research into our work and daily life abundantly show.
The fact that science knows only its own reality by no means makes it a
‘paper science’ that is different from hypothetically real knowledge. It is
simply the only way we can know, and the criterion is rather the rigour
with which the operations are carried out.
Constructivism aimed to change the approach of the theory and, in
particular, to move from what is called first-order observation to socalled second-order observation10 – an apparently minor change that
entails a cascade of consequences. The initial distinction is quite simple.
The first-order observer observes data and objects in the world, while
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the second-order observer observes observers, who themselves observe
data and objects in their world. Through the observed observers, the
second-order observer observes a multiplicity of different worlds, those
of all other observers. This obviously has consequences for their ontology, now fragmented into a multiplicity of reference realities. The point
is that the second-order observer is inevitably a first-order observer facing
their world and their objects, who can be observed by a further observer
(who can be the observer themself, if they move to the second order).
The second-order observer, who observes observers, cannot avoid also
observing themself as an observer among others, and possibly distinguishing first- and second-order observation (by themself and others), nor can
they avoid observing that they also observe others, others who are also
observing them and their observations, in a mirroring of perspectives that
soon becomes staggering. Second-order observation inevitably includes a
reflexive component (that is, the theory always also observes itself when
it observes its objects) and a component of abstraction. The reality of
second-order observation is the reality of constructivism, referring each
datum to the observer at stake and every reality to an intertwining of
observation perspectives that affect and influence each other (this same
thing happens in financial markets, and produces a similar bewilderment).

3.

THE SOCIETY OF SECOND-ORDER
OBSERVATION

According to the systemic theory of society,11 it is no coincidence that
today’s science works in this way. Constructivism corresponds to the
structure of contemporary society. It is articulated in many distinct fields,
each oriented to its own function, priorities and criteria. The perspective
of science is hence quite different from those of politics, law, education,
religion, art and economy. The post-modern aspect of this condition lies
in the fact that none of these perspectives can claim priority and dictate
rules to the other fields. Policy cannot tell science which propositions are
true, in the same way as religion cannot tell art how to operate, and law
cannot indicate to the economy how to gain profits. There is no univocal hierarchy with one function at the top, as there was in the past for
religion or politics. There is not even a ‘grand narrative’ that can unify
the various perspectives of different functional fields. Coordination can
only be achieved at the level of second-order observation, given that
each observer can observe the observation of others and the differences
between them, and this without the possibility or need for a common
reference world.
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With this in mind, some variants of constructivism become obligations,
not only for science, but for all other areas of contemporary society.
Indeed, in all fields a similar orientation can be seen, which builds up
references that hold, even if they are contingent, and work, even if they
are not independent. Each sector of society must learn to assume certain
references as valid that are not absolute, and do not apply to other areas
or at other times, but that, nevertheless, suffice to orient their operations
in ways that are neither random nor arbitrary. The system (and not the
world) binds itself. This is why the constraint works with reference to the
specific situation and to the problems of the area at stake. The issues of
politics are not those of law or science, art or education, and, therefore,
they require specific solutions. The exclusion of arbitrariness depends on
the internal operations of the system, not on the presence of an independent reference. This is the root of the constructivist turn, which, while
difficult to accept, is already implemented in the concrete practice of the
operations of contemporary society.
Let’s look at a few examples in addition to science. Particularly evident
is the case of the legal system, which moved some time ago from an orientation to natural law (‘right’ by nature and valid in the same way at all
times and in all circumstances), to positive law (‘set’ by a decision and
valid because of it). Modern law now applies and must be followed in
accordance with a decision that could have been different and will probably change in the future, not in accordance with something external and
absolute. It is a contingent law, but cannot, nevertheless, be broken. So
long as it holds, it must be followed, even if we know that it can be changed
in other circumstances. The validity of the law depends on the operations
of the system, but this does not undermine it. On the contrary, today it
would be difficult to accept a law that claimed absolute and universal
validity. The difficulties of the Western world in comparison to fundamentalism are an example of this fact. Its legitimacy would be weak, and rely
far more on the use of force (which would be needed in order to exclude
the possible arising of different perspectives of observation) than on the
plastic and fungible reference to the intangible strength of public opinion
(to the observation of observers). In the same way, it would be difficult
to accept scientific research statements that claim to express the absolute
truth. The truth of science is acceptable because it is presented as hypothetical and provisional.
Similarly, art abandoned imitation as the basis of its appropriateness
and its criteria (imitation of the outside world or imitation of ideal models).
Art no longer imitates eternal models, but instead produces its forms,
which must be convincing, on the basis of the interplay of distinctions that
they themselves bring into work and make perceptible. Observing a work
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of art (figurative arts, as well as a song, a poem, a dance), the spectator
does not observe the world, either as it is or as it should be, but the perspective of the artist and their construction of their own world, which persuades (if it persuades) on the basis of internal criteria and self-adequacy.
In other words, they realize a second-order observation.
Numerous other examples exist. Education, for instance, no longer aims
at teaching content, but at teaching to learn, with all the consequent problems this entails. Here again, we see a movement to second-order observation, observing the pupil with their perspective and specific autonomous
construction of a reference world. This poses issues much more complex
than the simple transmission of competences about a world assumed to be
given, equal for all and in all circumstances. We can also turn to families,
which are now based on the observation by each member of the idiosyncratic and unrepeatable observation of each other member, where love
implies the availability to agree to take as a reference this contingent and
unmotivated perspective. According to the modern semantics of love, one
does not love a person because they are beautiful or rich or intelligent or
good (that is, for external reasons), but because they are as they are, with
their irrationalities and peculiarities (that is, for reasons internal to the
love relationship, which binds itself). This, as we know, is fragile and difficult to stabilize.
Our focus, however, is the economy. It is in its dynamics that we wish to
verify if these same guidelines hold (and how) – in other words, a kind of
constructivism that leads to a switch to second-order observation in order
to explain the criteria and orientation of the operations. In the case of the
economy, in order to explain what is actually happening, must we describe
how operations bind themselves and build up non-arbitrary references
that drive further operations? Do we need a ‘positive economy’, as we
have a positive law?12 If so, then, as for the other areas considered, it is no
longer useful to go on using external references like the status of production, the availability of goods or other economic ‘fundamentals’ for the
economy. Rather, we should be able to describe how economic dynamics
work without them.
In this view, the economy is not devoted to the satisfaction of needs
(from the primary needs to the indefinite multiplicity of induced needs),
but to the management and circulation of specific forms of time binding,
where everyone is oriented to their future perspective and to the perspective of others. It is at this level, at the level of second-order observation,
that needs generate, addressed to the indeterminacy of the future and, as
such, always inexhaustible. One always has needs, because one does not
know what needs will arise in the future. In order to satisfy these needs,
one will need money, money that, for this same reason, is chronically
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scarce (despite how much one has of it). The world (object of first-order
observation) has little to do with it, because it is only present and, hence,
inevitably inadequate with respect to future needs, and because the observation of the availability of goods is not useful. The world does not tell us
what is perceived as scarce (because others also want to appropriate it),
or which time horizon is activated (which future one refers to). We must
observe observers, and observe them in time.
Monetization, with its translation and homogenization of any relevance
into a sum of money, means an uncoupling from the simple reference to
the world and needs, and an implicit reference to observers. Only in this
perspective can money (by itself devoid of every utility and of its own
value) become the object of need and, thereby, scarce. One needs money
and not goods. This makes sense only through the reference to others, who
accept it and give access to goods. The goods themselves can then remain
indeterminate (even more so if the indeterminacy of time is projected
over time, as in the case of credit, which sells money against money – that
is, time availability projected over time; the future management of the
future). Financial markets, which operate at this level, mark the accomplished abstraction of economic dynamics, and work on the basis of the
endogenous creation and management of uncertainty, with its own specific
forms of rationality.
The constructivist turn, when applied to the economy, involves the
abandonment of any reference to a given external world, even in the form
of the discourses about the difference between investment (which should
operate in the real economy) and speculation (which should be a mere
financial transaction), where the second should refer sooner or later to
the first. Otherwise we have to deal with a pathological development, with
a crazy economy, with gambling and a total lack of control. Derivative
markets show us a financial world that is not crazy and is not made of
paper, but cannot be understood so long as one keeps an external reference. Indeed, as all acknowledge, we do not understand anything. Because
of this, the inference is made a little hastily that, because we cannot understand, it must therefore be wrong.

4.

THE RATIONALITY OF FINANCIAL
IRRATIONALITY

We shall try to describe the rationality of financial irrationality – that
is, to describe all the countless breaks in the consolidated model of economic rationality that are constantly produced in the markets of the ‘new
economy’.13 This reconstruction will be guided by three basic assumptions,
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which will transpose the general approach of constructivism into our field
of research.
First, the mutual observation of observers (in this case financial operators) must not be understood as a pathology, one that, even though
we must take it into account, contradicts the ‘physiological’ functioning
of the markets because of different causes such as affective or cognitive
limitations of individuals, ‘noise’ produced by the intervention of media
or policy, limits to the circulation of information, opaqueness or other
‘imperfections’ of markets. The observation of observers by other observers is usually presented as the source of ‘anomalies’ in the market (which
implies that there is a ‘normal’ condition) and of the reprehensible ‘gregarious’ behaviour of individuals who, instead of accurately assessing the
available information, are misled by the behaviour of others and activate
positive feedback loops and other forms of imitative correlations, thereby
greatly increasing the riskiness of markets.
According to our approach, second-order observation is a structural
condition of modern society and the basis of the only form of reality still
viable. Observers do very well in observing each other because the world
is not a primary given (not even for the economy), but comes into play
when one observes what and how other observers observe. The reality
of the modern economy is the reality of second-order observation. The
world exists through the observation of others, who are themselves oriented to other observers. It is at this level that factors such as the return
to fundamentals, the rush to raw materials in times of crisis and similar
trends come into play (not because one refers to an independent reality,
but because one observes the trends of the market – that is, observes the
observation of others in the balance between self-reference and heteroreference of the markets). One observes what others observe. One observes
the observation of the outside world, not the outside world as such. In this
sense, gregarious behaviour is absolutely physiological and, indeed, inevitable. This does not mean that we do not make mistakes, as the recurrent
crises, failures, and the outbreak of the speculative bubbles dramatically
show, but that the error is not the abandonment of the world but the way
of assessing and managing the internal constraints of the economy. In
science, it is also simply not true that all statements are equivalent, but it
is not their adequacy in relation to the world that discriminates between
acceptable (true) scientific communications and wrong (false) research
directions. The eye of the researcher must turn to the ways in which the
financial economy binds itself and its operations, not to a correspondence
with an alleged given world.
Second, in financial markets, one deals primarily with time relations
– that is, one handles time. The primary role of time for economic
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communication in derivative markets becomes evident and absolutely
essential. Old antagonisms, like the one between production and finance,
definitively leave space for new variables like volatility, which becomes the
main factor that moves the bargaining, and actually applies to temporal
relations. The time of financial markets is a very abstract and reflexive
time, and modern society is not yet accustomed to it. These markets are
oriented to the future (think of futures), and not simply because they try to
anticipate future states in the present, in the sense of foreseeing or guessing what they will be. Derivative instruments are used to manage the difference between the present future and the future presents in the present,
between what one can expect to happen tomorrow, today, and what will
actually be achieved tomorrow, as a result of what one does today in order
to prepare for it. Derivatives allow one to make decisions today that affect
the way the future will be, while preserving the freedom to decide one way
or the other when this future will be present. They leave the indeterminacy
of the future open, and, at the same time, produce it with their decisions.
They produce indeterminacy while reducing it.
This extremely unlikely situation is the most abstract development of
the complex management of time in the modern monetized economy. If
it is true, as Shackle maintains, that money has always been time, then
derivatives sell time in the form of the management of uncertainty. They
sell time in order to decide about time using time, through the difference
between presents that affect each other.
Third, the rationality of derivatives is the rationality of risk, which
contradicts the current logic of rational calculation.14 In risky situations
(and, in financial markets, there are only risky situations, which are sought
and actively produced), it is not rational to follow criteria of rationality.
Instead, one should use them in order to deviate from them and generate
profit opportunities. The rationality of risk interweaves social uncertainty
(the fact that no one knows what others do) and temporal uncertainty
(the fact that we do not know what the future holds) in order to condition
them mutually and generate opportunities. If the behaviour of others or
the trend of time were known, there would be no opportunity for speculation and profit, which are actively produced by the mutual conditioning
of equally uncertain operators. The point lies in using constraints in order
to generate opportunities.
In financial markets, one sees that risk is not a damage or nuisance, but
can become a resource – indeed, the main resource for managing money
under conditions of high uncertainty. The movements of markets show
how the paradoxes of the risk society (the attempts to avoid risks are themselves risky, and risk is the only security) do not necessarily result in a stalemate, but can be actively used as opportunities to bind time and generate
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opportunities. In financial markets, one can earn, even when the economy
goes bad or in situations of crisis, by selling uncertainty or following its
orientations (in the form of volatility). Profits in derivative markets are
often independent of markets, and relate to risk and its trends. The study
of derivatives has the great advantage of showing how this risk rationality
is already operating and how it works in the movements of very structured
markets, which cannot be reduced to the rules of a ‘first-order’ rationality.
Recent events show that this does not exclude crises or problems of
various kinds. These problems, however, do not relate to malfunctions of
derivatives, which work too well and produce such complex situations that
they become opaque and difficult to regulate. Instead, the problem is that we
are not equipped to deal with the consequences of such an efficient working
of tools that we do not yet fully understand. The fact that derivatives, which
are detached by two steps from the data of the world, work well does not
imply that the world goes well or that their consequences are positive.
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Cited by Massimo Giannini in La Repubblica Affari & Finanza, 30 June 2008, p. 1.
We have already seen it in Chapter 4.
For example in Akerlof (1984), ‘Introduction’.
Assuming, however, an anthropological approach hardly compatible with systems
theory, which takes communication as its primary reference. Callon (1998) proposes
to develop a sociology of markets whose ‘embeddedness’ depends on the ‘real man’,
placed in a ‘bundle’ of links and connections (p. 51), overcoming thereby the abstractness of homo oeconomicus. Systems theory starts, on the contrary, precisely from the
abstractness of economic dynamics in order to explain its role in society: it is always a
matter of communication.
See in particular MacKenzie and Millo (2003); MacKenzie (2005a, 2006, 2007).
This is the argument of MacKenzie and Millo (2003), to which we shall return later.
See Austin (1962).
See Barnes and Edge (1982); Barnes (1983).
I refer here to Niklas Luhmann’s version, as found in Luhmann (1990a), pp. 508f. or in
Luhmann (1988b). Under the label of radical constructivism more simplified theories
also circulate, lacking the coupling with the general theory of society that is the strength
of the approach of systems theory.
For the distinction of first-order and second-order observation see von Foerster (1981).
Here I am referring again to Niklas Luhmann, for example to Luhmann (1997), pp.
743f.
Milton Friedman spoke as early as the 1950s of ‘positive economics’, which rejects any
realistic assumption and is not intended to provide adequate descriptions of an external
object, but is adequate if it ‘works’; i.e. if it has effects on the economic dynamics. See
Friedman (1953). As positive law, positive economy is part of its object, and works if it
can create constraints that orient its operations.
See also Esposito (2005).
See above, Chapter 5, section 4.
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Derivative contracts, which were the focus of financial innovation over the
past decades, are strange and very abstract tools that do not refer to goods
or assets directly, but to changes in the value of goods and assets (those
they ‘derive’ from) (section 1). They do not refer to the present but to a
future date for which they have already decided some of the conditions.
One will buy or sell (or have the possibility to buy or sell) something at a
given price, even if still unaware of what the situation or prices will be at
that later date. Derivatives are needed because we are unaware of these
things, in so far as they refer to what people expect or fear from the future,
and deal with the resulting uncertainty, an uncertainty that is bought and
sold with great freedom with respect to goods and becomes the real object
of exchange.
In derivative markets, one buys and sells risk, and one can make substantial profits (section 2). Risk is indeed a risky object, and far more so
than the goods that ‘normal’ trading deals with. It produces a ‘leverage’
that multiplies profits and damages, because it allows one to ‘free’ oneself
from a reference to the world. When risking on risk, one only has to deal
with uncertainty and its trends, and not with the goods themselves. In this
way, one can even earn a great deal when the market goes bad or lose when
the market is good.
Risk has always been traded in markets. What is new is the development
of markets that deal only with risk, which have learned to standardize risk
enough to be able to exchange it and give it a price (section 3). This is far
from simple; in order to determine the correct price for a contract that
refers to the future, it seems necessary that one know the future. A market
for risk could only be constituted upon the realization that what is bought
and sold is not a future given, but today’s risk. One pays in order to eliminate uncertainty or to achieve opportunities, and these are all present conditions. Derivative markets refer to the present way of seeing the future,
not to the unknowable future that will come about later. The uncertainty
about the future is a present given that can be priced.
This kind of traffic makes sense only when markets become unstable,
as happened in the 1970s after the abandonment of Bretton Woods agreement, because they no longer refer to an external reality, but to their
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own reality that is created by financial transactions and the way they are
observed (section 4). The guarantee of their functioning should be the
internal and paradoxical mechanism of arbitrage, which creates an order
by eliminating imbalances. If there are differences in price somewhere
in the markets, then someone will take advantage of those differences in
order to obtain profits, and they will then disappear. Arbitrage works best
when it does not exist.
Derivatives can be used for arbitrage, which should be a riskless activity
that refers only to the present state of the market. One can also refer to
the past or to the future, with hedging or with speculation (section 5). One
hedges in order to eliminate the risks that one is aware of, and speculates
in order to exploit the opportunities of the future, hence creating risks. All
financial transactions are risky, because the future, when it comes about,
is always different from what one expected. When one tries to protect
oneself, and thus perhaps feels safe, one makes the future even more
unpredictable.

1. SELLING POSSIBILITIES
Derivatives are financial contracts that have the (very interesting) peculiarity of depending on something else. Their price is calculated (derives)
from the value of something else that is defined as the ‘underlying’, and
this can be anything: financial instruments such as stocks, indices, currencies, rates, and also natural facts like the amount of snow falling in a
resort, the wheat harvest, or the price of pigs. One could say that derivatives are tools located at the second order of observation: they vary on the
basis of variations, not in reference to the world. It is not surprising that
they deal primarily with contingency and its trends1 – that is, with variations of data that could be otherwise and whose variability becomes the
real object of negotiation.2 All the features of derivatives can be traced
back to this distance from the world, to which they refer through reference
to something else. In this sense, they have a high degree of independence.
Their trends can be positive when the economy, and the underlying, goes
bad, or vice versa, because they are not directly connected to the world,
but to the way one observes the world and negotiates it.
Here, the reference to time, which is also articulated in two steps of
abstraction, comes into play. Derivatives are ‘term’ contracts, whose
execution is deferred in time. They are made on a certain date, but refer
to a future date, when the goods will be delivered or one of the parties
will decide whether or not to do a certain thing (to buy or sell the asset).
Derivatives handle the management of the future in the present. They do
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not directly refer to the future, but to the way the future will appear in
the future – a deferment and a doubling that constitute the basis of their
abstraction and of all the flexibility and complexity they introduce into
financial markets.
The main forms of term contracts are futures and options; from these, a
huge variety of combinations develops (swaps, warrants, and the cloud of
‘exotic’ contracts). The difference between futures and options is the type
of contingency that they leave open.
Futures (like forwards, which are similar in many respects) are agreements between two parties to buy or sell something at a future time and
at a given price, a price already fixed in the present and usually different
from the current market price of the asset or activity at stake (spot price),
as well as the future market price. The advantage is the present binding of
the future transaction price. This protects against variations. If the price
rises, then the one who bought the future contract makes a profit, and
in any case does not have to worry about the movements. It allows for
speculation – one can sell the right to buy to others.
Options differ from futures in that the bearer acquires the right but not
the duty to the object of the contract. One can decide at a later time if
one wants to buy (or sell) – that is, if one prefers to exercise the option or
abstain from it. The decision depends on convenience. If one bought an
option to buy (call option), then one will exercise it only if the price fixed in
the contract (strike price) is lower than the market price at the expiration
time.3 The opposite is the case of an option to sell (put option), which will
be exercised only if the strike price is higher. In this case, one says that
the option is ‘in the money’ – that is, involves a gain if exercised, while it
is ‘at the money’ if there is no difference between the prices, if one doesn’t
earn anything, and ‘out of the money’ if, by exercising it, one loses money.
With the option, one sells contingency, the opening of the future. For the
bearer, the future remains open even if time has gone by and the future has
become present, because the bearer is not bound to the state of things. He/
she can still decide one way or another.
What is bound is the present, because, unlike the future, the option has
a cost. To hold onto the opportunity to change one’s mind, one must pay
a premium, which is much lower than the total value of the transaction.
The price of options depends on the quantity and quality of the contingency that they make available. It is higher if many possibilities remain
open. Their value is made up of the difference between the strike price
and the current price of the underlying on the one side, and of a ‘time
value’ that corresponds to uncertainty (or hope, as one usually reads
in the description of options) on the other. As their expiry approaches,
their value decreases, because there are fewer possibilities, and hence less
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contingency. This explains why options ‘out of the money’ have a value,
even if they are not convenient at present. The value corresponds to the
hope that the fixed price will come about, and is higher when there is more
time and the trends are less predictable. In the vicinity of the expiry, an
option that is out of the money is worth nothing.
Derivatives can afford this freedom from the world because they do not
refer to the world. What is bought and sold is not the goods at stake (not
even indirectly or delayed), but only a commitment by the counterparty
(an attitude of the observer). One buys and sells only a promise, and it is
on this that the whole traffic of transactions is focused.4 Most derivative
contracts close without the exchange of anything more than the mutual
observation of observers and their expectations. In most cases, the underlying is not delivered, because the contract is sold, allowing one to earn
from the difference between prices, or is not exercised because of inconvenience. One might never even think of exercising it, because it has been
undertaken only as coverage for an opposite contract – that is, one buys a
call and a put for the same underlying, in order to be protected regardless
of how the prices move. In many cases (more and more frequently), the
underlying cannot even be delivered, because it is something intangible
like a stock index.
It is interesting that the traffic of derivatives can only work – that is,
really serve to observe the observations of others and produce the future
– if the agreements governing the delivery of the underlying (even if it will
not be delivered) are fixed in every detail. The quality and quantity of the
goods, mode and place of delivery, for example, must be precisely specified. It is necessary in order to maintain the link between futures price and
spot price, between observation and the world. It is necessary in order
to bind second-order observation, thereby eliminating any arbitrariness.
Even if it is not an observation of the world, it must be a non-arbitrary
observation of the observation of the world (a hetero-reference) that
respects its bindings and its references. It is not simply an invention or a
product of imagination.
The history of the legitimacy of term contracts shows the doubts and
functioning of this market of observation. It shows the difficulties in
accepting the non-arbitrariness of transactions (which do not refer to
goods or performances in the world, but to the attitude of the observers),
which are nevertheless not uncontrolled or completely hazardous. It is the
old question of the distinction between promise and bet, of the separation
between speculation and mere gambling. An issue that has always created
legal problems in term contracts is whether or not the sale is effective
without the transfer of possession.5 Until the nineteenth century, contracts
were not considered valid in England if the seller did not own the goods
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(even prospectively). The mere promise was not considered a commercial
value, but only a bet, which was unreliable and negatively evaluated. For
a long time, the criterion remained the ‘intent test’, which concerned the
actual intention of the parties to exchange the goods. The mere observation of observers and of their expectations did not appear sufficient,
which obviously created great difficulties in the case of contracts where
the delivery of the underlying was not only unnecessary, but impossible.
In the 1980s, a more liberal legislation was introduced, given that future
contracts had already become essential for financial circulation as a whole.
In fact, a condition has been recognized in which the intertwining of
transactions, with their mutual constraints and the links between different
presents, is sufficient to effectively exclude any arbitrariness and to create
a unique reference of reality.

2.

THE TRADE OF RISK

The true cornerstone of derivative contracts is leverage. By committing
a small sum (or even nothing), an investor handles much larger sums
and is able to obtain the corresponding profits (or suffer the corresponding losses). For example, one who buys futures acquires the future right
to deal with the assets and receive the same gain as the owner, without
having invested the sum required to possess them. If the value of an asset
moves from 10 (the price fixed in the future contract) to 12, the owner of
the future contract can sell it and gain 2 as the owner (and can possibly
invest the remaining capital in other derivatives, thereby earning more
money). If things go wrong, however, they must cover the full amount of
the asset, with risks that can become unlimited.6 In the case of options, the
risk is smaller, because those buying them risk only losing the value of the
option (which is worth nothing if it is not convenient to exercise it), and
not the full amount of the asset. If, however, they invested all their money
in options, then they can lose their entire capital and, hence, much more
than they would have lost if they had bought the asset.
Leverage depends on the fact that, when trading with derivatives, one
does not buy goods, but transactions. One does not invest in assets, but
only in the movements of assets, which depend far more on their upwards
or downwards trends. One who deals in ships or oil buys the objects at
stake in accordance with their value. One who buys derivatives on ships or
oil does not buy any object, but only the expectation that their value will
increase or decrease (and earns proportionately more should the values
move, but owns nothing should the values stay still). They have bought no
goods, only expectations about the goods. These become valuable under
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conditions of uncertainty, when we do not know what to expect, while
they are of little worth if we know with reasonable certainty how things
will go. If the expectation is right, then one receives the corresponding
gain; one loses if it is wrong. Leverage, in essence, depends on the fact that
one buys/sells observations – that is, one acts at the level of second order.
Only in the event of a crisis does one have to go back to first order in order
to see how things are.
Derivatives, in fact, are needed to manage uncertainty, and have spread
when financial markets have gradually become more uncertain and
unpredictable. As Grossman argues,7 derivative markets exist for some
commodities, not for others. Why? The answer is that some markets are
riskier, information is more uncertain, and we need tools to distribute
the risks over the operators in accordance with their propensity to risk.
Uncertainty, shared by everyone, is transformed into a resource to be
exchanged and is used to obtain profits, because derivatives allow one
to buy or sell the risks associated with the possession of an asset without
having to buy the asset itself. What circulates in derivative markets is
information (not about the goods, but about the expectations and intentions of other operators). The problem to which these tools respond is that
‘market participants lack current information about the future trading
plans of other participants’,8 and the movements of derivatives make this
information available. They inform us about what the operators expect
for the future in the present, and not about how things are. Futures and
options are needed in order to take a position on future movements and to
make this position visible.
However, they are only expectations. Their circulation actually increases
uncertainty, which can be transferred to others when one buys certainty,
or transferred to those who are more interested in assuming it. This is
what happens in derivative markets, which have developed significantly in
recent decades because uncertainty has spread in all markets. In this sense,
derivatives are ‘commodified risk’. They allow one to buy or sell exposure
to the fluctuation of the values of assets, without having to transfer the
ownership of the assets.9 The expenditure concerns only exposure to risk,
not the property of the underlying. It concerns only the perspective of
the observers, not the state of the world. This is what leverage hinges on
and what allows for the multiplication of the performance of the money
invested. It is also what the complex strategies implemented in derivative
markets are based on. They are aimed at compensating for, and combining, different risk profiles in order to obtain a profit, regardless of how
things go. The operator should be able, in the face of any movement of
the markets, to achieve earnings. Unlike one who operates in goods or
actions, one who deals in derivatives (that is, in contingency) has a much
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broader range of possibilities and can take advantage of price movements.
For example, they can buy both put options and call options on the same
underlying, but with different strike prices, or buy and sell call options
at different prices, or even combine options with the same strike price in
order to speculate on the speed of markets and on the passing of time. In
any case, they operate with open possibilities, with the expectations of
operators, and have very little to do with the state of the world.

3.

THE PRICE OF UNCERTAINTY

The spread of derivatives gave rise to the ‘new finance’ of the last decades,
which has profoundly transformed the functioning and importance of
finance in the economy as a whole. But are derivatives really new? In what
respects are they new? The issue is controversial. If derivatives are understood in the very general form of ‘sales of promises’, where a contract is
assigned before the date of performance, futures can be traced to ancient
Mesopotamia, where a future performance was fixed in the present in
order to protect against changes in the prices of the goods.10 Options have
ancient origins as well, as they can be traced back to Thales of Miletus,
who, expecting an exceptional olive harvest, paid the owners of the mills in
advance for the right to use them and negotiated the fee in advance. As in
all option contracts, if his prediction were wrong he would only have lost
the sum advanced.11 The number of examples that could be offered is large,
given that they can be found in Rome and throughout the Middle Ages.
Even the sale of indulgences can be considered a somewhat atypical form
of derivative, providing for the future delivery of the negotiated goods.12
That there are so many possible examples should not be surprising, since
concern about the future has always been a problem; there have always
been attempts to protect against possible damages.
However, the point here is different. It is not so much the occasional
occurrence of single agreements concerning future performances, but the
existence of special markets, where one negotiates the protection itself,
and not the transfer of specific assets (which is delayed and protected in
various ways). In derivative markets, one does not deal with goods, but
with the willingness to make transactions – that is, with the risk (whatever
the asset concerned, whose characteristics are mentioned only to bind the
contract and do not come into play in determining the value or price). In
order to develop these ‘second-order markets’, it must be possible to sufficiently standardize the primary contract (the underlying) and to acquire
an abstract contract, which is uncoupled from the physical quality of the
goods exchanged (wheat, olives, livestock) and the persons of the parties (a
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contract that can then be sold and can circulate among different people).13
Although the trade in futures has existed for some time, a genuine market
for futures developed in Europe and the USA only in the second half of
the nineteenth century.14
However, futures are not enough to start derivatives finance. The real
sale of contingency is achieved with options, which are much more difficult. In the case of options, which have a cost, there is the additional
problem of measuring and determining the specific price of the derivative contract – that is, price risk (a risk that concerns future events). This
determination must be unique, yet standardized, in order to be the object
of transactions. The problem is an important one, considering that one
has to assess the cost of the risk of binding itself in the present (while the
future remains completely open and one does not know what it may hold),
and not only to negotiate the future price of the transaction in the present.
Even though trading in options has a long tradition, it is not surprising
that the first options market was established in Chicago as late as 1973, at
a time when the available financial techniques were undergoing a dramatic
evolution. It is not by chance that it was in the 1970s that the new finance
was born, and was linked to innovations so radical that they have been
compared to the introduction of paper money.15 Although derivatives
have been known for millennia, everything changed a few decades ago.
How did everything change? First, derivatives have become available
that take abstract entities as their object and can be settled only by cash,
like options on stock indexes. They refer to standardized objects and allow
for expectations to be standardized. Above all, a way has been devised to
give risk an apparently objective price, by means of the famous Black–
Scholes formula to price options.16 All previous attempts, up to that of
Nobel prize-winning Paul Samuelson, had been blocked by the idea that,
to give a value to the option, it was necessary to know the value of the
underlying at the expiry (that is, the idea that in order to know the value
of the future right to buy or sell something one needed to know the future
value of that thing), because this decides whether the option will be in or
out of the money. In other words, it was necessary to know the future (in
particular a future present), which is notoriously impossible. And, indeed,
a solution was not found. The fundamental turn at the basis of the innovation introduced by the formula is that the authors17 realized that it was
not necessary to know the future, because the present value of the option
does not depend on what will happen (the future present), but on what
operators presently know about the future, that is, on the present future.
It does not depend on the world (the future), but on how observers observe
the world today. One has to know only how risky the asset appears today,
because this is what operators are willing to pay for – a value expressed
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by the volatility of the asset, which can be calculated.18 The future remains
open, but the risk is a present problem, and it is risk to which one must
refer.
A seemingly objective method for pricing options then became available, and a market could develop that trades these specific objects, that
trades contingency and risk. These cost more when markets appear turbulent and animated (with greater volatility), and less in quiet times. This
is the novelty of financial derivatives. They are financial instruments that
refer directly to finance (to stock indexes, exchange rates and the like),
and are completely uncoupled from production. They are related only to
money, to the economic management of time.19 They deal only with the
present observation of the future and the resulting contingencies. They
combine and articulate these with one another, offering derivatives of
derivatives, like options on futures, options on options, and other more
and more imaginative forms. The point is not to know the future, but
to sell and circulate projections of the future, which are intertwined and
combined with one another, in order to produce what will actually become
the future present. The point is not to predict the future, but to observe
observers. This is the great novelty of today’s financial markets, which
was not possible or necessary in the past. They are the markets of the risk
society.

4.

INSTABILITY AS A PROBLEM AND AS AN
OPPORTUNITY

Derivative markets have expanded dramatically in recent decades, and
this process has accelerated more recently. The sums of money handled
in these markets are impressive, significantly higher than the world economic production and the value of the stock market. The figures generate
a big effect, but have a relative significance, not only because many of the
contracts are never performed, but also because many opposing derivative
contracts are often stipulated on the same underlying in order to protect
against various kinds of risk. Hence the contracts cancel each other out.
Nevertheless, they contribute to the total estimate of derivative trade,
which is grossly inflated. The official figures measure only a part of the
phenomenon because, aside from the contracts that are negotiated in the
stock exchange, there is also the opaque and poorly controlled nebula of
contracts that are negotiated ‘over the counter’ (OTC), where the parties
treat the standardization, and escape the constraints, of official markets,
which require a series of rules and controls, with clearing houses, protection against market risks and daily adjustments balancing profits and
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losses. In free markets, the conditions of derivatives can be adjusted to the
needs of the customers, creating ever more imaginative and idiosyncratic
contracts, which neither correspond to the forms and controls provided
by the stock exchange nor appear in the official estimates of the volume
of markets.
The takeoff of derivative markets is often linked to the famous abandonment of the Bretton Woods agreement in August 1971. President
Nixon decided to put an end to the global trade and finance management
system that was founded in 1944, thus establishing the exchange rates
between the major currencies in relation to the dollar, while the dollar
itself was connected with gold at a price of $35 per ounce (the last remains
of a ‘real’ constraint on the movements of finance, which maintained the
idea that the movements of coins and assets referred to an independent
value, precious metal). What was surrendered in 1971 was the symbolic
presence of an external reference, acknowledging the duty and burden of
the markets to steer and control themselves.
Markets must now learn to do this on their own, and as a result they face
new risks and unknown opportunities. The liberalization of the markets
led to the fluctuation of exchange rates, to instability and large oscillations
in financial prices, ultimately giving rise to new speculative opportunities
(for example, arbitrage possibility20), which greatly increase the magnitude
of international capital flows. They also give rise to uncertainty and risk of
a qualitatively different nature.21 The new financial market is much more
volatile, unpredictable, and subject to ‘contagion’ phenomena that expand
rapidly and out of proportion to the initial problem. It is a market that is
now directly addressed to second-order observation. These uncertain and
self-referential markets, which create the problem, also provide the solution, in the form of new financial tools addressed explicitly to the management of risk (that is, of observation). The growth of derivative markets
is connected with the liberalization of financial markets, which made them
both possible and necessary. Most of today’s derivative products did not
exist before 1970. According to MacKenzie, they are not an evolution of
previous forms, but new entities, which have been consciously invented in
order to cope with circumstances that did not exist before.22
It has been said that derivatives are the bridge between the real economy
and money,23 between the real economy and the financial economy. Once
the link has been established, it is difficult to keep the two areas separated.
These mix and intertwine in a situation where it is increasingly evident
that finance is absolutely real, even if in a different way. The ‘imaginary’
character of derivatives is often perceived as a disturbance, and one therefore talks of paper wealth.24 This happens because derivatives are highly
abstract monetary forms. Even when they refer to concrete entities such
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as agricultural crops or raw materials, their value lies in the claim about
future states of the world. Often, the underlying is also abstract, consisting
of rights to future payments, values of indexes, and similar entities. The
reality references are created by derivatives themselves, and are oriented
to such data as the LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate – the rate
of interest at which banks can borrow money from other banks in the
interbank market – a completely abstract entity, which is absolutely clear
and reliable in financial trading). Even if everything is virtual, MacKenzie
maintains, it is a ‘material production of virtuality’,25 a virtuality that generates a reality that can serve as a reference. This reality is located at the
level of the observation of observers. One does not observe the prevailing
opinion, but what the prevailing opinion considers to be the prevailing
opinion.
The key mechanism for the functioning of these self-referential virtual
markets is not prices, and certainly not values, but the coordination of
price differences provided by arbitrage. It does not assume any intrinsic
value of the assets. It only observes and exploits the price differences – that
is, entities that are internal to the dynamics of the markets.26 If the same
asset has different prices in different markets, arbitrageurs buy it at the
lower price and resell it at the higher price, making profits, and, in the midterm, they balance the markets. The assumption of arbitrage makes it possible to think that markets are ordered, even without an external reference,
because any imbalances are deleted by the simple dynamic of markets,
which exploits the differences in prices in order to generate profits, thereby
eliminating them. The cornerstone of the functioning of capital markets
and of risk management markets, arbitrage, in its standard description,
does not require capital (which can be obtained with short-sales) and does
not entail risks.
This sounds paradoxical, and, like almost all key mechanisms, arbitrage
actually has a paradoxical foundation, because it works best when it is
absent.27 Markets are optimally coordinated when no arbitrage opportunities are available – as supposedly happens in derivative markets, which are
highly interconnected and supported by complex technologies that reduce
them to a single global market. This market should negatively prove the
assumption of arbitrage, which works because it is not there. In fact,
recent experiences and, in particular, the much-discussed failure of the
LTCM Fund, show that this is not the case and that even arbitrage is not
a riskless activity. Like the idea of an objective value of options calculated
by the Black–Scholes formula, the assumption of ordered markets regulated by arbitrage relies on a simplified image of financial markets and, in
particular, on a model of time that refers only to the horizon of the current
present, not to the presents that will become real in the future. What
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observers expect is one thing; what happens (and happens as a result of the
expectations of observers) is another. The reality of financial markets is
not an ordered one, but a reality that is structured in relation to an alwaysopen future (a future that is always heralding risks).

5.

ARBITRAGE, HEDGING AND SPECULATION

Derivatives have to do with time, and can be seen using the standard
distinction between the three different uses of these tools: for purposes of
hedging (as reduction of already existing risks), speculation (looking for
risks) and arbitrage (riskless activity) – where hedging is directed to the
past, speculation is aimed at the future direction of the market, and arbitrage operates on presently connected markets.28 According to the current
definition, only speculation should imply risks. Only the future should be
risky.
Derivatives are used for purposes of arbitrage when they are used to
obtain a profit by entering simultaneous transactions in multiple markets
– for example, when the price of a stock or another asset is different in
different markets. Arbitrage strategies often involve the short-selling of
assets without owning them. Assets are sold without owning them, borrowing them from another operator through a broker, and buying them
at a later time to give them back to the lender. The operation is profitable
if the buying can be done at a lower price because, in the course of time,
the value decreases or because (as in the case of arbitrage) the asset is
cheaper in another market. The profit should be certain, and it does not
even require the availability of capital for the trader. It does not require
the prediction of the future either, because the calculation refers to present
data. As we have seen, however, arbitrage is based on an ambiguity, in so
far as its existence relies on the inefficiency of markets, which should be
excluded by the model taken as a guideline. In well-functioning markets,
arbitrage should not theoretically be possible.
The main goal of derivatives, and the reason why they have been introduced into markets, is hedging, which is achieved when contracts are used
to reduce the risks an operator is exposed to – for example, pre-existing
risks such as the decrease of the wheat price at the future time of harvesting, while the expected profits have already been invested, or (dealing
with the euro) the increase in the dollar price in three months, when one
will have to buy something from a US vendor and must schedule the cost
today. In buying a future, then, one can fix the price to be paid or to be
received (if one sells) in the future today, and does not have to worry about
it. With an option, one gets the same assurance without sacrificing the
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possibility of taking advantage of favourable price movements. However,
one has to pay an initial price for this possibility.
Upon closer inspection, however, the assurance offered by derivatives
looks a little doubtful. One is actually protected from adverse movements,
but cannot be at all certain that the overall result of the transaction will be
better. One risks losing a possible gain, or having needlessly paid the price
of the option. It is only in reference to the risk perceived in the present
that we can feel safe and, in this sense, it is true that hedging is turned to
the past. One acquires certainty only with respect to existing risks, while
the future course of events remains fully open, with all its contingencies
and unpredictabilities. All insurance coverage may involve additional
risks because of moral hazard or the observation by other operators. In
any case, hedging does not eliminate the risk. It only distributes it across
different time horizons, implying further risks when the assurances are
themselves handled for speculative purposes.
Hedge funds, which have been so ill famed in recent times as a source
of the turbulence in financial markets, were, as the name suggests, initially
introduced for the purpose of hedging – that is, as a protection against
risks.29 Their founder, Alfred Wislow Jones, devised a combined strategy
of short-selling and leverage in 1949. Through leverage, one can increase
liquidity, and use it to buy assets with a good potential for growth, and,
at the same time, short-sell assets with an opposite trend, thereby earning
if the market falls. The overall strategy should protect from fluctuations
and still allow for good earnings. In fact, the presence of such operators in
the market, who spasmodically tend to exploit opportunities in the short
term, increases the volatility and instability of the markets and makes
them increasingly difficult to forecast. Markets become more abstract
because these operators, in order to hedge, use strategies that protect them
independently of the movements of the markets, that is, they use ‘marketneutral’ strategies, whose success does not depend on the trends of the
markets, which suffer the consequences and become more unstable. As in
all other cases, those who protect themselves against risks can be the cause
of major risks for others. By themselves, hedge funds cannot be defined as
risky, but their activity increases the risks of the overall financial system.
Derivatives can also be used for speculation, using financial leverage
to over-proportionally exploit market trends. With a very limited initial
expense, one can obtain the same earnings as the operators who work
in the market of the underlying, whose movements are correspondingly
amplified. Speculation addresses market trends – that is, the present
future, what we expect to happen tomorrow in the present, and, thereby,
change the conditions that will have to be faced tomorrow. It produces a
future that is different from the one expected. The market becomes much
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more restless, unstable and responsive, since the perceived trends, when
they are the object of speculation, strengthen without control, dragging
behind them non-speculative investment. Risk then increases, not only
because traders expose themselves to losses that can quickly become
gigantic, but also because the uncertainty and unpredictability of markets
for all other operators increase, affecting production and consumption.
The future then comes about as it comes about – with speculators still
trying to exploit its opening, while retaining the possibility of making a
different decision at a later time.
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9.

The production of the future

If financial markets have become markets of the observation of observers
and time, and derivatives are tools for buying and selling risk, how does
finance change with the spread of derivatives?
Derivatives make money work differently. They allow one to buy and
sell assets without owning them. They are a new form of money independent of the property of the exchanged objects (section 1). Property reassures
about the future because it warrants that one will enjoy a good, even if
others might want that good. Money extends this assurance to different
goods in the sense that to have money means to have future property.
Derivatives let this safety about the future, which they sell and exchange,
circulate, without linking it to the property of the goods (or any other
property). They deal with safety and uncertainty.
If one deals with future uncertainty, however, one actually deals with
the future, and does so with very complex and formalized techniques
that allow for a picture of the future and its possibilities to be negotiated in the present. However, when these forecasts are correct, the future
comes about differently because it reacts to these very forecasts. The real
future is different from the expected future and holds surprises, even, and
especially, for those who have tried to prepare themselves for the various
possibilities (section 2).
What is the advantage of such trades? Derivatives increase the liquidity
of markets – that is, the available future. The number of possibilities to be
conceived and dealt with grows, as do opportunities and risks. It is not at
all certain if and how these possibilities will come to be realized, but the
present must take them into consideration and face a much more complex
world, where possibilities produce or restrict other possibilities. In derivative markets, one handles risk – that is, distributes it. One protects against
some damage, thereby producing both opportunities and other possible
damages, for both oneself and for others. The propensity to risk increases
because others speculate on it, or because the future is bound. Risk management produces a more complex future, as well as unmanaged risk
(section 3).
The problem with risk, and why it cannot be disposed of, is that we
prepare ourselves for what we expect, not for the unforeseeable events that
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occur with financial crises, for example (section 4). The ‘rationality’ of risk
would require an ability to calculate and face what one does not know in
advance, without knowledge of when or how it will appear. In the field of
reinsurance, techniques have been developed to deal with unknown future
threats not perceived as risk, not by attempting to predict the future or its
possibilities (as statistics does), but by preparing for a future that is different from what is predictable.

1.

A NEW FORM OF MONEY

How are we to interpret the impact of derivatives on financial markets?
Are we to interpret them in terms of continuity or in terms of breaks? Do
we start from what is known in order to understand their novelty? Instead,
some propose that we consider them a new form of money, specific to
financial capitalism and its movements, highly abstract and connected
with the availability of computers.1 However, why should they be a new
kind of money? How do these tools superimpose on the function and
the operating mode of money that have given rise to the modern selfreferential and future-oriented economy?
As we have seen,2 money, as a form of time binding, is able to coordinate different times (in particular, the present and the future) because of its
peculiar ability for homogenization. Monetization makes the property of
very different goods (furniture, jewellery, food, as well as land and labour)
equivalent by converting them into a quantity (a sum of money) that can
be compared and exchanged with any other sum of money. From the point
of view of the capital they represent, all goods are equivalent and, hence,
homogeneous. Money can bind the future because it makes every property
equivalent to any other. Thus it allows the availability (or the transfer) of
present goods equivalent to the indeterminate goods it makes accessible in
the future. We attributed the primary function of money to this performance, to its ability to act as the medium of deferment. The classic functions
of means of exchange and store of value remain consequences of this performance. If derivatives are a particular kind of money, do they also do
something similar? How?
Bryan and Rafferty maintain that derivatives are a new form of money
because they have a specific ability to bind the future by relying on a
peculiar form of homogenization (blending),3 a second-level homogenization that presupposes the abstraction of the modern economy and the
transformation of goods into capital. Derivatives are able to equate different forms of capital (and not different forms of goods), which can be
converted.4 In the previous economy, one distinguished between different
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kinds of capital: production capital, commercial capital (linking offer and
demand) and credit capital, generated by the circulation of capital itself.
In the traffic of derivatives, all forms of capital become equivalent, because
they can be converted one into the other in order to generate the liquidity
that circulates in the market.
What is the mechanism that allows derivatives to gain this degree
of freedom? In the traffic of derivatives, the dynamics of investment is
independent from property. One can invest in a title, thereby influencing its movements and achieving profits or losses without needing to
own it. As in short-selling, where one sells something one does not have,
with derivatives, it is enough to be able to manage certain transactions,
speculating on trends and expectations. When dealing with futures, one
invests in the future movements of an asset that one does not possess
(and will often never possess, given that the future will be sold before the
expiry). Options give the freedom of never needing to possess anything.
This independence of money from property is a fundamental novelty and
represents a decisive change in the operations of finance and the economy
as a whole.
The reference to property is, of course, central to economic dynamics,
and constitutes the link with the ‘real world’. Monetization gave rise to
the modern economy, with its autonomous dynamics guided by its own
criteria when money realized a ‘second codification’ of property, making
the corresponding time binding much more flexible and fungible.5 The
first form of protection against the uncertainty of the future was supplied
by property, which gave the holder the possibility of enjoying goods even
if others aspired to them. When goods are scarce and of interest to many,
the owner has the recognized faculty of providing them as they see fit, even
if they do so poorly (wasting or using them inadequately). If something
belongs to me, I am free to spoil it or make it go bad, even if others need
it. Society (that is, others) guarantees me in this condition (an amazingly
unlikely combination).
Monetization makes this mechanism much more efficient. It starts
the autonomous dynamics that define the economy and make it largely
independent of the specific characteristics of goods. Property remains
the prerequisite, with the (unlikely) forms of social support it relies on.
However, it is translated into an abstract measure (the price) that circulates independently and is not constrained by the specificity of the context.
If my property has been paid 1000, I can spend these 1000 to obtain any
other good with unspecified characteristics without caring about the fact
that the original transaction had to do with apples, houses or livestock.
Money always presupposes property, but makes it abstract and independent of the specificity of the object (I can change it into any goods), of the
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social relation with the parties (I can pay anyone), and of the time of the
transaction (it can be anytime).
Derivatives seem to untie the relation of money with property, allowing one to buy and sell securities that one does not possess. In financial
markets, only money circulates, without any coupling with property. Is
it still money? How? One can say that it is a new form of money, which
presupposes the abstraction achieved by monetization, but takes it a step
further. It abstracts from the specificity of the capital, making every form
of capital convertible into any other, and finally equivalent to money itself.
Untied from property, the circulation of investments (the ‘new’ money)
becomes pure liquidity, which proceeds freely, transforming money into
money – that is, buying and selling money in order to buy and sell (only)
further money. As the ‘first’ monetization achieved independence from the
characteristics of the goods (again, a sum of money is the same if one has
sold horses or wheat), so too the ‘second’ monetization achieve independence from the characteristics of the capital. In derivative markets, one can
earn, even if the underlying is doing badly, in the same way as one can lose,
even if the stock is increasing. One does not depend on the investment.
One does not own it, not even partially, as in the case of stocks. Instead,
one depends on the observation of investments in the market – that is, on
the speed and intensity of capital movements, whatever they refer to.
The most evident function of derivatives (also recognized by their
opponents) is to create liquidity, greatly increasing the mass of circulating
money. Every kind of capital can be used as underlying in order to generate additional traffic of currency, to enter new investments, to retreat and
invest again. The markets become more mobile, flexible and dynamic. This
money, in exorbitant amounts, circulating at very high speeds and seemingly unlimited, is, however, different from the money we have known for
centuries, which is the basis of modern monetization. It is different because
it can increase indeterminately. It does not need to remain coupled to
the property of goods and assets. The money expressed by derivatives is
also different because of its second-level ‘blending’ function. It not only
homogenizes the various forms of capital, but also eliminates the very
distinction between capital and money. Ultimately, everything becomes
liquid. Money itself takes on the features of capital (for example, it can
generate further money6).
As Myron Scholes pointed out in his Nobel prize acceptance speech
(1997), speaking about the progressive confusion of the distinction
between debt and asset, every capital can be immediately translated into
money, even when it is negative capital (that is, a debt). Even a debt can
become the basis for creating wealth, as is shown through the use of the
pyramid of debts by banks. Banks lend money. Traditionally, this money
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was thought to be that deposited by customers. Today, however, the
guarantees at the basis of the circulation of capital are increasingly the
debts of those contracting loans or mortgages, which flow in other banks
and transform into cash. In practices such as securitization,7 one cedes
activities or goods through the emission and placement of bonds. These
can be real estate, contracts or other, but the transferred goods are more
and more often credits (the debts of customers), transferred to others on
payment of cash. The manoeuvre has little to do with the concrete goods
(properties) at the base of the pyramid (such as houses or cars, which are
often the object of other loans), but relies on a hazardous and reckless use
of time. The goods are always the same, but different payments (those of
the borrowers, those of the first bank and then those of all other financial operators) overlap each other – that is, there are several deferments,
several spaces of time overlap each other. The manoeuvre, as the crisis or
the outbreak of speculative bubbles has repeatedly shown, does not work
when these times pile up. Everyone wants to cash in at the same time and
the game of deferments implodes on itself.
As traditional money is based on the homogenization of goods to
bind the future, so derivatives, realizing the dizzying performance of the
creation of the future, achieve a second level of homogenization to bind
time in a new way. They can thus be considered a new form of money. In
this case, however, the presupposition is a new step of abstraction that
allows for a formerly inconceivable freedom of movement – a ‘dematerialization’ that leads to the financial replication of any investment, without
needing the money to make it. At this level, it no longer makes much sense
to keep the distinction between real economy and paper economy, since
everything is homogenized in an indistinct flow of abstract money. In this
kind of economy, where investment has become autonomous from property, it should not surprise us that the constructivist turn prevails almost
as a necessity.

2.

THE PRESENT FUTURE AND THE FUTURE
PRESENT

Derivatives are a highly self-referential form of money in the sense that
they do not refer to anything external, but only to money and its circulation. In financial markets, money stays for further money. Its value
is created, not in reference to the world, but in reference to the future.
According to Rotman, derivatives are double objects, which are bought
and sold only in order to generate further buyings or sales – that is, to
allow money to buy and sell itself.8 If our approach is correct, however,
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then money is time, and indeed the circle of derivatives, either vicious or
virtuous, makes sense only if time comes into play, unfolding the tautology in an orientation towards the future. In Rotman’s terms, a derivative
is a form of money (Xenomoney) that creates its reference by itself, ‘a sign
that creates itself out of the future’.9 The value is generated in the present
calculation of future performances, which in turn become part of the
present.
In operational terms, the extreme abstractness of derivatives, whose
value is now uncoupled, not only from the features of the goods but also
from their property, allows money to turn directly to its primary function, the management of time (in particular, the future uncertainty that
interweaves present decisions in a new way – up to the point where what
is bought and sold is uncertainty and related risks, the future itself). But
how can one sell (or buy) the future? Here we turn again to the distinction between the two forms of future: the present future (tomorrow as it
appears from the perspective of today) and the future present (the one
that will come about tomorrow). All transactions in derivatives have to do
with the management of this difference and with the relationship between
the two perspectives – with the fact that future-oriented expectations and
decisions affect what will become present in the future. The future is not
the present future or the future present, but the difference between the
two. It exists because the course of time generates a present that is the
outcome of past expectations and decisions, but is different from them. If
the future is made up of the combination and interchange between present
future and future present, then the market of derivatives can be seen as a
great apparatus for the production of the future. This becomes the reference for the empty sign of money, and is produced as a result of financial
transactions.
How does this happen? Financial decisions are rarely driven only by
intuition, but tend to rely on very complex mathematical systems or computer programs that are based on past stock market data (time series) and
formulas, and claim to identify a set of rules to be used as a guide for the
prediction of future events. It is not simply a replication of the past in the
future. No one actually expects historical trends to continue over time.
The point is to start from the past to imagine how the future will deviate
from it. One starts from the past in order to imagine a different future. As
we shall see in the next chapter, the famous formulas to price options use
variables such as volatility to give these kinds of indications. These mechanisms, however complex and refined, produce an image of the future that
should orient current decisions in the present, an image that constantly
changes since negotiations always refer to the current present, which is
different in every moment. The value of futures contracts, for example, is
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updated at the end of each day of trading, coupled to the movements of
the market (marking the market). The present is rewritten every evening,
zeroing the contracts and rewriting them at a new price.
The markets of term contracts refer to a future date, the ‘term’, and
make it the object of current negotiation. The future, which is by definition
only possible, becomes something concretely existing. In this regard,
Arnoldi talks of the virtual existence of the future in the present,10 which
leads to an interaction of the present with the future and can generate
such a precise thing as a price. Derivatives have an object only if their calculations include the contingency of future events and refer to it, thereby
turning it into a present given. Throughout this process, they only have
to deal with the present future, which is not the future, and price movements always produce surprises that would not arise if there had been no
speculation about the future in financial markets. The future projections
to which operators are oriented are correct and incorrect at the same time.
If done well, they anticipate the way the future would have come about
if there had been no attempt to foresee it. In this sense, they sabotage
themselves. The future arises precisely out of this interaction between
expectations and operations.
In this sense, it is correct to say that the future of derivative markets
is produced by financial operations that are oriented to the future but,
as often criticized,11 in a much more complex way than current models
assume. The point is not that the future projection is wrong, although it
obviously can be,12 but rather that it is right or even too right.13 That is
precisely why it does not work. The future depends on the present, but in a
strange way. Mandelbrot speaks of ‘dependency’ to indicate the possibility that the levels or the variations of prices, at a given time, influence the
levels of prices at a later time with a ‘push’ effect.14 This produces a ‘turbulence’ and translates into the financial world the ineliminable vagueness of
the future, ineliminable because it is produced by the present operations
that try to bind it. The future present is unpredictable because it is produced by the very present that tries to predict it.
The series of financial prices seem to have a ‘memory’, which means
that what is happening today affects what will happen tomorrow, and
variations tend to strengthen each other. This sort of continuity, however,
is a ‘second-level’ continuity concerning variability itself. If there is a
variation, it is more likely that another variation, either upwards or downwards, will follow. The only continuity is produced at the second order of
observation and helps to predict the orientation of the observers, not the
movement of the markets. The future remains totally open, even if our
way of predicting and devising is less so.
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MANAGEMENT OF RISK AND NOT MANAGED
RISK

In the markets, however, some people earn money. In the game of indeterminacies and expectations, some results are achieved. This does not
happen randomly. Which logic is followed in order to have an orientation
in this abstract and self-referential world? Is it possible to find a form of
rationality at this level? Those who earn do not succeed because they correctly foresaw the future and guessed the prices, given that there is nothing
to foresee, aside from the refutation of one’s own forecast. The correctness
of the operation must concern something else.
Let’s go back to the takeoff of derivative markets in the 1970s, usually
connected with the abandonment of the Bretton Woods agreement and
the resulting increase in indeterminacy and risk in the markets. Derivatives
were created in order to manage the multiplication of risks in liberalized
markets, where risk takes on a different connotation. In productionoriented markets, as in all previous economies still referring to production
as the reality index, risk was an extrinsic problem and a condition linked
to unmanageable external factors that must be kept under control and
possibly eliminated. However, in the abstract financial markets oriented
to the circulation of money, risk becomes a resource and an opportunity,
something endogenous, specifically produced by markets and their movements. The issue is no longer to eliminate risk, but to produce and reproduce it, manage it and make it the object of exchange. Risk is no longer
a problem, but a source of wealth. In derivative markets, one does not
negotiate goods, but the risks associated with investments and the uncertainties linked with price fluctuations. ‘Modern finance is a building based
on the sale of risk.’15
This kind of risk is different from the specific risks that loomed over previous markets and every form of economic enterprise – that is, credit risk,
transaction risk, exchange risk and so on, each related to a specific context
and the concrete conditions of the transaction. Derivative markets deal
with risk as such, an ‘abstract risk’16 that subsumes all the various forms
of risk and has its own circulation. This ‘riskiness’ is expressed by volatility and its trends. Risk becomes the object of transaction, it is bought and
sold, without having to buy or sell the goods or the assets, whose prices
rise and fall. Goods, but also currencies, stocks and other financial entities, are not negotiated. They constitute the underlying which is essential
for measuring and quantifying risk and its movements, but is not directly
involved in the negotiations. It is not bought and does not constitute
the value for which one pays. The traffic of derivatives is completely
uncoupled from the property of the underlying. You can gain or lose from
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the movements of an asset without possessing the asset itself, even if the
asset follows an opposite trend – that is, it loses or gains. What is negotiated is pure risk exposure, and the value of derivatives depends on factors
that measure the risk of the investment. These facts are the time left before
expiry, and volatility (uncertainty).
In this traffic, risk becomes a resource because it is and remains ineliminable, and it is greatly increased by the operations of financial markets.
Despite all hedging intentions (and also because of them), with derivatives, financial markets have become much more risky. This should not
be surprising. It corresponds to the fact that the present management
of the future produces a future present that is more and more complex
and unpredictable. The very willingness to take risks generally tends to
strengthen itself. In a market where operators observe each other, with
respect to their risk exposure, speculation orients to speculation and tends
to emulate the search for opportunities. If some operators risk, then it
is more likely that others will tend to do the same. So, too, they tend to
retreat in times of market restriction, without reducing risks.17 There is also
a distinction between specific or individual risk and systemic risk. Hedging
operations can serve to reduce or control a specific risk for a given operator, but tend to generate additional risks for the financial system.18 For
example, portfolio insurance schemes aim to ensure the bearer a certain
return, independent of market movements. They tend to accentuate trends
because, when the market falls, the managers sell stocks or futures on
stock indexes, thereby accentuating the decrease. The same happens when
the market rises. Although the original intention was to hedge, the result
is an increase in the volatility and, therefore, in the riskiness of the market,
with an overall destabilizing effect.
It makes no sense to turn to derivatives for safety. If this were possible, there would be no derivatives. Derivatives aim at risk sharing, with
appropriate markets managing it in more and more sophisticated ways.19
However, risk management is risky anyway. Hedging operations circulate
in the markets, generating further speculation that is more distant from
the original prudent intention. The very possibility of hedging produces
the phenomenon of moral hazard. Knowing oneself to be protected from
damage, one is willing to dare more. Operators consider only one aspect
of risk, the specific risk they can identify and want to manage. They do not
take into account the systemic risk, considering it an ‘externality’ beyond
their control. But systemic risk exists, is important, and multiplies. The
result is a situation where the sum of the risks managed by investors is
much less than the overall risk for the system,20 which is not managed at
all. The management of risk produces unmanaged risk. The distribution
of risks, rather than reducing them, increases them, since the measures
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available to deal with individual risk are inadequate to deal with systemic
risk. Risk becomes a ‘self-mediating agent’21 that follows its own (systemic)
dynamics, regardless of the individual risk calculations from which it starts.

4.

PREDICTING THE UNPREDICTABLE

Although operations in the markets are still guided by mathematical
models and probabilistic procedures, there is now a widespread conviction that these models are inadequate in providing reliable guidance, and
can even contribute to an increase in the opacity of markets. Apart from
the procedures used, the methods tend to be pro-cyclical, in the sense that
they predict future movements, or at least their orientation, based on past
experience.22 Even the most refined models, using statistics and chaos
mathematics, start from some idea of measurability and controllability.
Even when it is acknowledged that prices are not predictable, one still tries
to describe their swings. The problem is that, under conditions of quick
and turbulent innovations like those that characterize finance, the greatest risks often come from completely new events. The models should then
somehow succeed in predicting the unpredictable.23 The high reflexivity of
markets, obsessively intent on observing themselves and their own movements, condemns every continuity model to sabotage itself.
Risk (and relative markets) seems to follow a model of rationality that is
very different from the current one. It seems to follow a rationality where
a decision is right when, from the current point of view, it is wrong, and
vice versa. One should be able to observe the present and the future at the
same time, and then look for difference rather than for identity, just as the
future present derives from the present future because it deviates from it
and not because it conforms to it. A situation that is so full of paradoxes
presents only insoluble puzzles. However, once again, practice shows that
things happen, and not randomly. The most effective instruments were not
developed in financial theory, but have been found by insurers involved in
problems of reinsurance, which is practically the equivalent of the distribution of risks on financial markets. One takes on the risk of someone else
against an advantage. In this case, the issue is the possibility of transferring the risks associated with the insurance against a catastrophic event
to financial markets, at the cost of some form of payment (securitization
of catastrophe risk). The problem lies in the unpredictability of risk and
the impossibility of quantifying it, which must somehow be calculated.24
The resulting practices are very opaque, and appear to be ‘a special kind
of alchemy’25 from the point of view of the current logic, because they
use very limited statistical techniques, and have to do with unlikely, and
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usually unprecedented, events. It is a question of ‘thinking the unthinkable
and quantifying the unquantifiable’.26
Nevertheless, a market of innovative tools for the management of
reinsurance risks has been developed, and it seems that investors are interested in it. ‘Risk networks’ arise where uncertainty is valued as a resource,
a set of techniques that enable the management of catastrophic risks to
leave their contingency completely open. One does not know what they
will be or when and how they will arise, but is still prepared to face them.
This is possible because financial markets that are specialized in the management of risk, which in this area comes to the foreground and openly
appears as the object of bargaining, come into play. What is interesting is
that the solutions found are not based on some form of calculation of catastrophic risks (that would be paradoxical), but on the concept that nobody
needs to know ‘what is going on’.27 The financial instruments seem to be
appropriate for taking this into account.
The point is the management of time. The temporal problem of insurance, which is an ‘after-the fact industry’, since it sells to customers something that has not yet happened, is normally not perceived as a risk.28
The profit of the insurer relies on the consideration that the resulting
uncertainty could be an opportunity. This current presence of an unknowable future is the object of the insurance. The techniques developed in
recent years, particularly in reference to events such as terrorist attacks,
do without statistical procedures (disposed of as ‘archival–statistical
knowledge’) since these procedures are always based on the processing
of past data, which are irrelevant when facing unprecedented events.
The techniques are based on the concept of ‘enactment’, relying on no
archive of past events and using the past only in order to obtain different
information. More concretely, we could say that one starts from an inventory of risk elements, from information about the vulnerability of these
elements, and from a threat model (all present data) in order to build a
future frame that is different from everything known (different from the
present future). One starts from the past in order to project a future that is
different from what appears predictable. Past events are used to project an
uncertain future event that is ‘diverse’ from the available data29 (discontinuity), not to determine averages or distributions – that is, not in the sense
of continuity. The resulting model is used as preparation for surprises,
the development of a competence as paradoxical as the object to which
it refers. Mathematical models and computer databases are used, but in
a radically different way. They are used, not in order to predict what will
happen, but to prepare for something unpredictable.
How this approach can be translated into a technique to be used in
financial markets is not yet clear. However, it would be a way to put into
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practice the ‘risk rationality’ required by a temporal orientation that is different and much more complex than the cause–effect rationality associated
with a linear time model.
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Like current financial markets in general, the market of derivatives produces the future and produces risk. Conversely, however, what actually
happens is often different from what operators (and most theories) think
will happen. Risk management is based on an assumption, one implicit
in the techniques prevalent in the 1970s and involved in the generation of
their calculations, that unpredictable risk behaves in a predictable way.
Our inability to know the trends of the world generates risk. However, we
can know the trends of risk. Even if our expectations are often wrong, we
can at least expect to be able to obtain a certain kind of security from risk
calculations (section 1).
Markets are unpredictable because we cannot know if they will move
upwards or downwards, if an asset will display good or bad behaviour.
Volatility measures these changes and increases when turbulence (of the
market or of an asset) rises. The financial techniques for risk management
assume an ability to control this unpredictability. This assumption is made
because, even though one cannot know in which direction the market will
go, one expects to be able to know how volatility will move. In calculating
implied volatility, one should be able to predict whether the movements
will be broad or narrow, fast or slow (even without predicting if they will
go up or down). Against these movements, one seeks protection through
various strategies that compensate for them, allowing one to operate with
risk without risk (section 2).
This has seemed to work for several decades. For example, the success
of the Black–Scholes formula to price options is rooted in this idea. The
formula, however, only worked so well because, for a certain time, volatility adjusted to the estimates of the formula, not because it predicted the
actual movements of volatility. Implied volatility does not calculate how
things will go, but how operators expect things to go (and, at that time,
operators formed their expectations starting from the results of the Black–
Scholes formula). This is why an unrealistic formula (and one presented
as such) could seem to be the correct guide for market trends (section 3).
The assumption of financial engineering, also on the basis of the Black–
Scholes formula, is that risk (that is, the unpredictability of markets)
shows an order according to which many risks can be neutralized by
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compensating for them, by and with one another, in preparation for
anything that might happen. A residual risk (called b) remains, one that
cannot be eliminated but is instead evaluated by the market, which finds
that assets that are more risky cost less and assets that are less risky
cost more. A prudent (and technologically equipped) operator can then
manage the risk of their investments, without ever being surprised by the
surprising movements of the markets. The idea that implied volatility
objectively measures risk starts from the same premises (section 4).
The security offered by these calculations, however, only concerns the
risks that operators can expect, those that can be inferred from past movements. It does not concern those risks that are unpredictable. Markets,
however, occasionally behave in a radically different way, in a way
that contradicts previous operations. For example, in certain situations,
markets seem to expect unforeseen events and, as a result, they seem to
consider it less of a risk to engage in risk than to behave cautiously (and
risk is indeed cheaper). This goes against all risk management models, and
even seems to increase risk. If one knows that operators use models for the
prediction of risk, then one predicts the unpredicted. Operators no longer
expect markets to behave as the models indicate, and markets actually
do not behave in that way. The estimates projected by the Black–Scholes
formula no longer work. Volatility becomes volatile, reacting to the idea
of a regular volatility. Risk is shown to be unpredictable precisely because
it does not follow a random walk, but ‘remembers’ past experiences and
reacts to them, even if one does not know how. Were volatility turbulent,
it is likely that it would change again, but this can increase or decrease as
well. If risk has its own rationality, it is certainly not that of a predictable
order (section 5).

1.

THE CALCULATION OF RISK IN A RISKNEUTRAL WORLD

The markets of derivatives (and the entire ‘new finance’ they drive) are
actually markets of risk. If this is not taken into account, they may seem
mysterious and incomprehensible, as though driven by an uncontrolled
irrationality. This is because their movements cannot be accounted for
(or, at most, only indirectly accounted for) by the actual traffic of goods
and services. Although the movements of finance affect the production
and trade of goods and may refer to the movements of goods and services,
the logic of finance is different from theirs. What is sold when selling the
movements of money is risk, the operationalization of the management
of time that defines the economy. When economic transactions become
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self-referential, as is the case in financial markets, the function of time
binding becomes the sale of future uncertainty – that is, the management
of the difference between the future horizon of the present and the future
present. This is nothing other than the traffic of risk.
If this is the case, then we must understand both which mechanisms
regulate these trades and their underlying logic. We must understand
the mechanisms according to which someone gains and someone loses,
because such gains and losses are not random. By now, we can identify the
tools of this movement. They are transactions of derivatives, which allow
for the buying and selling of pure risk, the exposure of the movements of
goods that do not need to be actually possessed. All the expense is devoted
to risk exposure and not to the underlying asset. After all, if things do not
go as expected, one does not actually own anything, not even a depreciated
good. But how can one buy and sell risk? How is it measured? How much
does it cost? How can one calculate its changes? At what price are futures
and options traded? The answers to these questions come to describe the
whole issue of derivatives of the last few decades.
The problem lies in the pricing of uncertainty, in estimating the ‘vagaries’ of the future, knowing that they are interesting precisely because
they cannot be foreseen. In this case, the advantage of derivatives is that
they operationalize the problem. They must do this in order to give the
uncertainty a precise value and to track its movements. The uncertainty of
the future is expressed by the fact that the future price of an asset does not
coincide with the expected value of the future spot price. In other words,
the future price in three months is not the same as the expected price of
the asset three months later.1 The present estimate of the future is different from the future estimate. The estimate of risk marks the difference
between these two prices.
If risk must be bought and sold, however, the price must have objectivity, albeit a provisional one, and the measure used to determine the amount
to pay must stand as a fact, one that properly, or at least adequately, represents the object at stake.2 Only in this way does hedging, for example,
make sense. The coverage with derivatives must reflect the movements of
the underlying market. This is why, according to many observers, modern
finance was born in 1973,3 when a way was devised to give risk a price that
seemed to be objective and independent of the idiosyncratic estimates of
each individual. This date corresponds to the spread of the Black–Scholes4
formula to price options in financial markets.
The scheme is ingenious, and presupposes a precise conceptualization (and neutralization) of risk. The basic uncertainty, as we know,
is grounded in the fact that, however we try to predict and prepare for
it, the future will come about in an unpredictable way, sabotaging any
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policy of neutralization of risk, and, as a result, risk remains. This is why
it is so difficult to price options. One thinks that, in order to fix the price,
one ought to know (or at least estimate) what price the underlying asset
would have at maturity. One should know the future present. On this
level, there is obviously no possible objectivity. Black–Scholes’s solution
avoids the problem by changing the time perspective and moving to that
of the present future. It remains the future, and therefore includes the
knowledge that one cannot know what will happen, but has a kind of
objectivity, one that is based on what one can presently know of the asset
at stake. This knowledge pertains not only to its present and past values,
but also to its volatility, to its variability in time, and to its tendency to
react to circumstances. This variability can be calculated, generating a
value that stands for the level of risk. Taking into account volatility, time
(the longer the time, the higher the uncertainty and risk), and the present
value of an asset (which includes an estimate of its riskiness), one can give
the option a price that allegedly corresponds to an objective estimate, a
price that all operators can agree upon and that they can take as a basis
for their calculations.
The weakness lies in a detail, in the fact that the whole calculation
presupposes a ‘risk-neutral’ world (a financial world where future risk,
although unpredictable, behaves similarly to past risk). The weakness lies
in the belief that, while we do not know what will happen, we know in
which dimensions it will happen. While the calculations allow for occurrences of the unpredicted and the unexpected, they fail to admit that these,
by definition, cannot be predicted or expected. While one can be protected
against these errors, and complex techniques of hedging have been developed, one remains exposed to completely different threats. The future
present remains open.

2.

THE MYSTERIES OF VOLATILITY

The variable that corresponds to risk in the markets of derivatives is
referred to as volatility. This expresses the intensity of the variation of the
price of the underlying asset, the speed of the market. Volatility is a value
that corresponds to the amount of the variation, not to its direction. It
does not tell us if an asset is good or bad, only the degree to which it fluctuates. If one knows that an asset has low volatility, for example, one can
expect that its value will not decrease sharply, nor will its price increase
significantly. If volatility increases, the risk to which operators are exposed
also increases, given that unpredictability increases. The problem is that
future volatility remains unknown, and, therefore, unaccounted for. While
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one can know its past, operators are interested in future risks, which
cannot be known. The information we can gain from the past indicates
only what observers expect in the future, not what the future will be. These
predictions, based on this information, affect real movements, although
nobody knows how.
Those who buy or sell options deal with volatility,5 with an estimate of
operators’ risk. In other words, they deal with second-order observation
and its variations. The trend of volatility is often more important than the
price of the underlying asset. Those who trade with options are successful
if they are able to guess how operators expect prices to change (by guessing the management of risk), not by guessing how prices themselves will
change. If, for example, one buys a call expecting an increase, a situation
can arise where, while the market rises, the volatility decreases, causing
the option to lose value (risk seems to decrease). When selling only volatility, earnings can occur even when the market does not full or rise. In
general, if volatility increases, the value of options rises (risk increases). If
it decreases, they become cheaper.
This form of market can be understood in terms of taking place at two
steps of abstraction from the actual data of the world. It therefore requires
a constructivist approach in order to be properly accounted for. The
movement of derivatives reflects only the observation of observers. This
observation occurs both reciprocally and in time (an observer observes
himself in the future). It cannot be explained by referring solely to the
price of the assets. The underlying asset comes into play only as a reference
for measuring volatility and its variations, for observing how the other
operators observe and what they expect based on such observations. As
is always the case with observations of observers, the concept of volatility depends on the perspective adopted, and cannot be fixed univocally.
It always depends on both the observer and on time. We can distinguish
between the following three kinds of volatility that correspond to the
observations gained from three distinct perspectives.
First, historical volatility is relative to the past and is measured by the
deviation of the values of an asset from the average. This form of volatility
is a direct measurement of the price movements of the underlying asset in
a given time. It is high if the asset was turbulent, low if it remained quiet.
Like all data based on the past, it remains a kind of reference that appeals
to certainty, but says little about the future trends of the asset at stake in
a restless market. There is nothing that prevents a stable asset from beginning to oscillate suddenly. Historical volatility can, however, affect the
other kinds of volatility.
Second, advanced volatility expresses the subjective expectations of a
single operator and, therefore, how one expects the asset to behave. Like
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all subjective perspectives, it is always uncertain and opaque. One cannot
know with certainty what people think, or if they are right.
Third, implied volatility is strange and self-referential. It has become the
key concept for the traffic of derivative markets as a whole. It does not
depend on the price variations of the underlying asset (as historical volatility does), but on the prices of the derivative itself. It does not measure how
turbulent the movements of the underlying asset are, but what the changes
in the expectations of the operators about these movements are. Different
derivative contracts on the same underlying asset (for instance a stock) will
normally have different implied volatility, depending on the duration of
the contract (an option expiring in six months will have a different implied
volatility than an option expiring in one month for the same underlying
asset). Implied volatility is not a datum because it refers to the future. It
expresses an estimate based on the perception of the operators on market
movements (not the movements themselves, which are of course unpredictable, but on reasonable expectations based on past movements and on
the available information).
One often hears that implied volatility indicates the ‘sentiment’ of the
market and of the investors at a given time. This makes sense only if we
consider the fact that this ‘sentiment’ can be very different not only from
what will actually come to be true (as measured by a future historical
volatility), but also from what the individual subjects believe and expect
– that is, from their actual ‘sentiment’. The distinction between advanced
volatility and implied volatility indicates that the latter does not claim to
reflect what the operators really think, but what one generally thinks they
think. In other words, it indicates the prevailing opinion on the prevailing
opinion. In this sense, everyone thinks what they want (and then use this
perspective to make profits, or at least to try and do so), while the world
goes as it goes, ultimately confirming or rejecting this opinion. Implied
volatility can be understood to measure this perception of the prevailing
opinion, the projection of the future from the considered present (which,
in itself, remains a simplified entity, one that neglects all contingencies that
may intervene in the course of time and all deviations in the perspectives
of individual operators). It is primarily an entity that assumes a certain
continuity between the past and future, which, while not at the level of
the world, is at least at the level of risk perception. The measure makes
sense only if one assumes that risk perception follows a constant trend and
expects that an asset that was turbulent (or quiet) in the past will continue
to follow this trend. In actuality, it may rise or fall (this cannot be known),
but one claims to possess the foresight to know if it will move more or less
broadly and/or quickly.
Implied volatility, then, is not ‘real’ volatility. It does not reflect the risks
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of the market, but only those risks that the market expects. It is, however,
a calculable measure, which has its own objectivity to which one can refer.
Implied volatility is actually the reference for the models of risk assessment, for the models to price options (starting from the famous Black–
Scholes formula that seemed to give objectivity to the indeterminacy of
the future and of expectations). The great advantage of the Black–Scholes
formula is that it found a way to estimate implied volatility (which, while
as circular as the notion itself, may in fact depend on such circularity in
order to work in the first place). Implied volatility can be calculated by
reversing the Black–Scholes model (which gives options a price). Once
the price of an option is known, one inserts it into the formula, retrieving
a value for volatility that can be used in future calculations. One thereby
builds the future by projecting the known data forward from the past,
thereby exposing oneself to future reactions to these projections.
If one accepts the procedure of risk assessment proposed by the Black–
Scholes formula (as was the case from the mid-1970s until at least the
second half of the 1980s6), one can assume that others will also use it to
build their strategies. Although there is an apparently objective basis upon
which one can deal with risk, this basis actually has very little objectivity.
Since risk is an increasingly urgent problem, the notion that it can be dealt
with in a non-arbitrary and non-subjective way has led to the multiplication of risks that everyone can observe in the market of derivatives
(which is, in essence, a macroscopic version of moral hazard expressing the
reflexivity of economic action at all levels).
Today, the market of derivatives is both extremely technical and
formalized, with the calculation of implied volatility serving as a cornerstone and, in some instances, almost as a substitute for reality. Not
only are complex strategies of hedging and speculation realized through
such means, but also those of ‘volatility trading’, with options and swaps
on volatility, reflective strategies based on the expectations of the evolution of volatility, ultimately serving to yield concrete gains and losses.
Starting from the calculation of volatility, other measures can be inferred
that allow for considerations on the sensitivity of options with regard to
other factors that affect their prices. An example of such measures are the
famous ‘greeks’ (so called because they are conventionally indicated with
letters from the Greek alphabet), where the variation in the price of the
option is relative to the variation in the price of the underlying asset (d –
delta), the decrease in value of the option as the deadline approaches (q –
theta), the relationship between the price of the option and the interest rate
(r – rho), the variation in the value of the option relative to the variation
of the volatility of the underlying asset (vega), the variation in the option
when the underlying asset has an infinitesimal change, or its elasticity
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(w – omega). A reflective wireframe of calculations of calculations is thus
produced that allows for more and more detailed guidelines in the vague
and uncertain management of risk, guidelines that become more reliable
the more they are used to direct operations.

3.

THE RIGHTNESS OF A WRONG FORMULA

The component of performativity of financial markets, rightly underlined
and analysed by many authors,7 now comes to light. MacKenzie, in particular, has reconstructed the history of the success of the Black–Scholes
formula from this perspective – that is (in our terms), from the reality
perspective of second-order observation. Today, after the experience of
the inaccuracies and problems of the proposed solution, it is easy to say
that the formula ‘is simply wrong’.8 It is far more interesting, however, to
ask how it could have been ‘right’ for so many years, effectively guiding the
forecasts and behaviour of operators. Even if the Black–Scholes formula
is wrong (by now an established fact), it is not wrong in a simple way. To
study its ups and downs can be very informative about the working of
derivative markets.
Because it seemed to eliminate the component of gambling, the availability of the formula notoriously led to an enormous expansion of the
market of options and of financial transactions in general. One thought
that by applying it, one could perfectly hedge each transaction, and then
eliminate all risks, that it was possible to operate in a risk-neutral market.
Gambling turned into financial engineering. But was the market really
risk-neutral, or was it the operators who viewed it as neutral?
The Black–Scholes formula and the quantified calculations on derivatives can only be reliable if a number of assumptions about the functioning of markets hold (as its authors explicitly declared). It is interesting
that everyone knows that these assumptions are unrealistic, and a fortiori
were unrealistic in 1973, when the formula was proposed. The formula
assumes, for example, that there are no transaction costs, that all profits
are subject to the same tax rate, that there are no arbitrage opportunities (because they are immediately deleted when they come about), that
all participants can borrow money at the same interest rate at all dates
of expiry, that the assets are perfectly divisible and the stocks do not pay
dividends.9 These assumptions are necessary in order to suppose that the
behaviour of the financial system reproduces the behaviour of a physical system, as it is described by the model of Brownian motion used by
Einstein to deal with random movements of particles in fluids. The mathematics under the Black–Scholes formula10 is a stochastic calculation that
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reproposes, for the case of financial markets, the formulas of the physics
of particles for Brownian motion. There too the problem was to predict
something unpredictable, because it was random and subject to the endless
contingencies of time, but could be handled using stochastic techniques
that assumed a ‘normal’ distribution (the famous Gaussian curve). Using
the theory of probability, the unpredictability of the physical world was
‘normalized’ in a format that allowed for forecast and calculation.
If the assumptions of the Black–Scholes formula were realistic, the
same treatment could be used for predicting the movements of financial
markets, recognizing their random nature and the basic statistical order.11
The problem is that, when applied to the behaviour of operators who
observe each other and plan their future, the model involves a series of
extremely doubtful assumptions, which have been criticized by many
authors. The above assumptions regarding the functioning of markets are
necessary to describe the behaviour of each single operator as the movement of a single particle in a fluid – that is, without ‘stickiness’ or applicability to other operators and over time. Particles do not observe the future
and do not observe each other.
But these assumptions could hold only (1) if people were rational in the
sense of the classical rationality model, but we have seen (and behavioural
economics continually confirms) that traders in the market follow another
kind of rationality, one that is much more complex and reflexive; (2) if all
operators were equal, like the molecules of an ideal gas, but investors are
different from one other, have different goals, perspectives and attitudes
toward risk, and influence each other on the basis of this difference; (3) if
price variation were continuous, but we know it follows a discontinuous
pattern, with leaps and sudden changes; and, especially, (4) if the movements of markets did not have their own memory, and each was independent of the others and of the history of market movements (that is, if they
were Markov processes), but a significant dependence has been observed,
so that the levels of prices and their changes at a given time affect the levels
at a later time, in ways that cannot be represented by a Gaussian curve.
Volatility, the key index of market movements, does not behave in a statistically controlled manner (that is, with a predictable unpredictability), but
is itself volatile (without thereby being accidental).
Current models of economic behaviour tend to register all these deviations as ‘anomalies’. When the anomaly tends to become normal,
however, one might ask if it would not be better to consider the irregularities as a basic feature of the phenomenon, rather than as imperfections
or defects. Mandelbrot proposes extending the concept of hazard on the
basis of formalization, overcoming the constraints of the bell-shaped
(Gaussian) curve that is still the basis of the statistical models used in
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finance and, in particular, of the Black–Scholes formula. In his opinion,
there are formulas (like Cauchy’s formula) that allow for more irregular
and unpredictable forms of randomness, thus more adequately reflecting
the evolution of markets, which do not behave in the ordered way predicted by normal distribution. Extreme values and fluctuations are much
larger and frequent, expressing a law of power, where variations affect and
reinforce each other.12
Our point here is one that concerns the ‘mystery’ of the correctness of
an incorrect formula. How could an unrealistic model like that of Black–
Scholes become the reality reference for the financial market as a whole?
Instead of being considered a simplified support useful for decisionmaking, the Black–Scholes model seems to have assumed the role of a
faithful description of reality, a sort of ‘fetish’ that allows one to choose
the correct behaviour.13 How can this development be explained? What
does it teach us about the functioning of financial markets?
When the Black–Scholes model was proposed at the beginning of the
1970s, it was not plausible, and its authors have repeatedly reported their
difficulties in finding a publisher for their article. Not only did the application of the complex mathematical procedure appear laborious and difficult, but also the assumptions of the model were clearly unrealistic – and
indeed the fit of the forecasts was quite poor. In the financial markets of
the early 1970s, it was not true that there were no transaction costs (there
were instead high commissions), the price of actions did not follow a continuous trend, information was not immediately available to all operators,
there were still legal constraints and significant levels of distrust concerning short-selling, and it was not possible for all operators to borrow money
at the risk-free interest rate. Some of these conditions have changed as a
result of technological development, which has greatly increased the transparency and speed of the markets, as well as the spread of information.
In addition, one of the major advantages of the Black–Scholes formula is
its compatibility with the use of computers. One needs only to insert the
necessary data (all available except the ineffable volatility, which can be
calculated with a standardized procedure) and the machine produces the
required information.
Once the Black–Scholes formula was published, and operators began
to realize the advantages to be gained from it, markets changed in order
to adjust to the formula and to the increasingly widespread use of it, and
finally produced a ‘Black–Scholes-world’,14 which confirmed the predictions of the theory. This world, however, would not exist if the theory did
not exist and find itself established as a guide to the behaviour of operators. The model gradually became popular among financial operators
because it seemed to solve their problems of uncertainty and arbitrariness,
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both practically and convincingly. It seemed to provide a standardized
procedure with which to design investments, a procedure common to
everyone that could be jointly observed by operators, making the market
much more transparent. In particular, the Black–Scholes model was
intensely used in the practice of arbitrage (of options, futures indexes and
other highly reflective assets with high leverage). This, as we have seen, is
the cornerstone of the idea of an ordered functioning of markets because
it should eliminate any imbalances without assuming the rationality of
investors, simply enabling the autonomous dynamics of markets. Price
differences are exploited in order to gain a profit, and thereby eliminated.15
This kind of procedure, if intensively used (and, during the 1970s, the
Black–Scholes formula became the guide for the behaviour of the majority of operators), has the effect of moving prices towards an always higher
conformity with the estimates of the model. The financial world tends to
increase liquidity, to spread information, to remove legal constraints and
transaction costs, to normalize short-selling, and to behave generally as
the initially unrealistic options pricing model requires. The calculations
guided by the Black–Scholes model offered more and more accurate forecasts for the behaviour of the markets, so that, in 1987, the fit between estimates and options prices was so good that it could be said that it was ‘the
most successful theory not only in finance, but in all economics’.16 Thus
the establishment of the model and the complete integration of finance
and economy were sanctioned. MacKenzie’s argument is that the theory
adequately describes reality, not because it is realistic in an absolute sense,
but because reality itself changes as a result of the theory – that is, because
of performativity, which explains how a ‘wrong’ theory could work so well
and appear so plausible for so many years.

4.

THE ORDER OF RISK AND THE DISORDER OF
THE MARKETS

As Hull remarks,17 it is difficult to verify empirically the models for pricing
options and other derivatives, such as the Black–Scholes model, because
their validity depends on the features of the model and on a number of
assumptions about the efficiency of markets. If the forecasts are not satisfied, perhaps the forecasts were wrong. However, it might also be that the
market did not behave efficiently. On the other hand, if the forecasts are
satisfied, it does not necessarily imply that markets are efficient. The issue
is to know whether or not the market itself is efficient.
The Black–Scholes approach, together with a consolidated tradition of
market studies, explicitly assumes that financial markets are (or at least
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can be) efficient markets. We have discussed the efficient market hypothesis
(EMH) and the underlying theoretical assumptions.18 All the additional
assumptions required for the application of the Black–Scholes formula
are actually linked with this basic theory. Only under these conditions
does it make sense to assume that financial operators behave as particles
immersed in a fluid, subjected to random collision, leading (at the level of
large numbers) to a macroscopic order that redeems the microscopic disorder. The particles follow no plan and move randomly, but their overall
movements can be foreseen and systematized. The hypothesis underlying
the models for pricing options (that is, the models actually used in financial
markets to face the future) presents the same pattern. Even if financial movements remain random and operators are irrational, their trends show regularities, which are measured by volatility, which one can rely on in the design
of one’s investments. Markets as a whole, then, are rational – or, at least,
efficient – and one can devise rational strategies for moving within them.
The first transposition of the EMH to financial markets spread in the
1960s in the form of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). It was a
balance model for financial assets that allowed one to settle the correct
price for each asset, and then build an ‘efficient portfolio’ (or even an
optimized portfolio) – that is, a collection of assets that should lead to the
maximum possible profit independently of market movements. It is a technical and formalized version of the old traditional idea of the ‘right price’
as a reference for markets, with the difference being that this correctness
is no longer measured by alleged extrinsic qualities of goods, but by the
level of risk associated with the transaction. In this sense, it is ‘right’ that
the price of a financial asset is higher if the one who buys it risks more.
The rest follows accordingly and is relevant only in so far as it affects risk
assessment.
The key variable of the whole calculation is called b (which we have
already encountered as the index for the level of systemic risk or market
risk). The basic idea is that one can objectively measure an ineliminable
risk of the market that cannot be avoided, even with prudent and reasonable behaviour. This risk is called systemic risk; the right price of an asset
depends on it. There are no riskless investments, but there are more or less
risky investments. The right price of each title supposedly includes a component of risk assessment. Therefore a riskier asset costs less (to encourage investors to buy it despite the uncertainties to which they expose
themselves), while a less risky asset is more expensive (a kind of cost for
security is added). In an efficient market, all prices are right. If a right price
calculation is available, all markets become efficient because, if the price
were lower or higher than the correct one, there would be a race to buy or
sell the asset, until equilibrium was reached (arbitrage).
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The construction holds only if one can objectively calculate the riskiness of each asset. It is here that we must deal with the coefficient b, which
indicates the level of systemic risk of each investment. The market, as a
whole, will always have b equal to 1, but individual financial activities can
have b lower or higher than 1, depending on how risky the investment is
(in a relative sense) – that is, depending on the fact that it entails higher or
lower risk than that which is inevitable for the market (systemic risk). b,
however, does not depend on the fact that a given event can be harmful to
an operator (for instance, fears of an increase in the price of oil). It is an
objective measure of risk, one that is valid for everyone and is independent of the contingencies and the idiosyncratic situation of the investment.
Financially, these specific risks can be eliminated by buying other activities
that follow an opposite trend. For example, one can protect oneself with
activities increasing their value if the value of oil decreases, so that gains
and losses compensate for each other. All risks that can be compensated
for by diversifying one’s position in the market (that is, articulating it on
several investments not related to each other or compensating each other)
are deemed eliminable. These risks do not intervene in the determination
of b, which measures only the level of unpredictability of the market,
namely the higher or lower variance in the movements of the asset (or of
the market as a whole). b becomes the measure of the unpredictability of
the market.
Each operator can build a portfolio of assets that exactly matches their
propensity to risk, paying more for safe assets and less for risky ones,
gaining or losing only in accordance with the risk assumed. This is the
efficient portfolio promised by CAPM, which neutralizes all risks that can
be eliminated with a careful analysis of the market. The model, which was
very successful19 and is still used by many operators, was strongly criticized because it assumes a substantial continuity in the behaviour of the
market, excluding rare and extreme events, and especially excluding any
correlation between the behaviour of different operators and between the
present behaviour and future market trends (all factors that are central to
our analysis).20 What interests us here is the continuity of this approach
with the current models for pricing options – that is, with the prevailing
references in the traffic of derivatives, which lead to a maximum abstraction of the orientation to risk and its trading. The Black–Scholes model,
guiding the overall setting of derivative markets through performativity,
starts from the same assumptions of CAPM (and inevitably suffers the
same weaknesses).
In both cases, the central element is the claim to determine risk (of
the market as a whole and of each single investment) objectively, a risk
expressed in one case by b, and in the other case by implied volatility.
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Like b, the measure of implied volatility is derived from the previous
movements of the market, assuming (without declaring so) a form of
‘second-order order’, assuming that, even if risk is inevitable because the
future is unpredictable, one can at least rely on the fact that riskiness can
be predicted. One can know how much risk one undergoes with a certain
investment (even if one doesn’t know how things will go). Risk is risky,
but it is assumed that riskiness is not. With regard to the movements of
an asset, this means that one assumes the ability to predict how turbulent
its behaviour will be, without knowing whether its value will rise or fall.
One believes one can make this assumption because the future volatility
mirrors the implicit volatility reliably enough to price options addressed to
future variations. The price of options is the price of risk. One pays for the
level of uncertainty that one protects oneself against through the option.
Derivative markets project the model of order formalized by CAPM
into the future, the idea of an efficient market, a market that is not guided
by arbitrariness even if it is based on random movements, because this
randomness has an order that can be detected and used as a reference in
investment decisions. The CAPM concerns the financial market (where
risk is a component of investment choices), and the Black–Scholes model
applies the same assumptions to derivative markets (where risk is the
object: one deals with riskiness and its trends). The approach, however,
is the same and, hence, there can be various mixtures. An operator who
wants to avoid risks can choose to diversify their investments (according
to the models of portfolio theory) or can realize hedging operations, compensating for the risks with opposing oriented derivatives. In both cases,
the ability to detect a second-order order (an order of risk, the last legacy
of the idea of efficient markets) should lead to the possibility of a secondorder safety (a safety compatible with risk). Even if the world is full of
risks, one thinks that an investment strategy protects against riskiness.
One should not discover afterwards that one is exposed to a higher level of
risk than one chose to be.
In our view, the weakness of the model, the confusion of present future
and future present, is always the same. Implied volatility, taken as the
measure of risk, does not deal with actual future contingencies, or even
with riskiness (nothing guarantees that a turbulent asset will go on being
turbulent in the future), but concerns the expectations of observers on
riskiness, what everyone expects others to expect – that is, the implied volatility, the level of restlessness of a financial activity as one can imagine it
on the basis of its past restlessness (the present future). This is the measure
that guides options pricing models. It is only at this level that one can find
an order (a supposed efficiency), but this measure can appear objective
only because the expectations of the observers are confused with the actual
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development of the world (which is often not efficient at all). The safety
provided by the calculation of riskiness concerns only what one expects
others to expect. Here the model is completely reliable, as the performativity effects accompanying its diffusion show. If everyone uses the Black–
Scholes model, everyone expects a given volatility trend, and volatility
tends to follow that trend. But there is no guarantee that common expectations are correct, if and when the circle of performativity is broken – that
is, in all cases where, for various reasons, what operators actually expect
departs from what is deemed reasonable to expect. In this sense, advanced
volatility departs from implied volatility. This typically happens in cases
of panic related to stock market crashes, in coincidence with unforeseeable
events, and, in general, in all cases where the confidence in the basic order
of markets is shaken, albeit in the abstract and intangible order at the level
of risk. Operators begin to expect unforeseeable events and, hence, an
irregular and disorderly development of riskiness itself. For this kind of
situation, the available models are by no means equipped.

5.

THE VOLATILITY SMILE

The central point, and the problem with the whole construction, is whether
it is realistic to expect risk to behave in a predictable way – that is, whether
it is realistic to expect risk to follow an ordered trend that can be inferred
from its past trends. As long as this is the case, the Black–Scholes model
is appropriate – and this is the case as long as the model is considered
appropriate. As we have seen, this was the situation until the mid-1980s,
as long as there was a high correlation between theoretical predictions and
the behaviour of the markets. Since 1987, however, things have begun to
change, and one now sees that portfolio insurance cannot protect against
all uncertainties. A different quality of risk is discovered, a ‘market internal
risk’,21 which does not behave according to the model and expresses the socalled (and much-debated) volatility ‘smile’ or ‘skew’ in its formalization.
What does this mean? The calculations of volatility predict a given
trend of risk, which must remain substantially stable.22 The Black–Scholes
model assumes a volatility with a regular evolution, one that allows for
the calculation of implicit volatility, which will be used in the forecasts
for the different financial activities. Volatility should increase when time
distance increases, but should be the same for all strikes (that is, for the
different expected prices) at a certain expiry. On the contrary, however,
one sees that options that are distant from the level of the index (out of the
money) – that is, more risky and presumably more unlikely – tend to have
higher implied volatility than options that are closer to that level (at the
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money) – that is, less risky. The riskiest options are proportionately more
expensive than less risky ones. This clearly contradicts the assumptions of
the model: riskiness is under control and one pays for safety, not for risk.
It seems that the prices reflect a situation in which risk appears less risky –
that is, in which unforeseen movements are expected; a situation in which
it is considered likely that unlikely events will happen, so that those who
risk more risk less with regard to disappointment.
It is not by chance that this configuration appeared after the crisis of
1987, when, on 19 and 20 October the markets were submerged by a wave
of sales, with a fall of more than 20 per cent – an event whose probability,
according to the calculations used by financial theory, was less than 1 in
1050. According to the calculations, it was a practically impossible event,
one that nevertheless occurred23 and produced a kind of shock, highlighting the vulnerability of markets and the fact that the best hedging techniques cannot guarantee against exposure to risks. The fit between theory
and markets was lost (and can no longer be recovered). One began to
observe that the variability of markets does not follow a normal statistical
distribution (as the movement of particles in a fluid, the Brownian motion
that served as a model for options pricing techniques), but shows the
complex trends of chaotic systems, with the possibility of much wider and
much more frequent fluctuations. One saw that markets can show ‘wild
variations’. The volatility that detects the level of irregularities of markets
does not behave in a balanced and predictable way, but itself tends to be
volatile and erratic. Deviant movements are not neutralized by an order
inherent in the market, but can instead feed on themselves and increase
enormously, and occur much more often than the insignificant frequencies
one predicted. The risk calculation systems used in financial markets do
not take the inherent risk of markets reacting to themselves into account
and, therefore, underestimate them, thereby serving to become an additional factor of (intrinsic) risk.
From 1987 onwards, the Black–Scholes model began to be questioned,
limiting its scope and entering a series of ‘adjustments’ that attempted to
account for the exceptions and contradictions that were accumulating, as
always happens in defence of a dominant paradigm. One generally tends
to try to save the model, because of its well-known practical convenience,
presenting it as a ‘useful approximation’ to the forecast of market trends
that is to be eventually integrated with additional considerations. But
the criticism is much more radical than this, maintaining that the basic
approach of the model does not work and is even harmful. One uses ‘the
wrong number [the measure of implied volatility] in the wrong formula
[Black–Scholes] to get the right price’24 – the price that is then used as a
reference in markets, producing a series of distortions.
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Markets have absorbed this experience and have appropriated the
expectation for catastrophic events. In the face of the forecasts of the
models, they now exhibit phenomena of ‘counter-performativity’, such as
those that the ‘volatility smile’ detects. When sudden price changes occur,
people tend to think that the hedging models do not work. They therefore
abandon these models, further strengthening the originary movements. In
the face of a fall in prices, one immediately tends to sell, even if the hedging
calculations indicate that one should wait in order to achieve the designed
hedging. This cascade of sales, in turn, produces new sales, leading to a
further fall in prices. Markets react to themselves, and this distorts the
calculation of risk (if it was set without considering this reflexivity).
In this setting, the very success and spread of portfolio insurance systems
becomes an additional risk factor, especially given that they were designed
and implemented with the support of computers. One even talks of ‘model
risk’ in order to indicate the particular kind of instability that results
from the technological support of transactions. This obviously requires
models that are compatible with computer implementation (such as the
Black–Scholes model), but makes them indispensable because, without
their processing capacity, it would not be possible to achieve the complex
calculations required. The ‘technosystem’ that guides the transactions,
however, is often based on strict rules. For example, it can compel one to
sell titles automatically when a predetermined risk threshold is reached,
without considering the context or the mutual observation of observers.
In general, the problem with the models of risk formalization is that they
assume that risk behaves randomly, with a random walk that should paradoxically make it predictable. Risk, however, remains uncertain because
it does not move randomly. Instead, it presents a series of correlations
and stickiness that makes it partly predictable (albeit only locally and in
reference to contingent situations), and a reflexivity that produces sharp
discontinuities and abrupt changes.25 Risk movements remain risky. It is
therefore particularly risky to think that they can be controlled. Typical
correlations are imitation phenomena where the level of risk depends on
risk perception, as is shown in the much-discussed cases of ‘gregarious
behaviour’, where operators mutually observe and orient to each other,
eventually leading to congestion in the same strategy and sabotaging its
outcome, or cases of positive feedback where buyings and sellings provide
information that gives rise to further buyings and sellings, influencing
the level of prices. The prices of assets, then, are not determined only
by the level of risk and by the expected profits, but by price movements
themselves.
Risk moves in a non-random way because of forms of dependence,
where the past influences the future, and this not in the sense of continuity.
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What happened yesterday affects what will happen tomorrow, but not
necessarily because things will be the same. In fact, as in episodes of
counter-performativity, it can happen that one behaves in the opposite
way because of past experience. The past teaches, but we do not know
what it teaches. The trends of volatility show this. A wide variation
makes a further variation more likely (thereby increasing the frequency
of extreme events), but we do not know in which direction. A growth
in volatility can be followed by a further growth, but volatility can also
decrease abruptly.26 The presence of (second-order) regularities increases
uncertainty rather than reducing it, and the memory of the past seems
to introduce a further unpredictability, because it makes the structure of
expectations even more complex and interconnected.
All these alleged risk anomalies are based on reflexive configurations,
excluded by current models. We need a theory that takes account of risk
riskiness, and of itself in its effects on its field of application.27 Nobody
knows, however, if and how such a theory can be translated into models.
The ‘volatility smile’ would not be an anomaly to be corrected, but evidence of how markets learn from experience and from past risk, as well as
how one can try to deal with these. They deviate from past expectations
as a result of these expectations. One cannot protect against risk, because
this very protection generates new risks (for oneself and others), but one
can try to apply a form of rationality that includes the volatility smile and
its consequences for markets. According to this rationality, paper markets
are not unreal, and their operations are (often) not irrational at all. We
should, however, find out what kind of reality and what kind of rationality
are at stake.

NOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

There are technical words to describe this circumstance. The situation where the futures
price is below expected future spot price is called ‘normal backwardation’; the one
where it is higher is called ‘contango’.
See MacKenzie (2007), pp. 368f.
For instance MacKenzie (2006), ch. 5; Mandelbrot and Hudson (2004), p. 161 It.edn;
Millman (1995), p. 47 It. edn.
Or Black–Scholes–Merton, as MacKenzie calls it, in order to acknowledge the role of
Robert C. Merton. Actually, however, in the debate on the pricing of derivatives, one
speaks mostly of the Black–Scholes formula, and we will conform here to the prevailing
habit. See Black and Scholes (1981).
The operators themselves say this: see Caranti (2003), p. 107.
Cf. MacKenzie (2006), ch. 5, pp. 119ff., for a convincing description of the career of the
Black–Scholes formula and of its performative aspects.
See above, Chapter 7, note 5.
Thus Mandelbrot and Hudson (2004), p. 259 It. edn.
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See, for example, Hull (1997), pp. 49 and 239.
As under the model proposed by Maurice Bachelier 70 years earlier: see Bachelier
(1900). On the history and context of options pricing models see Hafner and
Zimmermann (2009).
On the construction of the reality of the calculus of probabilities, see Esposito (2007).
See Mandelbrot and Hudson (2004), pp. 11ff. It. edn.
See Maurer (2002), p. 24.
MacKenzie (2006), p. 166.
See above, Chapter 8.
Ross (1987), p. 332.
Significantly, in a book devoted to the explanation and concrete description of the use
of derivatives, and not to epistemological or theoretical matters: see Hull (1997), p. 507.
See above, Chapter 5.
One of its proponents, Harry Markowitz, received the Nobel Prize for economics in
1990.
The failure of the fund LTCM, which relied essentially on arbitrages starting from the
assumptions of the CAPM, is often regarded as a major evidence of the inadequacy of
the model.
See MacKenzie (2006), pp. 183ff.
We do not focus here on the paradoxical aspects of the alleged ‘risk stability’.
See Mandelbrot and Hudson (2004), pp. 6ff. It. edn; MacKenzie (2006), pp. 184ff.
See. Rebonato (1999).
Mandelbrot and Hudson (2004), ch. XI, speak of two forms of wild variation: discontinuity (which depends on the features of the event) and pseudo-cycles (which depend on
the order of occurrence of the events).
The technical espression is ‘autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity’.
Systems theory speaks here of ‘autology’: see Luhmann (1997), pp. 16ff.
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11.

The crisis – presuppositions

In this third part, we shall deal with the financial crisis of 2008. We shall do
so with regard to the following three questions. Was the crisis avoidable?
How did it develop? What can we do now?
If, as we have seen, theories and techniques about financial markets are
based on faulty or, at least, overly simplified assumptions, and risk management produces uncontrolled risks, was a crisis bound to arrive sooner
or later? If one were to have asked for a forecast, one’s question would
have been meaningless, given the impossibility of an answer because the
future is always open. However, at an ex-post reconstruction, one can see
the correlations between a certain (past) vision of the future and the (today
present) future which actually came about.
The uncontrolled increase in risks began with a new trade in safety, the
buying and selling of guarantees for the future. This was connected with
the impression of being able to govern the risks of tomorrow in the present
(section 1). How did the future escape this control? What mistakes were
made?
One of the reasons for the crisis was the change in the conception and
management of risk (section 2). The development of techniques for risk
assessment for those granting loans, which allowed them to calculate
the possibilities of delays and defaults, to foresee these and compensate
for them with one another, and to promise the creditor that they would
achieve a profit regardless of how things went, is an example of this. Profit
relies on the management of risk as such, no longer needing to distinguish
between ‘good risks’ and ‘bad risks’. A wise manager should earn in every
case. Risk, which was formerly a threat to be avoided, is instead an opportunity for exploitation.
The techniques for risk assessment were applied in a pyramid of increasingly opaque credits, based on a simplified image of the future (section
3). The starting point was loans with which to buy houses, which were
granted without guarantees, relying on an increase in the prices of real
estate. Residual risks were neutralized by compensating for them with
other credits and distributing them among many creditors in a chain of
securitizations (ABS – asset-backed securities – and CDO – collateralized
debt obligations). At the highest level, the transaction concerned only
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abstract risk, with no connections to the initial investment. Derivatives
allow one to gain from risk even when one is not exposed to them. One
can insure against damages that do not affect oneself. This enables one to
collect the repayment without having suffered the losses. However, one
takes risks in the management of risk, often without realizing it.
The reality reference of markets has shifted to the future: it is based
on the future that the risk or rationality of an investment is measured.
Because the future is not present, one must refer to the way in which
markets foresee it. One must refer to a series of techniques and devices
that make the future appear to be an objective fact (section 4). To find out
what an investment is worth, one refers to the judgements of rating agencies, which rely on calculations to estimate risk (the same calculations that
led the regulation of financial markets over the last years). Although it is
often said, it is not in fact a simple matter of deregulation, but a strict and
rigorous regulation, the regulation of the future world that is expected by
markets.
In order to evaluate assets, one moved from the past price to a ‘fair
value’, which referred to the future (mark-to-market), a future that had
dissolved into a nebula of projections based on unobservable data, where
reality comes to be confused with the model or even with myth (section 5).
When they work, these techniques allow one to use the future in the
present, thereby increasing the available possibilities (measured by liquidity). However, in so doing, one binds the future (present) tighter and
tighter, and, should things not go as expected, one finds no further possibilities, but discovers that the future is no longer available (section 6).

1. THE SALE OF THE FUTURE AND ITS PROBLEMS
There have always been people who have criticized the prevailing economic models for being based on faulty premises and, by extension, have
criticized their practical application as dangerous, even irresponsible. This
criticism became more prevalent with the great crisis of financial markets
in 2008. The disturbing impression was one of gigantic movements of
money without any orientation, driven by erratic and irrational movements, and without any real knowledge or understanding on the part of
either the politicians or the economists of what was happening or how they
should intervene. Such a criticism was clearly too harsh. In the management of the crisis, many analyses and concrete measures were produced,
while the sequence of events that led to the collapse (starting from the
management of the US sub-prime loans) was identified with clarity and
remained undisputed.1 Nevertheless, there were no clear answers to the
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following fundamental questions. What had really happened? What was
one buying and selling when handling paper money? How and why did
virtual finance flows affect the ability of citizens to satisfy their needs – the
available goods and services? To what extent can these flows be meaningfully multiplied, while keeping in touch with the ‘real economy’? What is
really the reality of the real economy?
It has been said that the crisis marked a historic turning point both
in the economy and in Western society. It marked the end of an era of
irresponsible expansion of credit, and the inability to understand the evolution or meaning of speculative bubbles.2 Why was it irresponsible to sell
guarantees and assurances in a market that called for these assurances and
used them in order to produce further availabilities of money, to circulate
it and increase itself? What misuse ensued during this irrational euphoria,
when everyone followed the behaviour of others, forgetting the world and
its constraints? What are these constraints, given that we have known for
some time that prices do not, and cannot, reflect any external objective
value, but instead correspond to values that are produced by markets
themselves – that is, by the economic dynamics they should regulate? At
what point does the mechanism become irrational?
In the following pages, we shall try to describe the financial crisis. We
shall start with the dimension of time, from the perspective that has guided
this entire work. If it is true that time, in its essence, is money, and that
financial markets are a mechanism for the present management of the
uncertainty of the future, can the crisis of 2008 be accounted for by the use
and economic construction of time? Why was it wrong to sell one’s own
future and the future of others in the present? How did it happen that the
future was not in agreement with the projections of operators?

2.

LOVE OF RISK

Everything can be traced back to the 1970s, when a change in the concept
of risk began to develop, leading up until the crisis at the beginning of the
following century.3 In the 1970s, a probabilistic approach to risk began
to spread (starting with the USA). This approach reified risk as an entity
that could be defined objectively. It was linked to the use of models of
‘credit scoring’ that promised to calculate accurately the probability of
insolvency (default) in the granting of credits, to enable safe and motivated
decisions. These models had already been available for a few decades, but
had been formalized to forms of ‘risk pricing’ that radically transformed
the image and management of future uncertainty.
The technologies used, supported by probabilistic procedures, should
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have allowed those who were granting loans to obtain profits, not only
when the creditor promptly paid their debts, but also when they paid
them late, even when they did not pay them at all. Risk is identified, calculated, evaluated and negotiated in the markets as an entity in itself, in the
process of the ‘commoditisation of everything’,4 which takes advantage
of the uncertainty of the future and turns it into a resource. This refined
and technical process no longer considers risk something to be avoided (in
accordance with the traditional understanding), but as the neutral object
of the calculus, where negative possibilities (default risk) join positive ones
in a general evaluation of profitability. There is no longer ‘good risk’ and
‘bad risk’. However, there are different possibilities that are opposed to
and intertwined with each other, in a complex game of compensations that
should always allow for a gain. The problem is not the insolvencies, which
can become virtuous if carefully managed, but the inability to calculate
future opportunities properly. The problem is not the future, but insufficient preparation for it. For those who are able to properly deal with it,
the problem should not exist.
In a kind of zero-sum game, one based on a combination of conditionings and counter-conditionings, absolutely rational and guaranteed by
guarantees and countermeasures, the image of a future comes about that,
although unknown, cannot produce bad surprises. Because all events have
already been considered and managed by a prudential calculation, one can
use this calculation in the present in order to prepare for the events that
will make current behaviour virtuous. The future, which has not arrived,
can offer no resistance to the constraints that are imposed on it. These constraints are used in order to generate liquidity, to generate present availability. This availability is not groundless, but assumes that the future will
follow the expected course (with a certain flexibility, measured by probabilistic techniques). One does not fix how things will necessarily go, but
considers a range of possibilities (that the debtor is timely, that they pay
late, how late, or even that they do not pay at all). If the variability of the
future falls within the expected range, then there is no problem. There is no
lack in the consistency of ‘paper money’, which matches actual availabilities (those availabilities and games of correlations between presents and
futures that have always been the backbone of a monetized economy). In
such cases, there are no losses. Because a certain variability is allowed, the
course of the future is not restricted to a single possibility (that the debtor
pays on time). One has the impression of being able to leave it open, of
not having to consider the possibility that the future will not behave as it
should. One can be free to enjoy the assurance of those who do not have to
fear that things will go badly.
It is not a matter of recklessness, but of highly formalized techniques
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that have gradually changed the ideas of prudence and foolhardiness. It
consists in a formalized and computerized revision of the old distinction
between gambling and speculation, with the legitimization of the speculator as being wise, a person who performs a service for the collectivity.
The gambler is the one who artificially creates risks (which would not
otherwise exist), while the speculator assumes and manages the inevitable
risks, especially in business, and does so in a professional way that allows
him/her to deal effectively with such risks.5 The speculator, far from being
a dangerous individual, would be a responsible person, relieving other
operators of the inevitable business risks and managing them both competently and cautiously. The speculator would be an expert on risk, who
attains greater results for everyone. A century later, this idea has transformed into a kind of ‘love of risk’ that has come to replace risk aversion,6
leading us to conceive of risk as something positive and productive. Were
the future not uncertain, there would be nothing to earn. There would
also be less wealth for everyone. If properly prepared for and managed,
risk cannot produce any negative surprises, given that the cautious and
prudent business person is not one who looks for safety (which does not
produce possibilities), but one who calculates and manages contingencies.
These are not disorders, but ‘market opportunities for the wise’;7 market
opportunities for the one who takes risks, despite knowing what they are
doing. The trader has become a sort of mythical figure.
The main problem with the concept of risk circulation is not recklessness or irrationality (the famous irrational euphoria), or even an excess
of gambling that leads one to see only the positive side of the investment
(which can bring benefits) and to overlook the negative side (which implies
only small and unlikely losses for risk managers).8 The main problem is an
excess of rationality, which is reliant upon a simplified idea of the future
and its network of uncertainties. In cases of crisis, the future ‘doesn’t
agree’. It not only behaves unexpectedly, but also unpredictably, sabotaging the whole construction. It is, however, a rather subtle matter, and it
remains for us to examine how this happens in detail.

3.

REPACKAGED AND REDISTRIBUTED RISKS

How do techniques for risk management and risk marketing work? It
began with models of ‘credit scoring’, which allowed institutions granting loans (banks or others) to categorize debtors in accordance with their
default probability – that is, their reliability in promptly paying the instalments of the loan. This is not done (as one might have thought in the past)
in order to select only acceptable debtors and to reject others (that is, to
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exclude the insolvencies). On the contrary, as the policy for granting credit
cards (in particular the ill-famed revolving cards) shows, a creditor who
does not pay on time is often more convenient, and is therefore actively
sought by companies. One who does not pay is not rejected. The purpose
of credit scoring is not to exclude candidates. No one says that the risk
of insolvency should be avoided at all costs. On the basis of formalized
models and probability calculations, debtors are divided into groups in
order to associate the loans with graduated interest rates. If the creditor
seems reliable, then the rate is low. If the risk is high, then the interest rates
increase. The one who grants the loan should then have a guarantee for
securing profits even if there are delays. When the latecomer finally pays,
the higher rates allow for greater earnings. The creditor, on the other
hand, has money available in the present with which to seize chances and
take advantage of opportunities.
This kind of reasoning has helped to produce sub-prime mortgages,
granted to debtors whose reliability is below the acceptable standards,
and even without any guarantee (such as the so-called ‘ninja’ loans: ‘no
income, no job, no asset’). In the USA, the guarantee was derived directly
from the future. Even if the debtors did not have the money to pay off the
instalments, the increase in real-estate prices would have led to an increase
in the value of the house to which the mortgage referred, and upon which
the bank could make up its credit or grant a new mortgage in order to
acquire the money to pay for the first debt. In some cases, the bet on the
future was more hazardous still, as in ‘adjustable rate mortgages’ (ARM),
where one pays a reduced rate in the first years, and an increased rate
thereafter (relying on the growing value of the house, which should make
it possible to withstand higher rates).
There are also those who do not pay at all. However, it seems possible
to insure against these eventualities. First, higher rates should cover a
number of insolvencies. Second, there is the possibility of insuring oneself.
Since the mid-1980s, the practice of securitization has spread, leading to
the ‘originate and distribute’ model that became infamous during the
crisis of sub-prime mortgages. The agencies that grant credits (banks, and
other institutions that do not necessarily own big capital and often depend
on short-term credits and need liquidity), ‘package’ their credits in bonds
that are sold in the market at a price that reflects the level of risk. They
are sold at a discounted price with respect to the nominal one, in order
to account for the possibility that not all payments are successful. The
buyer buys the claims of the seller, and hence the right to collect them,
paying a little less than what they should be worth, because they can only
be collected in the future and because it is always possible that something
may go wrong (there is a certain amount of risk). Risk is calculated with
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sophisticated stochastic techniques. This procedure gave rise to ‘assetbacked securities’ (ABS), the infamous ‘toxic’ assets that have spread
financial risks and the corresponding fear in markets. The original calculation, however, was far from irrational and seemed to reflect sound risk
management strategies.
In the case of real-estate loans, the procedure remains plausible, and
corresponds (as all loans do) to a practice that allows for the transformation of wealth that cannot be spent (illiquid) into available monies,
such as when one asks for a loan offering the goods one owns as a guarantee (in the case of mortgages, the guarantee is the house). This seems to
suit both parties, and satisfies their needs at the most convenient time and
under optimal conditions. Here we find an interesting clause: the wealth
at stake does not yet exist. The basis of the transaction is future wealth
(this gives rise to all kinds of complications, given that the future is far
more uncertain and flexible).9 In ABS, the lending institution asks another
institution for a loan, warranting this with the expected flow of instalments
from the first loan (for example, a mortgage). If the calculation is reliable,
then the manoeuvre corresponds to making time fluid (the basis of all the
operations of the monetary economy). The transaction offers liquidity
against risk. It gives one party (the creditor) the opportunity to use the
future in the present, while the other party uses its present (its liquidity) in
favour of an expected future (when it will collect the credits).
All the operators involved knew from the beginning what they were
doing. They assumed, in accordance with the model of the prudent speculator who professionally manages risks, that those who buy and sell bonds
would be able to assess the magnitude of the risk they undertook and
insert it into an overall strategy.10 The problems started at a later stage,
when structured finance and derivatives came into play. Once risk (future
contingency) had been objectified and become the object of transactions
(running risks), nothing hindered the movement of those risks forward or
the selling of this second risk, or any subsequent risks. This takes place
when ABS, along with other assets, are themselves ‘packaged’ in other
bonds, called ‘collateralized debt obligations’ (CDOs), which are much
more abstract.
Like ABS, CDOs collect assets and include them in structured schemes
(the so-called structured finance), which should allow for their mutual
compensation. Assets are organized in tranches, with a rating assigned by
the competent agencies (the famous ‘votes’ from AAA to BB), expressing
the riskiness of the investment, and they are then associated with different
interest rates. Greater riskiness corresponds to a higher rate. These products are then traded on the market, in a traffic that no longer concerns
goods or risk, but an abstract riskiness that has nothing to do with the
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original investment, or even with the kind of future to which one binds
oneself. What is bought and sold is binding, circulates in the markets and
produces additional bindings. Those who buy a CDO buy a risk with a
corresponding reward; they do not buy the asset or the underlying goods.
All that they know is the rating that has been assigned, the assessment
of investment risk. The fact that there was a house and a (more or less
reliable) promise for payment of the instalments of a loan is completely
opaque at this level. What is bought is the abstract riskiness of the investment for the one who decided to grant the loan. One does not buy a present
good or a future availability, but the availability of a future availability,
the possibility to decide one way or the other in the future, the possibility
to choose one’s own future. One buys and sells the openness of the future.
This riskiness is associated with, compensated for, and balanced against
the riskiness of different investments. It is then possibly sold again in more
and more abstract markets. CDOs multiply themselves. They are repackaged in CDOs of CDOs, which can be resold in third-order CDOs, with
increasingly daring risk reflexivity, gradually losing any contact with the
present or the original bindings. Risk seems to depend on the riskiness
of risk management (on the ability to offset risks with risks, to anticipate
them, and to react to them), and no longer on the world. The future seems
to depend only on an ability to combine bindings and bindings of bindings
(how a decision expands or shrinks the options of other decisions), on the
ability to manage the present future. The future presents are completely
ignored.
The process accelerates further when derivatives come into play. These,
due to their vocation, always have to do with the marketing of risk. In
this case, the tool adopted is CDS (credit default swaps), a tool that was
also common during the financial crisis. Swaps, in general, are agreements
between two companies to exchange future cash flows, under conditions
where both parties benefit. Swaps on interest rates, for example, refer to
practices where a party commits itself to pay, for a certain period of time,
a predetermined fixed rate on a given capital to the counterparty. The
counterparty assumes the commitment to pay a variable rate on the same
capital for the same period. The agreement becomes interesting for companies that would profit from a financing with fixed rates. However, they
are for various reasons forced to use variable rates, while other companies
are in the opposite situation. Swaps can actually turn fixed rate loans into
variable rate loans, and vice versa. The same mechanism is used for the
exchange of any kind of payment (on currencies or other), and in all cases
where contractors obtain mutual benefits. CDS are a special kind of swap
that applies to credit risk, and require a buyer and a seller. The buyer
pays a periodic amount of money to the seller in exchange for protection
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against a credit (like the credits of ABS or CDOs); the seller commits
themselves to pay the buyer back if the creditor defaults.
In this formulation, which is the original one, CDS is a tool for protection, much like insurance. The buyer pays the equivalent of an insurance
premium and is insured against the risk of an adverse event (the failure of
the creditor). But CDS has a very peculiar feature, one that makes these
swaps unique. Unlike insurances, they do not require that the buyers
actually own the assets for which they want protection, or even that they
really suffer a loss. It is as if one were insured against the fire of a home
one does not own, or against the risk of accidents to someone else’s car. If
the damage occurs, then one collects the repayment without undergoing
the damage. The highest speculative potential of these instruments is clear,
and they spread in an explosive way in the markets of structured finance.
They are explicitly oriented to risk (to the risk that CDS isolate and commercialize, without the ‘burden’ of the property of the fluctuating assets).
If one expects a title to cause problems, then buying a CDS enables one
to ‘bet’ on its movement, allowing one to collect a refund in the event that
difficulties actually arise. This speculation is equivalent to short-selling an
asset that is expected to depreciate, but with much higher margins because
of the flexibility of the contracts. In highly volatile markets, the availability of such contracts has the effect of further increasing trends, pushing
declining markets even lower, with consequences that are difficult to calculate (given the disproportion between the cost of the investment and the
magnitude of the effects). Warren Buffett compared CDS to time bombs
that threaten both those who deal with them and the financial system as
a whole. He went so far as to define them as ‘financial weapons of mass
destruction’, with indeterminate but potentially catastrophic damages.11
The availability of these tools in abstract financial markets (as a consequence of the use of derivatives, securitizations and all the apparatus of
structured finance) had the effect of exacerbating the autarkic construction
of the future that we shall have to face when it becomes present.

4.

THE REGULATION OF THE MARKETS TO
THEMSELVES

For a certain period, the highly rational mechanisms of structured finance
dominated markets, turning them into risk markets linked to derivatives, and hence different from previous finance. Financial markets have
always been turned to the future, but only in recent decades have they
explicitly carried out the ‘commercialization of uncertain futures’,12 with
specific advantages and specific risks. These markets extended, eventually
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reaching a nearly incomprehensible circulation of capital (the traffic of
derivatives in 2008 was ten times the worth of the amount of the world
GDP). How is it that such a takeoff could have come about?
At the origin, there is certainly an increase in the circularity of financial
markets and their mechanisms. The reference value of investment, which
should guide market prices, is not the productivity of businesses, the reliability of debtors or some other external criterion, but the assessments
provided by rating agencies. The figures, expressed as combinations of
As and Bs, should offer the information that is necessary for markets in a
concise way. But AAA, AB ratings (etc.) speak only to the creditworthiness of the examined entity, not to the goodness of the investment. They
are only concerned with risk assessment, not with the state of the world.
This is indeed the only object that circulates in financial markets. It is
with respect to risk that ratings give operators equivalent transparency,
standardizing very different, often complex and obscure investments and
allowing for their comparison on the basis of a simple system of letters.
Risk assessment is nothing more than reading the future, where the
present is used only in order to give forecasts a basis. The present choices
of operators refer to the future, at least in so far as the future is foreshadowed by the evaluations of rating agencies. Similarly, the votes of
rating agencies are not an objective reading of the future, but based on
calculations produced by the financial system in order to orient itself based
on contingent criteria. The calculations of Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s,
Fitch and so on rely on risk estimation algorithms similar to those used by
the operators themselves (for example, those used to give ABS or options
a price), with the same assumptions regarding a dependence on the past
and the construction of the future. Guided by the apparent objectivity
provided by ratings, operators reflect on their own criteria, which are
transformed into quantified data, and derive a transparency that is largely
based on the fact that they observe themselves and their reference world
(in a manner that is also observed by others13). However, this is always the
present future, not what will be present in the future.
The same circularity can be seen at the level of regulation. Financial
markets seem increasingly to rely on self-regulation, which works only if
it produces limitations – that is, if it can exclude possibilities and generate
constraints. In the case of positive law, which is respected (when it works)
precisely because it refers to itself, the production of contingent norms
applies in virtue of a decision (not referring to external criteria). The selfregulation of markets, on the other hand, seems to be based more on the
lack of reliable criteria than on the availability of its own criteria, and does
not seem to be able to oppose market trends once they are in motion.14
Meanwhile, the evolution of financial technology seems to be gradually
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obliterating the distinction between banks (with their complex hierarchical
organization, constraints and checks) and other, far less controlled financial institutions that produce assets and let them circulate in markets.15
The majority of derivatives are not traded in the stock market, but in overthe-counter (OTC) markets, which are far freer, more imaginative, and
less regulated. They are free from the restrictions of standard contracts,
centralized controls, clearing houses and other protections from market
risks. These markets offer contracts that are tailored to the needs of customers, and are ready to adapt to the movements of markets. However,
they are also much more obscure and difficult to control. Every exchange
is carried out without knowledge of others, without clearing houses, and
without the possibility of knowing the movements or the level of exposure
of other operators.
Faced with this situation, the authorities seem to have realized that the
idea of central control has become unrealistic. They have moved in a direction that some have called deregulation, while others consider it a more
flexible and complex (perhaps even more rigid) form of regulation. The
basic principle is different. It is not that there are no rules, but the rules are
increasingly contingent, refer less to fixed criteria and parameters, relying
instead on the perspective of the operators. For the USA, the turning
point is often located in the Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act of 1999, which
introduced liberalization of the banking system, overruling the distinction
between commercial banks and investment banks. The so-called Basel II
agreements were decisive for the G10 countries, establishing the minimum
capital requirements for banks in relation to the risks taken.16 Each bank is
required to set aside a certain amount of capital to ensure its solvency, representing 8 per cent of the ‘activities adjusted according with risk credit’
(that is, of the potential capital the bank should collect on the basis of the
granted credits, evaluated according to criteria and taking into account
the possibility that some debtors do not pay). Banks, in substance, must
have in cash at least 8 per cent of the money they abstractly own.
How much this 8 per cent is depends on how risk is calculated – that is,
on the estimate of insolvency risk for the companies to which the banks
have granted credits. Previously (in accordance with Basel I agreements),
the ‘riskiness’ of companies was evaluated according to historical criteria, by referring to the age of the company, its property and its previous
activities. The objection was that these criteria were of little significance
in the dynamic and future-oriented markets of the time, and had to be
replaced with other forward-oriented criteria, which would allow one to
assess whether, how much, and for how long a company would generate an income. When the present is mainly concerned with building the
future, history cannot teach us what to expect. It has been recognized that
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financial markets that use innovative and structured tools require a more
sophisticated and flexible risk analysis, one turned to the future rather
than to the past.
The decision was then made to rely on risk management programmes
in order to assess the riskiness of credits. The ratings could be external if
attributed by acknowledged international agencies (the usual Standard
& Poor’s, Moody’s etc.), or internal if based on calculations made by the
banks directly. The decision was made to rely on the future (as the present
sees it), in order to determine which present is needed. On the basis of
these calculations, the amount of capital reserves could be established, the
constraint to be imposed on the present in order to enable it to prepare
for the future. If the criteria are internal to the banks, then, in practice,
each of them is entrusted with the production of its own future, forfeiting
any common constraints. This relies on the assumption that banks themselves do not go blind, but project and carefully prepare their movements
and constraints. It is not true that there are no rules. According to many
observers, a precise application of Basel II criteria would indeed lead to
a substantial increase in capital requirements, but in a more flexible way.
It would be linked directly to the future horizon of the operators who are
building it. Banks, therefore, cannot act recklessly without worrying about
possible damages. They are required to behave prudently, in accordance
with constraints that are strictly imposed and regulated by international
agreements (referring, however, to what they themselves have evaluated as
the risk they take). What is not clear is whether this increases or reduces
the openness of the future as a whole.

5. MARK-TO-WHAT?
The problem is the ability to evaluate wealth, to give a reliable price to the
assets that are circulating in markets, in order to understand how much
freedom (how much contingency) one has in the present and in the planning of the future. This is a far from easy problem, which during the crisis
became a mystery, guided by the anguished question, ‘What’s this stuff
worth?’17
There are obviously accounting procedures, but these have become
circular with the spread of structured finance and new speculative tools.
Previously, one referred to historical cost, to the price paid when an asset
was purchased. This was an admirably simple, univocal and common
measure, one that unfortunately became increasingly inappropriate as a
result of the dynamic nature of markets and their orientation to the future.
If the purpose is to evaluate how much wealth one has, the past value is
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an unreliable reference. The value of the asset could have changed, as is
usually the case. The present does not continue, and it does not represent
the past. What is required is an estimate of the ‘true value’, and there was
a search for procedures that could indicate this. A criterion for fair value
was established, and it became a cornerstone of international accounting,18 no longer referring to the past, but to the market. This immediately
adjusted values to the present situation. If the market rises or falls, the
value of the asset adapts to the variation. Budgets record the new available
wealth, which can be taken into account in investment strategies.
The problem is that what really warrants evaluation is not the present
but the future, given that investment strategies are increasingly based
on the present use of future availability. This is why the present that is
recorded by the market, as the past reflected by historical cost, can be such
an unreliable guide. In phases of strong upward or downward variations
of assets (in bubbles or crises), the market price is not fair at all. In fact,
it is not even realistic or true. It does not express the real potential of the
asset, and it often does not even indicate future wealth. Its advantage is its
apparent objectivity. It should, at the very least, serve as a common reference that does not depend on the perspectives and inclinations of operators (or even on their honesty). In increasingly abstract and hypothetical
markets, this condition is also little respected, as indicated by the practical
use of fair value.
When it must be translated into practice, one resorts to ‘mark-tomarket’, which is a methodology for ascribing a value to a financial
tool on the basis of the current market price. This method was initially
developed for futures that had to monitor the reliability of the estimates
continuously. The problem is that, in many cases, one cannot refer to the
market for the evaluation of the assets, because not all economic activities
are listed in the stock market, or because a corresponding market does not
exist (for example, for complex financial tools). The apparent objectivity
of fair value (which is not so fair by itself) is overshadowed by subjective
elements, which become increasingly invasive as the evaluation becomes
more abstract. A ‘hierarchy’ of levels of fair value has been adopted, which
corresponds to an increase in the subjectivity of evaluation (which, in times
of crisis, is immediately associated with a growing risk of the investment).
Level 1 is that of liquid or quoted assets, where one simply has to look at
the market price. Level 2 is that where one ‘pretends’ that there is a market
and calculates a value based on the market prices of similar assets or on
pricings like those provided by the Black–Scholes formula and implied
volatility. These are still based on data that are ‘observable’, with a known
methodology. Level 3 comes into play when not even these observable
data are available, and ‘unobservables’ are used instead – that is, one uses
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one’s own evaluation models. One invents a virtual market through some
kind of procedure and uses it as a reference to fix prices. In cases such as
these, one talks of ‘mark-to-model’, of the reference to a fictional objectivity that increases the discretionality of the evaluation with criteria that can
become increasingly idiosyncratic and imaginative and can even degenerate into what Warren Buffett condemned as ‘mark-to-myth’.19
What is the problem? What makes the ‘myth of the mark-to-market’20
dangerous? The price, however calculated, does not express an objective
value, but a crossing of observations of observations about supposed needs
and future contingency. It is an internal construction of the economy. This
also applies to prices that are ‘really’ fixed by the market, and even historical prices. We always move within a fictitious reality that is constructed by
the economy in order to gain an orientation that is not based on independent objective data. What is the problem with the growth of subjectivity,
which goes from mark-to-market to mark-to-myth, given that we saw that
the market price is not ‘true’ at all (in any sense of the term)?
From historical price to fair price and, then, to an orientation to
models, what changes is the temporal frame. Historic cost corresponds
to a long time period, which binds the future to the past and maintains a
certain stability with respect to the ever-changing events of the different
presents. Mark-to-market, on the other hand, refers to the present and to
the ‘here and now’, constantly reviewing the past on the basis of current
data. It corresponds to the model of the quoted company, which is looking
at the increase in the value of stocks. In mark-to-model, it is the future that
shapes the present. The problem is always the construction of the future,
and the bindings that the different ways in which to regard or evaluate the
present impose on what will be possible later on. The more the future is
‘used’ in the construction of the present, the more the success of the strategy depends on the fact that the future corresponds to what we imagined
(or to the range of possibilities taken into account). Things can go well,
and then we earn much and the strategy is advantageous. However, things
can also go wrong, and then we do not even have the freedom that is available to those who have turned to stability (to historical cost) – that is, to
the simple openness of an unknown future.

6.

THE PRESENT USE OF THE FUTURE

With the different forms that we have been considering (credit scoring,
risk management, structured finance, securitization, ratings, fair value,
to changes in the regulation), the financial system seems to be turning to
autonomous criteria, referring to its own future projection rather than to
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external evaluations or historical data. Why? What benefits come from
this kind of orientation?
The key word is liquidity. The different tools share the ability to make
liquid out of any capital, that is, to use any thing in the present, which
then becomes widely available.21 This helped many families buy houses
and goods that they would not have been able to afford otherwise, and
helped companies to carry out projects that would have otherwise been
impossible. One example of this is Google, which produced real wealth
on the basis of claims that were initially based only on confidence in the
future. Liquidity enables one to build a future, one that would not have
been realized otherwise, in the present. Houses are actually bought, entrepreneurial projects are implemented. These have real consequences, producing further wealth, if things go well. As long as things work, we can all
live in a better world, with more money, more available goods, and more
optimism before prospects that seem to open as a result of courageous
choices and a dynamic attitude. High liquidity is often associated with the
optimism of markets.
We must, however, see where this liquidity comes from. We have already
dealt with leverage,22 which inflated the credit bubble of the last decades.
All the money that was circulating in markets relied on the possibility
of having liquid money available on the basis of an increasingly smaller
capital. While ordinary obligations require a margin of 10 per cent synthetic bonds that are created with credit default swaps can be commercialized with a margin of 1.5 per cent; in securitizations the ratio of debt to net
capital can reach 30 to 1 or even 40 to 1. With the same capital, by having
more money circulating and allowing one to buy more things and make
more investments, one can produce far more liquidity. The expansion of
credit has become a kind of ideology, in a competitive situation where it is
necessary to keep the minimum possible capital reserves in order to make
a profit. Permanent debt has become a physiological condition. The ‘love
of risk’ led to an inverted concept of prudence, where the prudent investor
is the one producing maximum liquidity (that is, wealth) with the available
capital, and the accumulation of reserves is not always the safest strategy.
In order to be prudent, one should get into as much debt as possible.
As long as this worked (and it worked for several years), there were
no problems and the economy went well. One invested more in both the
financial and the real economy, allowing for greater production and earnings. It was not just paper wealth, but also (at least in part) a concrete
availability of goods and opportunities (with the weakness that these
goods were bought in the present at the expense of future availability).
Everything can go well, but it can also happen that this is not confirmed
when the future becomes present, and the problems can multiply out of
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control. This is why, as Marc Faber remarks,23 the packages of sub-prime
mortgages are so dangerous. Had they not been multiplied in the vortex
of securitizations, the drop in house prices would have remained a limited
problem, restricted to real estate and to the people involved in it. In the
bets on betting that ensued, however, the future as a whole came into play.
It was then that uncertainty spread.
The problem, Langley maintains,24 is that the techniques used allowed
one to earn profits in the present by ‘colonizing the future’, a future that
then proved much more unpredictable, and showed a very different quality
of unpredictability. These techniques took risk into account, handled it
skilfully and controlled it with hedging and differentiation. However, they
did not take account of the fact that risk management produces its own
risks that cannot be controlled, a sort of ‘macro-risk’25 at a higher level,
which no longer concerns the world, but hedging operations – that is, a
risk that is produced through an orientation to risk itself. The more one
uses these techniques, the more self-referential finance becomes, the more
the future is put under pressure. Financial practices generate an aggregate
risk of an endogenous kind, which escapes all techniques because it is produced by the techniques themselves. It is impossible to face it with more
accurate risk calculations. It is the model for managing the future that
must be questioned.
Where are the errors? On the one hand, they are in the persistent belief
that one can rely on the past in order to predict the future. This reliance,
if not on the facts, is at least on the variability, that is, on risk. Since these
tools are new, the available data refer to a past that is too limited. The
calculations of sub-prime mortgages were based on a few decades of continuous growth of real-estate prices, and built their estimate of future risks
on this. The data also fail to consider that future conditions can change as
a result of the very fact that one has relied on them. In the case of loans,
which can be extended to many aspects of the crisis as a whole, this produces ‘default correlations’, where many debtors stop paying at the same
time. This results because the market, pushed too high by the enormous
granting of credits, suddenly collapses and endangers those who thought
to support their mortgage with the increase in prices and had obtained the
loan on the basis of this premise. The losses are not only greater than predicted, but also beyond predictability, because the risk management policy
changed the conditions of riskiness.
Both good and evil, the financial tools for risk management are
‘pro-cyclical’ – an ill-famed term because it is linked to the acceleration
of the crisis once it was put in motion. But pro-cyclicality also has its
positive side, when it allows for an increase of wealth on the basis of available wealth. When this worked, no one had anything to say. By itself,
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pro-cyclicality is just a reflection of the circularity of financial techniques,
which react to themselves and become stronger (positively or negatively).
We can speak of a pro-cyclical effect when a procedure tends to accentuate
trends, such as the facilitation of credit in phases of expansion, or blocking
during contraction. In other words, it tends to improve things when they
are already good, but also tends to worsen them when there are problems.
A regulation is expected not to be overly pro-cyclical. It should be able to
provide an external reference that opposes the spontaneous acceleration
of system-internal trends. Otherwise, it is not regulation but simply an
organization of what will happen anyway.
As we have seen, in recent decades, financial markets seem to have progressively given up this external reference. They seem to have replaced it
with a reference to the future, which provided the guidelines and criteria
for guiding decisions in the present. These criteria have been highly formalized and technicalized, making it more difficult to recognize that the
future to which they refer is still a reflection of the present – how tomorrow’s events appear today. To be driven by the future is becoming very
similar to the idea of being driven by oneself from another point of view,
hence accentuating one’s trends through reference to criteria and rules.
This is the meaning of pro-cyclicality.
The calculations underlying the grants of sub-prime mortgages are obviously pro-cyclical. In good times, they increase the number and amount
of loans, and much more than can be justified by the present (where many
debtors are unreliable). In difficult times, credit tightens and becomes
almost blocked (even when capital and guarantees are available). The
system of fair value and mark-to-market, moreover, is highly pro-cyclical.
If a market grows, then the estimated wealth of businesses immediately
adapts. If there is a crisis, then it makes estimated losses real. If rules like
Basel II are added, which are highly pro-cyclical, then this positive feedback process strengthens even more. The banks that were guided by markto-market were forced to devalue many assets in their budget and to adapt
capital requirements to their new accounting situation. They also had to
sell assets, further accentuating the downward trend. Pro-cyclicality feeds
on itself, particularly in conditions where the same criteria are followed at
different points in the system.
Is it possible to do otherwise in a system that is guided by the market,
where everyone observes other observers and derives the information
guiding their behaviour from this observation? Is it possible to do otherwise in a system where information is primarily provided by price and not
by values (which depend on prices and not vice versa)? Is it possible for a
system that is based on second-order observation not to be pro-cyclical?
The issue of regulation has always been the ability to prevent this excess
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of connection of everything with everything, to avoid short-circuiting the
system in an immediate self-reference. Measures like the separation of
investment banks and commercial banks, and the rules on capital requirements, are instituted in order to prevent this. The problem is that the
spread of derivatives undermined this organization, leading external rules
to orient themselves to internal criteria (think of Basel II). In increasingly
free, opaque, and over-the-counter markets, a central bank is no longer
able to impose constraints that would block the immediate reference of
operators to one another. For example, we can think of the contagion
of liquidity problems, which resulted as a consequence of the localized
insolvencies of some banks, as in the case of sub-prime mortgages. Every
problem spreads, and this at all levels, ultimately showing that the control
of a future-driven market, if it is still possible, should turn itself to the
management of the future and become far more complex and flexible.
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The crisis – evolution

In 2008 the crisis arrived, spectacularly yet stealthily. Appalling financial
movements, with very unclear consequences on real wealth and on the
overall arrangement of the economy, captured the attention of everyone.
Misconducts, transgressions and gaps in regulation were immediately
identified as the culprits. However, it was also apparent that many of
the disasters resulted from a fair and rigorous use of the techniques and
procedures of financial engineering. These were the most worrying cases.
How is one to react to risks that are produced by the management of risk
(section 1)?
The problems that arose when it was discovered that miscalculations
had been made spread unimpeded as a result of lack of confidence in the
calculations. If the whole construction is based on risk management, and
this management is shown to be unsafe, then there is nothing left on which
to rely (section 2). The insolvency of sub-prime mortgages exemplified
the serious problem by demonstrating that risk could show up in ways
other than expected (and neutralized). The lost income of lenders had far
greater consequences than the actual sums at stake, because it introduced
the element of uncertainty into the pyramid of the insurance, management
and sale of risks, which had been built with securitization and structured
finance. Rather than economic, the crisis was a crisis of confidence, linked
to the fear of having already gambled away the future and its possibilities.
This fear was due to the fact that the financial techniques that were used
were ‘techniques of de-futurization’, which took into account a limited
number of possibilities, conditioning and neutralizing them with one
another and protecting against possible damages (section 3). However, the
future does not allow itself to be de-futurized, and reacts to any attempt
to limit it. It produces different possibilities precisely because it was constructed in such a way that one felt safe.
When the crisis burst, one discovered that one not only had made
inaccurate predictions, but also had built a future that was different
from that on which one had relied, thereby introducing constraints that
limited the future’s opening (section 4). The future had already been used
to acquire liquidity in the (past) present, but the future always turns out
different from expected and, instead of offering opportunities, it presents
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costs. Instead of everyone being richer, we have found out that we now
have to pay for things that we would rather not possess.
If we had previously used too much of the future, it would seem that we
are now reacting by not using it at all. We do not build the possibilities
that we shall face tomorrow. The real problem with the crisis is the resulting renunciation of the future, which is expressed in the threat of deflation
(section 5). The fall in prices, which may seem positive, is terribly worrying because it corresponds to a widespread lack of confidence. One prefers
present possibilities over future potentialities, and therefore refrains from
investing or projecting. One does not trust the future and, therefore, has
less of it, because what is possible in each present depends on how the past
built it (even if it then surprises us).

1.

THE PROBLEMS OF TRANSGRESSION AND THE
PROBLEMS OF THE RULES

The financial crisis of 2008 made an enormous impression on financial
operators as well as on the general public. In more or less technical forms,
the belief circulated that we were facing an epoch-making change, the
end of an era, after which many things would be different – even if we
didn’t yet know what things or how they would change. Reasons for this
included the fall in the value of securities and the capital of the banks, and
a bewildering dynamism that changed situation of the markets completely
every few hours, generating a volatility in the stock market that exceeded
every historic maximum and overwhelmed every criterion and reference.
Over a few weeks, the financial world changed faster than it had over the
previous 40 years. For example, there were bankruptcies of large consolidated institutions (or rescues with public funds); investment banks that
became commercial banks; the largest insurer in the world was saved by a
central bank; the public acquisition of US agencies for the securitization
of loans (the famous Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) took place; there was
a massive intervention of the state in the economy; and many other such
changes transpired which would have been unthinkable only a few months
earlier.
The general effect of the crisis was a sense of uncertainty. However, it
was also the beginning of a rethinking of many of the consolidated aspects
of the functioning of markets. Little confidence remained in the ideas of
mark-to-market, the calculation of the LIBOR rate for interbank loan,
the rules of Basel II, or even the forms of the limited liability company.1
Suddenly, people seemed to see that the rules and principles they had
relied on referred to a financial world different from the developing one,
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proceeding on completely different paths. Called into question was the
theoretical paradigm that was more or less directly based on the idea of
efficient markets (EMH), on the belief that markets, if free to develop
autonomously, tend to equilibrium and to perfect competition2 – with all
of its consequences expressed in the technical management of risk, in the
pricing of derivatives and in portfolio design (or, as we would say, in the
construction of the future).
At the origin of the crisis, there was undoubtedly a series of distortions,
which immediately drew the attention of the public and the media, as they
sought reassurance through finding a culprit (or a category of culprits) to
blame for the collapse. Much talk about greed (which has not been considered a flaw in a profit-oriented economy for a long time), the privileges
of certain categories, corruption and conflicts of interest, the abnormal
power of the CEOs of companies, the separation between managers and
shareholders (with the system of incentives tending to give priority to the
value of stocks rather than to the soundness of companies), the conflict of
interests between analysts and managers of investment banks, the ambiguous role between controllers and operators of rating agencies, and so on,
were also suggested as contributing to the collapse. The focus of these
discussions was mainly the opacity of structured finance and derivative
markets, which have been relentlessly exploited by banks in order both
to expand the market of their securities to a public that is less and less
informed about the entity or the quality of risk, and also to produce a
‘shadow’ financial system of extra-budgetary vehicles (structural investment vehicles and conduits), largely out of control.
All the above certainly existed, primarily because there were rules that
allowed for them. These rules were there because the principles that were
guiding the theory and practice of finance were blind and had shortcomings. We need to correct these distortions. We need to change the guidelines of the financial world in order to produce more appropriate rules.
The latter need is a much more complex and potentially challenging goal.
The most worrying part of the crisis does not concern cases where rules
have been violated or where there was reckless behaviour, but those circumstances where one did what was allowed and carefully calculated the
risks and the protective measures. The most worrying cases are those in
which risks have been produced by risk management, with all its refined
calculations of the levels of uncertainty and the techniques of hedging and
diversification. There have certainly been cases of rash speculation and
searching for profit at all costs, but the magnitude of the crisis was due to
the consequences of a mass of apparently rational and prudent operations
– following the new concept of prudence based on the calculation and
management of risk. The real problem seems to be the imponderable risks
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that were produced by the orientation to models – that is, by the attempt
to protect oneself against risk – and, against these, one cannot be protected. Nothing suggests that, in changing the rules to correct distortions,
one will not produce the same effects in a different way.

2.

WHAT HAPPENED? THE CONSEQUENCES OF
PRUDENCE

Looking at the different steps of the crisis, one always sees the same
mechanism constantly at work. A rational calculation produces unexpected consequences, generating an uncertainty that spreads and further
increases damages. The sequence is well known. The starting point was the
rise in interest rates by the middle of 2006, which raised the instalments
of loans, including sub-prime mortgages and, especially, mortgages with
variable rates, accompanied simultaneously by a drop in house prices.
Many debtors had difficulties in paying the new rates, and could not
even raise another mortgage on the house, because the value of the house
did not increase (against the initial calculation of the lender). In some
instances, it had instead decreased. Insolvencies began to multiply. This
very unpleasant phenomenon theoretically should have been limited to
the real-estate market and the USA, where easy credit without guarantees
was particularly widespread. This phenomenon also concerned a restricted
number of families and had tangible properties, however depreciated, as
a reference – that is, the houses supporting the mortgages. The prediction
about the future was wrong (which can happen), and one had to deal with
the consequences. However, the consequences should not have spread to
the world economy as a whole.
The credit-granting agencies had protected themselves against the
risk of insolvencies – that is, they had behaved in a ‘prudent’ way, in
accordance with risk management techniques (that strange prudence
that almost inevitably leads to the multiplication of moral hazard). The
expected future was used in order to produce further financial possibilities. The error in the prediction affected countless other areas, eventually
jeopardizing the availability of the future itself. The loans at stake, both
solvent and insolvent, had been packed into the first level of bonds and
risk distribution (ABS), which had in turn been repackaged in CDOs. The
traffic became very abstract, but the basic principle (risk distributed over
multiple subjects dilutes and becomes irrelevant) theoretically should have
held. CDOs, including derivatives, however, do not sell the risk of a given
investment, but riskiness as such, which is relatively independent of any
specific object and, hence, much more difficult to distribute or dilute. The
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effects of insolvencies in the first ring of the chain (the sub-primes) spread
without control. The traffic of riskiness turned into a crisis of confidence,
in so far as nobody seemed to know where the ‘toxic’ assets were localized
or what consequences they could have. The whole securitization market
became blocked, involving those who had nothing to do with sub-prime
mortgages. Nobody bought anything; prices collapsed.
The problems should have remained confined to the market of CDOs
or to structured finance using derivatives. Here too, however, risk management techniques multiply risk. Banks, the major buyers of CDOs, had
often used financial leverage and had to face multiplied losses. To get cash,
they sold everything, and the market of obligations collapsed. The crisis
spread to the whole stock market, especially in the areas of banking, insurance and bank assets.
The market, however, was not exposed to risk unprepared. Innumerable
CDS circulated, ‘officially’ in order to protect operators against market
turbulence, but actually used for speculative purposes, reinforcing trends
(upwards and downwards). Besides hedge funds, the main sellers of CDS
were banks and insurance companies. The fear soon spread that, as a
result of the crisis, they would no longer be honoured. Insurance companies had serious difficulties because of the number of compensations they
had to bear. The US Treasury had to intervene in order to save AIG, the
largest insurance company in the world. In the form of lack of trust, the
spread of riskiness and of the risks of riskiness produced a block in
the interbank market. Banks no longer lent money to other banks. If they
did, they did so only at very high prices. Liquidity fell sharply; investment banks suffered. The symbolic event was the bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers in September 2008.
The lack of liquidity then threatened the ‘real’ economy. Businesses
and families found no more money with which to finance their projects or
consumption, to build the future. Society as a whole seemed to have no
future available, and feared exposure to an unforeseeable and uncontrollable course of time without any tools or possibilities of initiative. Panic
and concern spread.
The interesting thing about the catastrophic course of the crisis was that
almost nothing happened. There was no war or natural disaster, no energy
crisis, no annihilation of resources or of production possibilities. There
were only insolvencies in a limited area of the US economy. In fact, these
were guaranteed by tangible goods and supported by accurate calculations.
In looking at the data, one could have come to the conclusion that, if some
things had happened otherwise (if the real-estate prices had not fallen),
the crisis could just as easily have not taken place. The debtors would
have raised other mortgages; they would have had the money to pay the
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instalments; the bonds would have been repaid; the bets would have held;
and so on. In the discussions on the measures to be taken in order to limit
the crisis, with an enormous disbursement of public capital, the (theoretical) possibility was evoked that, in the end, the turmoil would have no costs.
The state would acquire the assets and stop the panic. The situation in the
markets would calm down. The prices would rise again and the state would
then sell the cheaply purchased assets at higher prices.3 Such a picture is
not only oversimplified, but also completely theoretical. I mention it only
to indicate that the crisis developed at the level of the future, not so much
at the level of what was going on. It developed out of the fear that negative
events would occur, from a lack of confidence in the capability of others to
honour their commitments and, especially, from the impression of having
already gambled away the possibility to affect future events. An indeterminate panic with no reassurance resulted, unleashing a ‘domino effect’ that
led to the crisis.4 If I fear that the future will bring damages of which I am
unaware and that I cannot predict, then no warranty can calm me down;
the damage can always come from somewhere else.
The real fear was in having already jeopardized the future, having used
the possibilities of the days and years to come in the present, building a
present that is different from the past that the future will need. This future,
once arrived, will not be able to provide otherwise, because its possibilities
have already been used, and it will therefore have to adapt to the constraints imposed by a past that had prepared for a different future. Is this
true? Did we use the future in the present? Is this possible? Can we avoid
doing this, given that every decision affects the possibilities that will be
available in the future? What were the errors (if there were any)? Could we
have done differently?

3.

TECHNIQUES OF DE-FUTURIZATION

The future exists so long as it remains open and unpredictable, so long as
it presents a horizon of indeterminate possibilities. This is why we never
know what will happen: we must always expect surprises. A future reduced
to a single sequence of events would no longer be a proper future. Indeed,
we should say that the more possibilities the future makes available (the
more different futures it contains), the more future is open. From this
point of view, not all futures are equivalent. The future is always a construction of the present. The more a society is able to use the present to
increase rather than reduce the freedom of the future, the more future that
society has.
Every act and every decision excludes some possibilities, thus
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constraining the future. If I invest in certain assets, then I spend money.
That money is then no longer available. If I invest in certain assets, then
I do not buy other assets. To some extent, I influence the market, which
reacts to my behaviour and to the behaviour of other operators, modifying
the assessments and the future price of the assets. However, my decision
also opens up future opportunities. I can obtain profits, and hence have
more money to spend. This gives me the possibility of buying or selling
other assets. In the case of derivatives, profitability will grant me the possibility of designing and handling other possibilities. Every decision simultaneously excludes some possibilities while producing other possibilities.
Obviously, not all decisions are equivalent. The possibilities that are
excluded and produced by each decision are different, often incompatible.
Not only does the decision determine one possibility over another, but it
also determines the entire sequence of possibilities that will be produced
in the future.
The future, then, is more open if it makes many different courses available. These different courses are not necessarily compatible with one
another – that is, as many present futures as it is able to design, the future
remains open as long as these do not reduce them to one or a few sequences
of events.5 The future is more open the more these future presents are different from one another. From this point of view, we can say that the techniques adopted by financial markets consumed the future. They restricted
its freedom by reducing it to a few sequences of events, without predicting
the possibility that the future presents become real in another way; a way
that is different not only from what one expects, but also from all that can
be expected in the present.
Financial techniques are oriented to risk in that they regard a number of
possibilities, which they intertwine and compensate for, so as to be ready
for the occurrence of each of those possibilities. They do not predict a
single future. They generate a feeling of security about the future, because
one thinks that one is protected against every eventuality, thereby feeling
qualified to dare more without feeling reckless or rash. If one can be certain
of obtaining profits, regardless of how things go, then why not use those
profits to increase present availability? Everybody gains. Avoiding this
would not be prudent, but selfish. However, the future is restricted to the
number of possibilities now predictable, and one uses these possibilities
without considering that future opportunities depend on the constraints
generated today. Future opportunities are not yet possible. Therefore they
cannot be predicted, not even by multiplying the sequences of possibilities
that can be taken into account.
Is it possible to speak of de-futurization techniques6 that reduce the
opening of the future without giving the impression that that is what they
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are doing – that is, without identifying the future with a single chain of
events? Although one does not claim to predict the future, one nevertheless
expects to be able to protect oneself. The first de-futurization technique,
statistics,7 is presupposed by all strategies adopted in financial markets. It
assumes a series of links between different presents, a kind of order in time,
of a probabilistic kind (and, therefore, open), yet organized, allowing one
to do calculations and develop strategies.8 We have seen this in financial
techniques, which claim to predict future volatility (or at least its range
of variation) based on the implicit constraints from the past courses of
events. They claim to derive future unpredictability from the past.
The future does not let itself be de-futurized, not because it is uncoupled
from the past and has no structure,9 but because it has too many structures; structures that depend on the present. Not only can it happen that
one is wrong in one’s prediction, but the very attempt to guess often makes
things go otherwise.10 The attempts of the present to strengthen the predictability of, and control over, the future (to de-futurize it) produce the
opposite effect, making the future presents even more surprising. Volatility
reacts with ‘skew’. In this sense, it is true that the crisis resulted from the
present use of the future, which adopted more and more complex and
sophisticated (and opaque) techniques, ultimately limiting its opening
and its space of possibilities. The present has less available future. The
panic of markets was in reaction to this lack of future. It was in response
to the impression that the de-futurization techniques had ‘colonized it’,
constraining the future to a few courses of events whose possibility had
already been used. In the future, should it take a different course, there
will not be other courses available. The future is there, but not for financial
operators, who lose their ability to decide and operate, to produce different possibilities and be surprised by them. During the crisis, they actually
did nothing but wait and worry, failing to build the future in fear of a
course that they cannot affect and for which they cannot prepare.

4.

THE RETURN OF THE FUTURE TO THE
PRESENT

All the aspects of the crisis have the same structure. The future returns
to the present, but in a different form than anticipated (when the present
future becomes present, it turns out to be different from the future for
which the past was prepared). Risk pricing, for instance, relied on a
present assessment of the future, starting from the processing of past data,
which provided the justification for granting loans (deducting the increase
in real-estate prices to contain defaults in the present). When prices fell,
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one discovered that one was wrong, not only in making the decision, but
also in the construction of the future. Instead of opening opportunities,
the construction of the future only generated constraints. In instances such
as these, one had to go on paying in accordance with a project that no
longer corresponded to reality, which could not be changed (or could be
changed only with further costs). Instead of a mortgage producing wealth
for everyone (creditors and debtors), it came about that everyone was
impoverished. No one could choose other possibilities because they had
already bound themselves.
Where the real difficulty arises is at a higher level, when one discovers
that, not only was the prediction wrong, but that it contributed to building a future different from that expected (or those expected, since one did
not refer to a single sequence of events). One used a different future from
the one constructed. This happened with securitizations, in accordance
with the ‘originate and distribute’ model. The institutions granting loans
did not have the capital, but acquired it through bonds that they generated by ‘packing’ credits – that is, by selling future payments in order to
obtain the capital to finance the present credit. The bonds, in turn, multiplied themselves in the CDOs and in all further layers of credit. When the
defaults at the lowest level of the chain began (some debtors did not pay),
the future collapsed because everyone knew that it had been constructed
in this way, that it had already been used. The model could have worked
in a future without securitizations, where the damage of defaults would
have remained limited (as risk calculations indicated), but it did not work
in a future ‘intoxicated’ by a circularity without control and all past projections. One did not know if the present wealth had already been used in
the past, if the alleged credit actually corresponded to a future wealth (in
a future present), or if it was only the reflection of a past expectation (of a
past future).
The traffic of CDS, corresponding to more and more complex ways of
using the future and binding it, further strengthened the circularity. With
this traffic, one bets on a certain development, which is then influenced
by the bet itself; this must be taken into account. One knows that adverse
effects will be amplified and that the future will be forced to accelerate
itself. This serves only to multiply the uncertainty. The result was a confidence crisis, expressed by the block of credit. Nobody knew how to continue building the future. In fact, all refused to do so. None lent money,
invested, or risked. The future, however, arrived anyway, and arrived in a
way that depended both on the choices made and on the refusal to make
them.
The crisis spread at an even more accelerated pace because it did not
depend on the assessments of the state of the world or the economy (of the
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present), but on the uncertainty about the future, which is difficult to halt.
The speed of the sequence of collapses surprised many observers, but corresponded to the same logic that supported the previous period of expansion. The more one used the future, the more one now refused to use it.
This was based on the same kind of reasoning adopted in the calculation
of risk. It was believed that one was acting rationally (with prudence) if
one oriented one’s decisions to a model of the future and constructed the
appropriate past (if not predicting what would happen, at least predicting
the riskiness and preparing to face it, with the right tools for the different
options that could become realized). As long as one believed one was able
to do so with the techniques of risk calculation and management, one
decided and acted. When one seemed not to have the tools, one stayed
still and waited. In both cases, one actually de-futurizes the future. In the
first case, one used its possibilities in the present. In the second case, one
did not produce the possibilities from which the future would have to
select. Both when one thinks that the future has already begun, and when
one thinks one has no future, one simplifies the situation. The future is
produced as a result of present decisions and expectations, but is always
different from them.

5.

DEFLATION: GIVING UP THE FUTURE

This is what happened during the crisis. It was marked by a phenomenon
that was the opposite of that which had characterized the previous period
of expansion. It was marked by a general condition of illiquidity, where
one did not succeed in transforming capital into immediate availability,
which could be used and circulated in the markets. This applied to suspect
‘toxic’ assets, like ABS, which nobody wanted, as well as to large corporate bonds and other investments that had been deemed safe, but that
could not be sold, even at reduced prices. However, this liquidity applied
especially to credit. Everybody sought money, but no one could find any,
in the sense that no one was willing to lend money (or only for the short
term and at very high rates). Once again, the problem did not concern the
present, but the future. Money was there, but no one trusted either themselves or others. Banks would not lend because they no longer believed in
risk calculations and feared not being able to reproduce liquidity. They
also did not trust the counterparty, whose solvency they could not assess.
The mechanism of credit was blocked, and money was not circulating –
that is, money could not be used in the present in order to produce further
possibilities for structuring and building the future. One did not invest,
did not project, and did not risk. While the present had formerly used the
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future in order to be able to do as many things as possible, one no longer
used the present to build the future.
The use of the future relied on leverage, a signal of optimism towards
the future and its ability to generate possibilities. During the crisis, the
relationship between future potentialities and present availability shortcircuited. The value of the active of many banks became imponderable,
and was often devalued unimpeded, in some cases reaching negative net
capital. Then an opposite process of deleveraging began, bringing back the
ratio of actives and capital to less risky levels, and implying far less willingness to actively build the future and its potentialities.
The attitude towards time involved the fear that the crisis was engaging
a process of deflation, which would be the more complete expression of a
renunciation of the future11 (the opposite of the euphoria of those who felt
they were living in an already beginning future). While one had formerly
used the future too much, one was now failing to use it enough. Deflation
is not simply a condition of lower prices, which in many respects could
be positive. After all, if monetary policies serve the purpose, and almost
the obsession,12 of containing inflation, this decrease in the cost of living
should be welcomed. However, this is not the case. Deflation is an evil, one
to be avoided as much as inflation (perhaps even more), because it leads to
a general stalemate of economic activity. Why?
Price movements are only a symptom of a general attitude. The point,
in both cases of inflation and in cases of deflation, is not the coverage of
money with real goods. In the period of expansion before the crisis, an
exorbitant quantity of money was in circulation, without any problems
of excessive inflation. During the crisis, however, money did not circulate, even if it was said that the economy was robust and wealth factually
existed (one only failed in ‘liquidating’ it). Whether there is more or less
money in comparison with available wealth (a correspondence that we do
not even know how to measure) is not the point. An attitude towards the
future and the willingness to put it at stake in the design and in the present
initiative, a willingness that generally depends on the level of confidence in
others and in the future13 is what counts. During the period of expansion
(of high liquidity), a general attitude of optimism was circulating, one of
confidence in the future and in the possibilities it held. Wealth was created
by enjoying future availability in the present, which was also generated by
this initiative. During the crisis, however, we were all poorer because we
perceived ourselves as poorer. Deflation not only affects the consumption
of goods (which cost less), but all capital (houses, reserves of banks and
companies, investments portfolios, equipment and machinery), which
decrease in value and do not seem to provide guarantees for future activities. Nobody had confidence, so nobody bought or invested, leading to the
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result that goods were actually worth less. Confidence, like lack of confidence, tends to feed on itself. During the crisis, because everyone expected
others to do the same, it seemed rational to withdraw money. Previously,
one had expected the opposite, and acted accordingly.
The problem with deflation is the implosion of the future with respect to
the present. Everyone looks for liquidity – that is, gives priority to present
possibilities with respect to future potentialities. Nobody invests – that
is, nobody is willing to believe in the wealth to come. One has no future,
in the sense that one is not willing to undertake it or act in the present in
order to shape it. There is less confidence than actual wealth could generate. The future will come about anyway, but by itself, without the stimuli
and accelerations that can result (positively or negatively) from the present
initiative. In the future, less will happen. There will be fewer possible
damages and fewer positive possibilities. If the future is not given a priori,
but depends on the ability to build and promote it, we can say that there
is less of it.
The problem with the crisis, both before and after its outbreak, was the
lack of integration between time horizons. The love of risk, which has been
accused of being the irresponsible engine of the bubble, is the exact correlate of the refusal of risk that followed the contraction of markets. In both
cases, there was a lack of awareness of the risks of risk, of the unpredictable consequences arising from one’s own behaviour. Excessive confidence
produces risks of which one should be wary. Lack of confidence produces
other risks for which one is not prepared. It is on this level that markets
develop erratically and without direction, especially when they are driven
by formalized techniques and by a seeming rationality. During the crisis, it
became evident that trust was the key variable, the one that would decide
the course of events and was more difficult to influence, not the stock
market or the cost of money, which were only symptoms (as many commentators have remarked). The course of volatility showed this, exceeding
every historic maximum. The VIX index rose to over 70, with impressive
dynamics. The problem involved not only the decrease of assets, but also
the enormous uncertainty that markets failed to control even after the collapse. Indexes had considerable rises, but these were followed by sudden
collapses, while volatility remained very high and uncontrolled. Options
were very expensive, indicating that no one knew what to expect. Trust
had no direction.
According to Giuliano Amato, confidence is the bridge that connects
finance to the real economy.14 In our own terms, we could say that confidence connects the construction of the future to the present and allows
us to use time for the management of possibilities. Although the future
remains open, it is not true, as one might think according to a concept
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of time based only on chronology as an abstract succession of dates, that
time has no structure to it or that ‘in the long run everything can be’.15
The present cannot determine how one will decide in the future, but
past choices are the premise from which future choices will start and the
condition for the possibility to choose in general. The date says nothing
about the content or the meaning of events. However, what is possible in
each present (even in the future presents when they become real) depends
on how the past has prepared each, even if one decides differently than
expected. Each present, when it comes to be, has limited possibilities,
depending on what the society can support at any given time. Confidence
is the index of this availability. The possible extension of time (how much
future one has available in the present), therefore, depends on the mechanisms of confidence and those of lack of confidence, which determine the
ability of society to accept the present use of the future – that is, how much
operators are willing to trust each other’s projections and projects (and
these limits are not random at all).
The circulation of money, even in quiet periods when there is not much
speculation, is based on the confidence that others accept the temporal
construction of any currency holder, that one is willing to renounce having
goods today in favour of a future availability. This is symbolized by the
money that can be spent at a later time, and is guaranteed by the willingness of others to accept banknotes with no intrinsic value in exchange for
tangible goods. This is precisely what is lacking in the case of inflation or
deflation – in the one case, one holds onto the goods; in the other case,
one holds onto the money. The value of money measures this willingness, which multiplies and becomes exceedingly complex when financial
techniques enter the picture. However, the mechanism remains the same.
It remains a social support for the construction of time, expressed by the
available confidence. A conscious (and empirically appropriate) use of
time would require an ability to calculate the extent of this confidence, and
the limits of the ‘meaningful extension of time’.16 The techniques for this
calculation, however, are very different from those adopted by financial
markets, which proceed in the opposite direction. They try to limit the
extension of the future through its present use. The management of the
financial crisis has shown what works and what does not work in the production of the future, depending on how one binds or ignores its openness.
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Guido Rossi said in an interview with La Repubblica, 26 September 2008, that the
limited liability company is at the end of its season.
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We discussed this in previous chapters: see Chapter 5, section 1 and Chapter 10, section
4.
The commonly mentioned examples were the IRI case in Italy in the 1930s and the
acquisition of banks by the Swedish state in the 1990s.
Reconstructed for example by Paul Vallely in The Independent, 12 November 2008,
showing how the chain effects, starting from rumours about possible insolvencies of
BNP Paribas securities in August 2007, rely on hypothetical assumptions that become
immediately real when they change the image of the future of markets.
Here I follow Luhmann (1976).
An expression of Brunschvig (1949), p. 355.
See Esposito (2007), p. 60.
In Luhmann’s terms: allowing to incorporate future events in the present present. See
Luhmann (1976), p. 143.
Following a commonly rediscovered arbitrary course: for financial markets see, for
example, Taleb (2001).
Soros says that the guidelines of operators (including his own) are always wrong: see
Soros (1987), pp. 26ff. It. edn.
This was feared by many commentators in autumn 2008: see, for example, Francesco
Daveri, ‘Venti di deflazione’, lavoce.info, 19 September 2008.
Note the criticisms of the policy for the cost of money to the ECB during the crisis,
which kept interest rates high in order to avoid the feared risk of inflation.
See Luhmann (1997), pp. 382ff.
See Giuliano Amato, Il Sole 24 ore, 5 October 2008.
See Luhmann (1979), pp. 147ff.
Ibid.
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The crisis developed as a financial crisis. It had very unclear links to the
concrete availability of goods – that is, with the real economy. How and
when does the loss of money become a loss of wealth (section 1)? The issue
is far from easy. The fear of recession, affecting expectations before they
had even become realized, spread quickly. The attempts to counter the
crisis had to operate off of expectations, knowing that these would change
as a consequence of their announced actions. The opacity of the techniques of structured finance makes the interventions on the crisis opaque.
Aid should have come from the policy but, in its relationship to the
economy, we find the same circularity. The two areas depend on each
other and yet cannot determine each other. Political intervention cannot
produce wealth, even if it has effects on markets. Markets cannot decide
about the intervention, although they can react to it as they see fit.
However, markets do require public regulation in order to have a reference from which to start (section 2).
Can one still exercise control? Cybernetics uses a far more flexible conception of control, one that refers to unpredictable situations. It originated
in the design of computers (section 3). Control, in this sense (one can speak
of ‘steering’), does not mean achieving a purpose because one cannot
know what will be needed tomorrow. However, it does refer to the ability
to connect what happens to one’s behaviour and to decide differently on
the basis of new data. One discovers what one should have done as a result
of what one did. Because one did something, one remembers this and
obtains an orientation. Tomorrow, one can decide otherwise, precisely
because today’s decision produced information. One can also learn from
unexpected events and surprises, if one has learned to expect them.
Public measures for managing the financial crisis (from the Paulson plan
to European initiatives) can be read in this sense (section 4). Traditional
attempts got lost in the opacity and circularity of the dynamics of markets,
while steering manoeuvres were apparently more effective. The state acts
in order to give markets the opportunity to act. The state does not build up
the future of the economy, but provides the economy with the premises it
needs in order to be able to build up its own future. It offers the economy
an orientation without imposing a purpose. Instead of refusing risk, the
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crisis could lead to markets where one can risk more in a less dangerous
way, because one will be ready to face the risks that are produced by risk
management.

1.

THE REAL COSTS OF THE PAPER CRISIS

Another mystery regarding the financial crisis of 2008, probably the most
deeply felt, involved its effects on the ‘real economy’ – that is, the debated
issue of the relationship between Wall Street and Main Street. Did the
appalling collapses of financial markets, with the hundreds of billions
‘burnt’ in only a few days of trade, reflect the annulment of a corresponding wealth and, hence, a concrete decrease in the availability of goods? Is a
world with less money actually poorer? How, through what mechanisms,
and how quickly can the loss of wealth occur? Can this fallout be prevented or delayed? How?
The issue remains rather obscure, especially in light of past experience.
In the background, there are always the worrying images of the financial
crisis of 1929, and the Great Depression that followed. However, there
are also recent examples of opposing situations, which show a relative
independence of the economy from financial movements. In 2000, the
outbreak of the net economy in the USA caused the biggest stock market
crash after the war. However, in proportion, the effect on the real economy
was utterly reduced. There was a limited loss in GDP, which was estimated
at 0.17 per cent. The same happened with the terrible crack of the stock
markets in October of 1987, which did not lead to a recession. The role of
speculation on the price of raw materials, in particular on the huge movements in the price of oil during 2008, remained very unclear. The price of
oil passed from approximately US$60 per barrel at the beginning of 2008,
to a peak of US$147 in July, when it was feared (and expected) to reach
a level of US$200. However, it then decreased in the autumn to under
US$50. This kind of movement in price inevitably affects production
costs, the expenditure of households, and the development of the (real)
economy. How much do these depend on real factors and to what extent
are they pushed (and manipulated) by financial speculation?
Real factors exist. These are recognized by everyone. The development
of the economies of India and China led to hundreds of millions of new
consumers and raised demand, albeit certainly not to such an extent as
to justify the doubling or tripling of prices in only a few months. The
financial manoeuvres in the NYMEX (New York oil market) reached an
impressive magnitude, with futures contracts referring to a billion barrels
per day, while the production of crude oil was only 85 million barrels
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per day. It was difficult to think that the bets of financial operators, both
downwards and upwards, were not affecting price movements. However,
it was much less clear how, or how effective, these affectations were. If it is
true, as Luigi Spaventa maintains, that betting on a horse does not foster
its victory,1 then it is also true that financial bets affect expectations, which
are much more sensitive to the observations of the expectations of others,
with reactions that can be positive or negative. Forward prices do not
anticipate spot prices; otherwise speculation would always be successful.
The image of the future to which operators refer does not coincide with
what actually happens in the future, but it undoubtedly influences what
happens. The relationship between the financial economy and the real
economy develops in this game of anticipations and answers, as well as in
the event of crises and the measures taken in order to face them.
In 1929, the intervention of the central authorities finally succeeded,
despite all the errors and the impression that a clear orientation was
lacking, in bringing the situation under control, especially with the state’s
direct purchase of loans and troubled enterprises. Today’s situation is
even more complicated, due to the financial innovations already discussed. Assets have been cut and packed in various forms of bonds and
derivatives, making it very difficult to assess the extent of the manoeuvre.
It is also much harder to achieve the transparency necessary to restore
markets’ confidence. Protecting the real economy, paradoxically, is particularly difficult because the crisis has developed only as a financial crisis
and, therefore, depends entirely on the mutual relationships of future
projections that are chasing each other. It did not originate from of concrete problems, from an actual fall in the general price index or the panic
of consumers, who were rushing to withdraw deposits, but only from the
fear that these may occur. The crisis is internal to the financial system
and relates to expectations, not to actual data.2 What drives it is not so
much the actual value of existing loans or the present rate of defaults,
but the expectation of what these will be worth in the future, when the
feared effects of the crisis will be transformed into a recession. The yields
of bonds collapse with the discounting of an expected increase in default
rates in the present, even before it has occurred. Recession matters even
before its realization.
Those who have to face the crisis and decide upon the measures for
regulation are, therefore, confronted with a very elusive situation, where
the only thing they know is that they are trying to prevent a future that
depends on their own regulating measures.3 This was the enigma of the
Paulson plan (Troubled Assets Relief Program – TARP), which aimed to
capture the ‘toxic’ assets and clean the budgets of the banks in order to
restore markets’ confidence.4 At what price should these be purchased?
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Should they be purchased at a price close to the market price, in accordance with mark-to-market, which had become very low (not very ‘fair’)
and would not solve the problems of banks, or at a higher price, one that
corresponds to the price at expiry (the future value of houses in the case of
mortgages)? This would have helped banks, but it also would have transferred all the risk to the taxpayer. Also, no one knows how to calculate
the price, given that mark-to-model would be translated into an arbitrary
‘mark-to-Paulson’. The issue would not have been arbitrary if it were possible to know the future price, in which case the intervention would have
come about as a bargain for taxpayers and a benefit for the economy as
a whole. The Treasury acquires assets at a price higher than the current
one but lower than the future price, solves the crisis and then sells them
later for a profit. However, this future predicted by state intervention does
not occur if the state does not intervene, and intervention changes the
situation.

2.

HOW TO GOVERN THE ECONOMY THAT
GOVERNS POLITICS?

The basic problem is a condition of circularity. This put the rescue plan of
the US Treasury into the uncomfortable position of a ‘prophecy forced to
fulfill itself’,5 which is unfortunately incompatible with an open future. In
any case, a policy of market regulation should not have this result, a result
that increases uncertainty rather than reducing it.
If one listens to financial operators, then public interventions in markets
seem to increase forecasting difficulties. According to Marc Faber, the
‘manipulation’ of markets by politics does not produce the desired effects,
but instead produces a large mass of ‘unintended consequences’. This
increases volatility and makes it more difficult for operators to obtain
information from the ongoing movements.6 While the main ‘perfection’
of free markets is more the capacity to make observations observable or
to produce information7 than the ability to reach an equilibrium (which is
not there and would not even be desirable), a market ‘regulated’ by politics becomes obscure and difficult to interpret. However, markets that are
abandoned to themselves have no references to rely on in order to produce
expectations. What can be done?
The basic constellation is always that described by moral hazard, the
situation where an unknown future is structured by present decisions,
which are immediately ‘metabolized’ by expectations in order to produce
new possibilities. One needs to take into account that any action to change
the future produces a different future than the one it intended to change.
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As the financial crisis ruthlessly revealed, public interventions must always
face this condition. The issue does not so much involve alternative state
control or a free market, as discussed in newspapers, but the complex
relationship between politics and economics, which becomes circular
because neither can determine the other, while at the same time needing
the other. For example, we can think of the relationship between monetary policy and market development (another issue intensely discussed
during the crisis), where central banks fixed the cost of money and then
markets had to adapt. The movements of the stock market, however, force
central banks to react and to intervene on rates. The central banks ran to
help markets after they fell. Markets seemed to be aware of this and, in
fact, relied on this help, anticipating it in a perverse dynamic where the
interventions to control financial risks contributed to an increase in the
propensity to risk. One risked more because one knew that politics would
come to one’s aid.
With regard to the massive public measures to save troubled firms and
stop the crisis, there has been a great deal of talk about the end of capitalism and a return to a market governed by politics. Is it true that politics
dictated the rules and times of the market? Is it not equally true that
politics was forced to pursue the markets, making decisions that had been
imposed by the development of the economy and suited step by step to its
reactions, and, in some cases, even anticipated by the economy itself (as
in the case of the banks that were ‘too big to fail’, which had relied on this
prerogative for some time)?8 Markets collapsed and politics came to the
rescue, just as it was expected to. Politics ruled markets, but, at the same
time, markets dictated the political agenda.
The actual situation is more complex than this and based on relations
between contingencies. Markets can expect politics to act, but it cannot
know how, nor can it make the decisions itself. Politics can establish the
rules and decide upon the measures, but it cannot determine how markets
will take them or what the consequences will be. Politics can spend money
and issue currency, but it cannot create wealth. It is a delicate weave of
influences and counter-influences, one planned and exploited by both
sides, making the future increasingly unpredictable, and yet giving it a
structure. How does this work?
Politics cannot determine the economy, because the economy is not
determined. It is not an orderly system, hierarchically organized in such a
way that the directions of the top are imposed at all lower levels. Financial
markets are not the top, but only the centre, of the economy,9 where
the trends of money are established, which are (as we always hear) the
lubricant that flows through all the intricacies of economic activity and
necessary for their smooth functioning. Money, more or less available and
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more or less expensive, then flows into other markets, those that constitute
the real economy – markets of labour, raw materials, production – and
allows them to work. However, it does not determine what they will make
of it. More money means more available future, the perception of which
remains to be seen. This depends on the level and form of confidence.
Under conditions of optimism, the future is seen as an opportunity. If
pessimism prevails, it is seen as a risk. If there were a hierarchical organization, it would be enough to act at the highest level (the financial markets)
in order to govern the economy as a whole. As we have seen, however,
injections of liquidity and decreases in the cost of money can produce
wealth or inflation. Politics is not able to determine what will happen.
Finance uses and anticipates political actions in order to shape the future
in its own way.
Must we refrain from any action and leave the economy to follow
its own course, an attitude that still has many supporters, behind the
somehow worn-out flag of liberalism? This solution seems unsatisfactory,
given that it does not seem to lead to any balance, and certainly does not
lead to optimal conditions. Instead, it leads to an exposure to the future
that has no constraints or structure, one prey to the always changing
present future. The limited balance that markets were able to reach had
been realized with, not in spite of, the intervention of politics. The goal
should not be, since it cannot be, to determine the future, but to create
the conditions that the economy must take as its starting point in order
to create what will become its future, to offer more alternatives in the face
of unknown possibilities. The goal should be to structure the uncertainty
of the future, to prepare and learn how to react to surprises when they
occur. Only politics can do this, because it is an external operator able to
set constraints that hold for everyone, by broadening the horizon of possibilities to which the economy is able to react, to broaden its future rather
than de-futurize it.

3.

CONTROLLING THE LACK OF CONTROL

What does this mean in terms of concrete measures? First, since we must
give up any idea of determination, it could be useful to revise the concept
of control. The ‘control’ of the economy by politics should not refer to
cause–effect relationships, where a given measure aims to achieve a given
effect. This aim produces a symbolic effect at most. We need a more open
and complex idea of control, one that has been available for a few decades,
and has been successfully applied in a very technical field. I refer to the
cybernetic notion of control, as formulated by Norbert Wiener in 194810
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and applied (consciously or not) by information technology over the following decades.
Wiener explicitly addressed the issue of prediction and the need for a
criterion for judging its success (the ‘goodness’ of prediction). He maintained that the criterion should be different when dealing with linear or
non-linear processes. In the latter, which are those concerning the social
sciences, including the economy and quantum mechanics, the past of a
system is never sufficient to determine its future. One can collect all the
possible information about the past, but it will not be enough to know
the future. The future cannot be reduced to a range of temporal sequences
– that is, it cannot be de-futurized. What one gets to know, according to
Wiener, is only a statistical future, the distribution of possible futures of
the system (the present future), but not the real future.11 Under these conditions, technique, and the accumulation of techniques, involving a strict
coupling of causes and effects, increases the difficulty of control, given that
they multiply the factors of unpredictability. Too many determinations
produce indeterminacy.
Nevertheless, one can exert a form of control, provided that it refers
to the past and not to the future, which remains undetermined. What is
important is to have a non-random criterion that is able to lead behaviour
and direct choices. This is how computers were built. Wiener’s example is
a computer playing chess, which does not have a goal to attain, but only
a structure. Its behaviour is controlled, in so far as it has a memory of
past games with the relative courses and can use these in order to evaluate
the present state of the game and the open opportunities after any given
number of moves. The computer does not follow a strategy, but rewrites
its projection of the future in each present, on the basis of comparison with
past data and with the corresponding future developments. In its memory,
it has not only facts, but also horizons (the past futures). It is, therefore,
able to learn, not only from its own mistakes, but also from the successes of
the opponent.12 The great advantage is that it can refrain from specifying
all possible situations and corresponding behaviours in advance, building
machines capable of solving problems that were not planned in advance.13
Control, in this case, is achieved not by comparing the input (the
present) with a goal (the future), but by comparing the input with memory
(the past), in order to draw an always renewed and always open projection
of possibilities. The future is rewritten again in each present, but in such
a way that it depends on precise constraints and allows for indications
in order to decide. This future is open without being indeterminate,
and uses the past to multiply the available possibilities. On this basis,
Luhmann proposes a concept of control as ‘steering’ (Steuerung). This
differs from the causal notion, aimed at achieving a purpose and defined
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by the management of certain differences (to reduce or increase them).14
For example, the state can decide to save a troubled bank in order to curb
panic and stabilize finance. Its intervention, however, is ‘steering’, and
not only control, so long as it is not fixed to a particular future state (the
recovery of stock markets), but is meant to learn from the dynamics that
it sets in motion in the financial world, changing some of its conditions
and waiting to see what happens. When the state notes that finance reacts
by increasing risk perception, given that it interprets the intervention as a
signal that failures will multiply, it should be ready to restructure its projection of the future by taking the new possibilities and the new constraints
into account. One carries on a self-fulfilling or self-defeating prophecy, but
does not remain bound to it.15 Indeed, the measure is meant to try to teach
what one should have done from what one has done. This can be done
only by putting the future into motion in order to understand the meaning
of the present (which it did not have before).
The rationality of the procedure has nothing to do with goal attainment,
which is not necessarily achieved or encouraged, but with risk rationality, with an increase in sensitivity to unexpected and even unpredictable
events, which results at least in part from the ‘steering’ itself. It means
trying to increase possibilities precisely when one is inevitably forced to
reduce them with a decision. The procedure makes sense only if one stops
to think of possibilities as a finite (however indefinite) set, where removing
some of them reduces the range of still available possibilities. Possibilities
do not exist in this way, as a set of options, but are generated out of the
possibilities that become realized. The future must not be thought of as
a decision tree, where from each node (from each future present) sprout
already foreseeable decisions. The future is not made up of possibilities,
but of possibilities of possibilities, because it generates a completely new
possibility horizon at each point. In the present future, one can refer only
to the possibilities that are conceivable today, but these give rise to other
totally unpredictable spaces of possibilities, those of the future presents.
This is the great resource of the future, to which programming and control
should refer.
‘Steering’ lies in orienting the production of possibilities, in making
decisions by referring to the future that one can imagine at any given time,
and regarding those decisions as premises for other decisions, unable to
be envisaged today, to be made in the future. Although the future is, and
remains, unknown, if one has steering, then one is not simply exposed to
the future without direction. One knows that the future still depends on
what one does today, which can be controlled. One builds the future on
the basis of current conditions, creating constraints and knowing they
will have consequences that will bring about other conditions, which are
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completely open at present. One decides in order to be able to decide in
the future (presumably differently). When this unpredictable future then
comes about, if there was steering, one can evaluate it and learn from the
events, even if new and surprising. One can observe the consequences of
steering attempts, whether they were successful or not. Examples might
include how the world reacts to control as such (as in school classes)
or when finance reacts with concern to public interventions aimed at
reproducing confidence, interpreting them as confirmation that there are
grounds for concern – that is, increasing the lack of confidence.
In this sense, we can recover the notion of control by revising it. One
who tries to steer exercises control over the course of things (over the production of the future), not because they can determine what happens, but
because they can establish a link between different presents and sees what
is happening as a result of earlier decisions, learning and correcting.16 One
can also learn from surprises, if one has learned to expect them. In such
cases, the disappointment is also a confirmation of one’s own expectation
– that is, things have not gone as expected, but this was also expected. One
faces an open, yet non-arbitrary, future, which is more open the less arbitrary its course appears. It is less de-futurized the more it is constrained by
present decisions.

4.

THE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE

Can we interpret the measures that were taken in order to face the crisis in
this sense? Can we see if they were attempts at causal control or whether
they were aimed at cybernetic control, at a steering of the ongoing processes? With what consequences? In this case, the situation was particularly sensitive because it was a matter of directing the orientation of the
future of the same markets that were handling the future. It was a matter
of governing the riskiness of risk markets, with all its circularity and
paradoxes. The control of risk is clearly nonsense. If it were controlled, it
would not be risky any more. Nobody can plausibly ask for measures that
would lead to a condition of security. This would be like claiming to give
up the future. It has been generally recognized that financial instability,
as disturbing and destabilizing as it is, cannot be denied. In fact, it has an
indispensable role in market economy – that is, in the economic form of
second-order observation. What is required is the ability to govern risk,
to avoid being exposed to its turmoil and its excesses without criteria or
guidelines.17 Crises, people say, should not be occasions for shying away
from risk, but for reconsidering and improving the way in which it is
managed, thereby avoiding arbitrariness and lack of direction.18
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What does this mean in practice? There are different opinions. There
are those who, much like Robert Shiller, maintain confidence in rationality and the power of information. They consider undeniably irrational
behaviours as nothing more than deviations from fundamental principles,
which remain untouched. The results of behavioural finance have a similar
role as friction did for Newtonian mechanics. We must take them into
account in order to avoid distorting the results. In this sense, we must
simply introduce ‘adjustments’, without changing the basic model. In our
terms, we can still think abstractly about achieving control, even though it
becomes more complicated when we have to consider all the circumstances
that may influence its success. One should then minimize ‘friction’ by diffusing the competent financial information as much as possible. Economic
instability, according to Shiller, could then be avoided, much like an effective preventive healthcare succeeds in avoiding the spread of epidemics.19
There are, on the other side, those who think far more radically, like
George Soros. They believe that market imperfections are not deviations
from an abstract model, but correspond to the nature and ‘physiological’
functioning of markets, because the future and expectations are governed
by reflective patterns that are constantly affecting themselves and cannot
be achieved. At most, they can be irritated. Irrationality is irreducible. The task of governors cannot be control because it is not possible.
Transparency cannot be achieved. However, one must not give up on
intervention, which is essential. One must manage expectations with all
the available instruments20 – that is, one must govern the conditions of the
construction of possibilities, whatever they are and however they evolve.
One must provide steering.
During the crisis, outside intervention was essential, because the market
was not working and it became necessary to rebuild it or, at least, replace
it, for limited periods. The main problem was uncertainty, which spread to
the point of blocking any action. The market seemed frozen in the literal
sense of an absolute lack of liquidity. Nothing circulated because nobody
knew how to assess the price of structured assets. At the heart of the crisis
were not the movements of the stock markets or the cost of money, which
were only symptoms, but the widespread crisis of confidence that paralysed credit – that is, the lack of future. There was no horizon of possibilities to which to refer when making present decisions. Hence one did not
decide at all. However, without a future, the economy, which deals with
the management of time, cannot go on.
Under these conditions, even the supporters of market efficiency are
inevitably perplexed. If markets do nothing, it is difficult to envisage that
they ever reach equilibrium.21 An outside intervention, therefore, becomes
necessary. All are in agreement that this is up to the state. When it comes
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to confidence, only the state seems able to act as a stabilizer, reversing expectations and retrieving a horizon of future. Markets based on
imperfect knowledge require external regulation on the basis of equally
imperfect knowledge, because they need a pivot for building expectations. This cannot come from the circularity of the mutual observation
of observers. The state, which does not dismiss or fail, fixes constraints
from which everyone must start, even if it is not always public measures
that achieve the desired goals. Without a shared reference, it is not even
possible to deviate. In this sense, public adjustment is important for giving
observation a structure (that which is made unmanageable by opacity and
insecurity).
Even if markets do what they want upon state intervention, it is
important that this take place and that it is not random. The regulation
is more efficient the more it is able to open up a horizon of future for the
markets (which no longer have one), from which they can start to build
a (presumably different) future.22 How can one succeed in this? Here lies
the conceptual and strategic difference between the first version of the
Paulson plan and its subsequent revisions. In its original formulation,
the TARP provided for the direct acquisition of ‘troubled’ (or ‘toxic’)
assets by the state – that is, it basically maintained confidence in the
ability of markets to self-regulate. The meaning of the manoeuvre was to
heal the market, to let it then work by itself. The state acted directly on
the market, with a precise purpose and aimed at achieving a given result.
The state aimed at a kind of causal control meant to obtain effects. In
this case, it failed.
The problem is that, at this level, the state becomes an operator no different from others, investing directly in bank assets. Therefore (as we have
seen) it also has the problem of respecting the dynamics of the market, of
setting a price that does not alter these excessively (avoiding a ‘mark-toPaulson’). However, as a direct economic operator, the issue for the state
is a purely economic one. How much money does it have to act on market
movements? Although astronomical, the figure of US$700 billion for the
Paulson plan was only a drop in the ocean of a global derivatives traffic of
US$1 400 000 billion.
The reaction to the European measures was different. It was driven by
English economic politics and eventually followed by the USA. Instead
of buying, the state intervened in order to allow others to buy. What they
wanted remained irrelevant, the state did not decide. The choice was to
intervene directly on confidence, without leaving the task of restoring it
to the market. Confidence was lacking in the relations between banks,
fearing that they were not solvent, and authorities decided to operate on
this level. The ECB introduced a public guarantee for interbank loans,
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in addition to launching a series of measures designed to persuade banks
to start to lend money to each other again. European governments could
provide warranties on new issues of bonds by banks or buy them directly,
and could recapitalize banks at risk. The intervention of the state in the
economy, however, is more hypothetical than real. It is not an immediate
spending of public money, but a use of public money in order to guarantee
investments, in the event that this is needed. Theoretically, it could also
cost nothing. If it succeeded in restoring confidence, no rescue would be
necessary. In any case, the impact of the investment would be far larger.
In a financial world that is ruled by leverage, the same amount of US$700
billion that gets lost in the sea of financial assets represents 60 per cent
of the capital of all US banks (and indeed the Paulson plan was then
redirected in this sense, in order to recapitalize banks).
This kind of action seemed to work. Markets reacted more consistently
to measures that were acting directly on confidence. Even if they maintained the high volatility of those who did not know in which direction
the future would go, they could at least think they would have a future,
because the state had warranted the conditions to project possibilities. The
state does not build the future of the economy, but provides the conditions
for it to build one for itself – that is, it ‘steers’ the economy’s evolution
without pretending to control it.
Steering actions are located at the level of second-order observations.
One operates by observing how observers observe and not by acting on
the world they must observe. If, as we have seen, the market is the place
where the mutual observation of observers develops, this kind of intervention profoundly changes the way in which to see it. One moves to a
model that does not deal with market prices (actual or hypothetical) as
an independent variable, as the ultimate reference that supports the whole
construction of finance. In cases of bubbles, we know that prices do not
give reliable indications, if only on the erratic orientation of operators.
They are dependent variables, on which the state can act, not as a trader
(buying assets), but as ‘market maker of last resort’,23 which warrants the
value of assets that the market does not want to deal with (or cannot deal
with), but that have a value. Credit risk – that is, the responsibility for
investments – remains with the banks, which must decide whether and
how to buy and sell. The state, however, warrants liquidity – that is, it
warrants future possibilities.
This type of action is just the beginning from which the economic and
financial politics for managing markets and their trends must develop. If it
is true, as many say, that we need a new Bretton Wood system to ground
international financial institutions in a different way, one more suited to
the situation of the markets of the twenty-first century, then the process will
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be a long and delicate one. The awareness is now widespread that current
risk markets are different from traditional finance and that regulatory
measures must take this into account. It is no longer a matter of managing
the uncertainty of the future in the present, but of actively building the
future from which this uncertainty will come. This undertaking opens an
indeterminate range of possibilities, and requires precise constraints and a
new awareness of circularity and connected risks. If nothing else, the crisis
has shown that the current regulation and risk management procedures
were insufficient at this level. They did not consider the possibilities that
arose when one bound possibilities, the risks of risk management and the
future resulting from de-futurization techniques.
The circulating proposals (for example, the indications that emerged
from the G20 Summit of 13–14 November 2008) seem to be moving in
this direction. Faced with the dilemma of deregulation and overregulation, the authorities seem to prefer moving to a higher level, where they
can achieve both, where they can impose rules that allow operators to
regulate themselves – that is, to establish conditions for developing open
possibilities. All the measures that have been mentioned share this tendency: increasing transparency – that is, increasing the availability of
information on complex financial products; supervising rating agencies
(without overruling these agencies, which still have the task of the selfevaluation of finance); ensuring solid capital relationships in derivatives
and securitization (avoiding excessive de-futurization); verifying banks’
risk management procedures (the riskiness of risk); and strengthening the
integration among the authorities at a global level. The more operational
measures are also directed to manage risk management. These include
reducing pro-cyclical aspects, restricting incentives, regulating the OTC
market, introducing a clearing house for CDS – not to reduce risks, but to
constrain the conditions under which they are produced.
One can also risk more without excessively reducing the possibilities
that the future will have available to face the consequences of current
decisions. One should risk in a less dangerous way, and equip oneself to
manage the risks produced by risk management. The regulator should
be equipped to learn from the consequences of its intervention, modifying and modulating it according to markets’ reactions. If their task is to
safeguard confidence and provide a stable reference in the continuous
variation, this task can (paradoxically) be carried out only by changing.
In the face of an open future, confidence does not rely on constancy, but
on the ability to keep on steering ahead even in the face of surprises that
result from steering itself. Markets should perceive that change is not only
a reaction to the unexpected, but the result of a politics of management of
possibilities.
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NOTES
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

In La Repubblica, 11 July 2008.
I am referring to the situation of autumn–winter 2008.
Or can also exploit it: Tommaso Monacelli, ‘Se il banchiere centrale mette mano ai
suoi attrezzi’, Lavoce.info, 5 December 2008, proposes very explicitly to manipulate the
future in order to manage the present. He suggests that the American Central Bank,
under conditions where it cannot lower the interest rate because it is already close to
zero, acts directly on expectations. It should commit itself to keep low interest rates
even in the future, when the economy will be out of deflation and the recovery will start
– it should reduce the (future) long-term rates today to stimulate today’s demand, even
if now they are close to zero: ‘Monetary policy can be effective today if it “borrows”
future monetary expansions’.
Later progressively modified in more and more radical ways – what is left is the appropriation of US$700 billion in support of the financial market.
Thus Federico Rampini in La Repubblica, 28 September 2008.
Marc Faber, ‘Market Commentary November 2008’.
Not to transmit them, because there is no autonomous information to be transmitted:
see Chapter 5, section 2 above.
Not always rightly, as Lehman Brothers case showed in a dramatic way.
See Luhmann (1996b).
See Wiener (1948).
Ibid., pp. 37 and 92–3.
Ibid., p. 172.
This is more or less the approach underlying genetic algorithms: see, for example,
Holland (1992), p. 50.
See Luhmann (2000), §13.VI; (1989c), (1986a).
The accusation against the Paulson plan, which has indeed been changed, but following
the events that disconfirmed it: in that case the change of the project was a failure, not
the explicit intention of ‘steering’ projects that prepare their own revision.
This achieves what Luhmann calls a ‘temporal self-integration of the system’ (zeitliche
Selbstintegration des Systems: 1996a, p. 18).
So, for example, Marco Vitale in Il Sole 24 ore, 5 October 2008.
Shiller (2008), p. 23.
Ibid., pp. 148ff.
‘Managing expectations’: Soros (2008), p. 144.
Unless one thinks of a motionless equilibrium in the sense of physics, where a minimal
variation suffices to move to an unstable condition – but it would have nothing to do
with efficiency, and this is not the meaning of equilibrium in economics.
In presenting his big plan of public investment to oppose the crisis in December 2008,
Barack Obama said that its purpose was ‘to act now, so that all Americans who lost
their future know that they still have one’. The stock market reacted with a strong rise.
See Luigi Spaventa, ‘Avoiding Disorderly Deleveraging’, CEPR Policy Insight, no. 22,
May 2008. The formula refers to the discussions of economic politics on the role of the
state as ‘lender of last resort’.
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